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Moving forward:
new ideas

The novel coronavirus outbreak has taught us many lessons. 
It teaches us to respect nature, keep healthy habits, and be 
more creative when facing di!  culties. 

Going out and helping others
China has seen positive changes after months of fi ghting against the novel coronavirus. This makes it possible for people to go out and enjoy the 

spring. Now China is trying to help other countries. Read on to learn more about this and other news about the pandemic (๔≮㵹). 

Chinese medical supplies for Belgium arrived at the Liege Airport on March 16. The words 
“Unity is strength” are written in French, Dutch and Chinese on the medical supplies. This 
shows the determination (۠ᓰ) of China and Belgium to work together to fi ght the virus. By 
March 25, there had been 4,269 confi rmed cases (䃷⫲Ҹ) in the country.

Belgium receives supplies

Japanese athletes (䓽ߕঅ) Tadahiro Nomura 
(front) and Saori Yoshida lit the Olympic fl ame 
(ຒ䓽▘) during an arrival ceremony (Зᐼ) in 
Miyagi prefecture (ი )࣬, Japan, on March 20. 
Because of the pandemic, there was no 
audience at the ceremony. On March 24, the 
International Olympic Committee and Japan 
said that the Tokyo Olympics will be delayed 
(ᣕ䔌) to next year. There will be no torch relay 
(▘◙э䔿) this year. The Olympic fl ame will 
stay in Japan until next year.

Lighting the torch

Liu Xiangjie drew fl owers on a bus to 
mark (H ᔄ) the arrival of spring on March 
23. She is a bus conductor (ਜ਼⺕অ) in 
Zhengzhou, Henan. It took almost half a 
month for Liu to decorate (㷲亝) the bus. 
She hopes it will provide a warm 
environment (⣜ධ) for passengers.

People enjoyed swinging at a scenic spot 
(ᮜ◦) in Chongqing on March 21. Some 
scenic spots have reopened in China. In 
Zhejiang, for example, 55 A-level scenic 
spots will open for free before May 1. 
During this period, a booking system 
(䶱㏓ݣᏓ) will be in place. The number of 
daily visitors will be kept at no more than 
50 percent of the spots’ maximum (ᰭ๔⮱) 
daily capacity (ឬ䒪䛼).    TEENS                                      

Spring brings fl owers

Swinging in the sun
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䙺व⫘ᗲ䭟ᣔ喑фϧႲౕუ͚̺ܧ䙺व⫘ᗲ䭟ᣔ喑фϧႲౕუ͚̺ܧ
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Moving forward:
new ideas

The novel coronavirus outbreak has taught us many lessons. 
It teaches us to respect nature, keep healthy habits, and be 
more creative when facing di!  culties. 

Going out and helping others
China has seen positive changes after months of fi ghting against the novel coronavirus. This makes it possible for people to go out and enjoy the 

spring. Now China is trying to help other countries. Read on to learn more about this and other news about the pandemic (๔≮㵹). 

Chinese medical supplies for Belgium arrived at the Liege Airport on March 16. The words 
“Unity is strength” are written in French, Dutch and Chinese on the medical supplies. This 
shows the determination (۠ᓰ) of China and Belgium to work together to fi ght the virus. By 
March 25, there had been 4,269 confi rmed cases (䃷⫲Ҹ) in the country.

Belgium receives supplies

Japanese athletes (䓽ߕঅ) Tadahiro Nomura 
(front) and Saori Yoshida lit the Olympic fl ame 
(ຒ䓽▘) during an arrival ceremony (Зᐼ) in 
Miyagi prefecture (ი )࣬, Japan, on March 20. 
Because of the pandemic, there was no 
audience at the ceremony. On March 24, the 
International Olympic Committee and Japan 
said that the Tokyo Olympics will be delayed 
(ᣕ䔌) to next year. There will be no torch relay 
(▘◙э䔿) this year. The Olympic fl ame will 
stay in Japan until next year.

Lighting the torch

Liu Xiangjie drew fl owers on a bus to 
mark (H ᔄ) the arrival of spring on March 
23. She is a bus conductor (ਜ਼⺕অ) in 
Zhengzhou, Henan. It took almost half a 
month for Liu to decorate (㷲亝) the bus. 
She hopes it will provide a warm 
environment (⣜ධ) for passengers.

People enjoyed swinging at a scenic spot 
(ᮜ◦) in Chongqing on March 21. Some 
scenic spots have reopened in China. In 
Zhejiang, for example, 55 A-level scenic 
spots will open for free before May 1. 
During this period, a booking system 
(䶱㏓ݣᏓ) will be in place. The number of 
daily visitors will be kept at no more than 
50 percent of the spots’ maximum (ᰭ๔⮱) 
daily capacity (ឬ䒪䛼).    TEENS                                      

Spring brings fl owers

Swinging in the sun
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The novel coronavirus outbreak has taught us many lessons. 

It teaches us to respect nature, keep healthy habits, and be 

more creative when facing di!  culties. 

Going out and helping others

China has seen positive changes after months of fi ghting against the novel coronavirus. This makes it possible for people to go out and enjoy the 

spring. Now China is trying to help other countries. Read on to learn more about this and other news about the pandemic (๔≮㵹). 

Chinese medical supplies for Belgium arrived at the Liege Airport on March 16. The words 

“Unity is strength” are written in French, Dutch and Chinese on the medical supplies. This 

shows the determination (۠ᓰ) of China and Belgium to work together to fi ght the virus. By 

March 25, there had been 4,269 confi rmed cases (䃷⫲Ҹ) in the country.Belgium receives supplies

Japanese athletes (䓽ߕঅ) Tadahiro Nomura 

(front) and Saori Yoshida lit the Olympic fl ame 

(ຒ䓽▘) during an arrival ceremony (Зᐼ) in 

Miyagi prefecture (ი )࣬, Japan, on March 20. 

Because of the pandemic, there was no 

audience at the ceremony. On March 24, the 

International Olympic Committee and Japan 

said that the Tokyo Olympics will be delayed 

(ᣕ䔌) to next year. There will be no torch relay 

(▘◙э䔿) this year. The Olympic fl ame will 

stay in Japan until next year.

Lighting the torch

Liu Xiangjie drew fl owers on a bus to 

mark (H ᔄ) the arrival of spring on March 

23. She is a bus conductor (ਜ਼⺕অ) in 

Zhengzhou, Henan. It took almost half a 

month for Liu to decorate (㷲亝) the bus. 

She hopes it will provide a warm 

environment (⣜ධ) for passengers.

People enjoyed swinging
 at a scenic spot 

(ᮜ◦) in Chongqing on March 21. Some 

scenic spots have reopened in China. In 

Zhejiang, for example, 55 A-level scenic 

spots will open for free before May 1. 

During this period, a booking system 

(䶱㏓ݣᏓ) will be in place. The number of 

daily visitors will be kept at no more than 

50 percent of the spots’ maximum (ᰭ๔⮱) 

daily capacity (ឬ䒪䛼).   
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Moving forward:
new ideas

The novel coronavirus outbreak has taught us many lessons. 
It teaches us to respect nature, keep healthy habits, and be 
more creative when facing di!  culties. 

Going out and helping othersChina has seen positive changes after months of fi ghting against the novel coronavirus. This makes it possible for people to go out and enjoy the 

spring. Now China is trying to help other countries. Read on to learn more about this and other news about the pandemic (๔≮㵹). 

Chinese medical supplies for Belgium arrived at the Liege Airport on March 16. The words 

“Unity is strength” are written in French, Dutch and Chinese on the medical supplies. This 

shows the determination (۠ᓰ) of China and Belgium to work together to fi ght the virus. By 

March 25, there had been 4,269 confi rmed cases (䃷⫲Ҹ) in the country.

Belgium receives supplies

Japanese athletes (䓽ߕঅ) Tadahiro Nomura (front) and Saori Yoshida lit the Olympic fl ame (ຒ䓽▘) during an arrival ceremony (Зᐼ) in Miyagi prefecture (ი )࣬, Japan, on March 20. Because of the pandemic, there was no audience at the ceremony. On March 24, the International Olympic Committee and Japan said that the Tokyo Olympics will be delayed (ᣕ䔌) to next year. There will be no torch relay (▘◙э䔿) this year. The Olympic fl ame will stay in Japan until next year.

Lighting the torch

Liu Xiangjie drew fl owers on a bus to mark (H ᔄ) the arrival of spring on March 23. She is a bus conductor (ਜ਼⺕অ) in Zhengzhou, Henan. It took almost half a month for Liu to decorate (㷲亝) the bus. She hopes it will provide a warm environment (⣜ධ) for passengers.

People enjoyed swinging at a scenic spot (ᮜ◦) in Chongqing on March 21. Some scenic spots have reopened in China. In Zhejiang, for example, 55 A-level scenic spots will open for free before May 1. During this period, a booking system (䶱㏓ݣᏓ) will be in place. The number of daily visitors will be kept at no more than 50 percent of the spots’ maximum (ᰭ๔⮱) daily capacity (ឬ䒪䛼).    TEENS                                      
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What can you see in the picture?
•A smiling girl with a mask. 
•Several robot-like hands. 
•A glass of water. 
•One tablet of medicine. 
•Some petals. 
•A thermometer. 
•A lunchbox.
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Moving forward:
new ideas

The novel coronavirus outbreak has taught us many lessons. 
It teaches us to respect nature, keep healthy habits, and be 
more creative when facing di!  culties. 

Going out and helping others
China has seen positive changes after months of fi ghting against the novel coronavirus. This makes it possible for people to go out and enjoy the 

spring. Now China is trying to help other countries. Read on to learn more about this and other news about the pandemic (๔≮㵹). 

Chinese medical supplies for Belgium arrived at the Liege Airport on March 16. The words 
“Unity is strength” are written in French, Dutch and Chinese on the medical supplies. This 
shows the determination (۠ᓰ) of China and Belgium to work together to fi ght the virus. By 
March 25, there had been 4,269 confi rmed cases (䃷⫲Ҹ) in the country.

Belgium receives supplies

Japanese athletes (䓽ߕঅ) Tadahiro Nomura 
(front) and Saori Yoshida lit the Olympic fl ame 
(ຒ䓽▘) during an arrival ceremony (Зᐼ) in 
Miyagi prefecture (ი )࣬, Japan, on March 20. 
Because of the pandemic, there was no 
audience at the ceremony. On March 24, the 
International Olympic Committee and Japan 
said that the Tokyo Olympics will be delayed 
(ᣕ䔌) to next year. There will be no torch relay 
(▘◙э䔿) this year. The Olympic fl ame will 
stay in Japan until next year.

Lighting the torch

Liu Xiangjie drew fl owers on a bus to 
mark (H ᔄ) the arrival of spring on March 
23. She is a bus conductor (ਜ਼⺕অ) in 
Zhengzhou, Henan. It took almost half a 
month for Liu to decorate (㷲亝) the bus. 
She hopes it will provide a warm 
environment (⣜ධ) for passengers.

People enjoyed swinging at a scenic spot 
(ᮜ◦) in Chongqing on March 21. Some 
scenic spots have reopened in China. In 
Zhejiang, for example, 55 A-level scenic 
spots will open for free before May 1. 
During this period, a booking system 
(䶱㏓ݣᏓ) will be in place. The number of 
daily visitors will be kept at no more than 
50 percent of the spots’ maximum (ᰭ๔⮱) 
daily capacity (ឬ䒪䛼).    TEENS                                      

Spring brings fl owers

Swinging in the sun
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Moving forward:
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The novel coronavirus outbreak has taught us many lessons. 

It teaches us to respect nature, keep healthy habits, and be 

more creative when facing di!  culties. 

Going out and helping others

China has seen positive changes after months of fi ghting against the novel coronavirus. This makes it possible for people to go out and enjoy the 

spring. Now China is trying to help other countries. Read on to learn more about this and other news about the pandemic (๔≮㵹). 

Chinese medical supplies for Belgium arrived at the Liege Airport on March 16. The words 

“Unity is strength” are written in French, Dutch and Chinese on the medical supplies. This 

shows the determination (۠ᓰ) of China and Belgium to work together to fi ght the virus. By 

March 25, there had been 4,269 confi rmed cases (䃷⫲Ҹ) in the country.Belgium receives supplies

Japanese athletes (䓽ߕঅ) Tadahiro Nomura 

(front) and Saori Yoshida lit the Olympic fl ame 

(ຒ䓽▘) during an arrival ceremony (Зᐼ) in 

Miyagi prefecture (ი )࣬, Japan, on March 20. 

Because of the pandemic, there was no 

audience at the ceremony. On March 24, the 

International Olympic Committee and Japan 

said that the Tokyo Olympics will be delayed 

(ᣕ䔌) to next year. There will be no torch relay 

(▘◙э䔿) this year. The Olympic fl ame will 

stay in Japan until next year.

Lighting the torch

Liu Xiangjie drew fl owers on a bus to 

mark (H ᔄ) the arrival of spring on March 

23. She is a bus conductor (ਜ਼⺕অ) in 

Zhengzhou, Henan. It took almost half a 

month for Liu to decorate (㷲亝) the bus. 

She hopes it will provide a warm 

environment (⣜ධ) for passengers.

People enjoyed swinging
 at a scenic spot 

(ᮜ◦) in Chongqing on March 21. Some 

scenic spots have reopened in China. In 

Zhejiang, for example, 55 A-level scenic 

spots will open for free before May 1. 

During this period, a booking system 

(䶱㏓ݣᏓ) will be in place. The number of 

daily visitors will be kept at no more than 

50 percent of the spots’ maximum (ᰭ๔⮱) 

daily capacity (ឬ䒪䛼).   
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Moving forward:
new ideas

The novel coronavirus outbreak has taught us many lessons. 
It teaches us to respect nature, keep healthy habits, and be 
more creative when facing di!  culties. 

Going out and helping othersChina has seen positive changes after months of fi ghting against the novel coronavirus. This makes it possible for people to go out and enjoy the 

spring. Now China is trying to help other countries. Read on to learn more about this and other news about the pandemic (๔≮㵹). 

Chinese medical supplies for Belgium arrived at the Liege Airport on March 16. The words 

“Unity is strength” are written in French, Dutch and Chinese on the medical supplies. This 

shows the determination (۠ᓰ) of China and Belgium to work together to fi ght the virus. By 

March 25, there had been 4,269 confi rmed cases (䃷⫲Ҹ) in the country.

Belgium receives supplies

Japanese athletes (䓽ߕঅ) Tadahiro Nomura (front) and Saori Yoshida lit the Olympic fl ame (ຒ䓽▘) during an arrival ceremony (Зᐼ) in Miyagi prefecture (ი )࣬, Japan, on March 20. Because of the pandemic, there was no audience at the ceremony. On March 24, the International Olympic Committee and Japan said that the Tokyo Olympics will be delayed (ᣕ䔌) to next year. There will be no torch relay (▘◙э䔿) this year. The Olympic fl ame will stay in Japan until next year.

Lighting the torch

Liu Xiangjie drew fl owers on a bus to mark (H ᔄ) the arrival of spring on March 23. She is a bus conductor (ਜ਼⺕অ) in Zhengzhou, Henan. It took almost half a month for Liu to decorate (㷲亝) the bus. She hopes it will provide a warm environment (⣜ධ) for passengers.

People enjoyed swinging at a scenic spot (ᮜ◦) in Chongqing on March 21. Some scenic spots have reopened in China. In Zhejiang, for example, 55 A-level scenic spots will open for free before May 1. During this period, a booking system (䶱㏓ݣᏓ) will be in place. The number of daily visitors will be kept at no more than 50 percent of the spots’ maximum (ᰭ๔⮱) daily capacity (ឬ䒪䛼).    TEENS                                      
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Where is the girl staying?

• She is probably staying in a hospital. 
Because she is taken good care of.

Which season do you think it is in the picture?

• Spring. Because the flowers are blooming 
outside the window.
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Moving forward:
new ideas

The novel coronavirus outbreak has taught us many lessons. 
It teaches us to respect nature, keep healthy habits, and be 
more creative when facing di!  culties. 

Going out and helping others
China has seen positive changes after months of fi ghting against the novel coronavirus. This makes it possible for people to go out and enjoy the 

spring. Now China is trying to help other countries. Read on to learn more about this and other news about the pandemic (๔≮㵹). 

Chinese medical supplies for Belgium arrived at the Liege Airport on March 16. The words 
“Unity is strength” are written in French, Dutch and Chinese on the medical supplies. This 
shows the determination (۠ᓰ) of China and Belgium to work together to fi ght the virus. By 
March 25, there had been 4,269 confi rmed cases (䃷⫲Ҹ) in the country.

Belgium receives supplies

Japanese athletes (䓽ߕঅ) Tadahiro Nomura 
(front) and Saori Yoshida lit the Olympic fl ame 
(ຒ䓽▘) during an arrival ceremony (Зᐼ) in 
Miyagi prefecture (ი )࣬, Japan, on March 20. 
Because of the pandemic, there was no 
audience at the ceremony. On March 24, the 
International Olympic Committee and Japan 
said that the Tokyo Olympics will be delayed 
(ᣕ䔌) to next year. There will be no torch relay 
(▘◙э䔿) this year. The Olympic fl ame will 
stay in Japan until next year.

Lighting the torch

Liu Xiangjie drew fl owers on a bus to 
mark (H ᔄ) the arrival of spring on March 
23. She is a bus conductor (ਜ਼⺕অ) in 
Zhengzhou, Henan. It took almost half a 
month for Liu to decorate (㷲亝) the bus. 
She hopes it will provide a warm 
environment (⣜ධ) for passengers.

People enjoyed swinging at a scenic spot 
(ᮜ◦) in Chongqing on March 21. Some 
scenic spots have reopened in China. In 
Zhejiang, for example, 55 A-level scenic 
spots will open for free before May 1. 
During this period, a booking system 
(䶱㏓ݣᏓ) will be in place. The number of 
daily visitors will be kept at no more than 
50 percent of the spots’ maximum (ᰭ๔⮱) 
daily capacity (ឬ䒪䛼).    TEENS                                      

Spring brings fl owers

Swinging in the sun
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The novel coronavirus outbreak has taught us many lessons. 

It teaches us to respect nature, keep healthy habits, and be 

more creative when facing di!  culties. 

Going out and helping others

China has seen positive changes after months of fi ghting against the novel coronavirus. This makes it possible for people to go out and enjoy the 

spring. Now China is trying to help other countries. Read on to learn more about this and other news about the pandemic (๔≮㵹). 

Chinese medical supplies for Belgium arrived at the Liege Airport on March 16. The words 

“Unity is strength” are written in French, Dutch and Chinese on the medical supplies. This 

shows the determination (۠ᓰ) of China and Belgium to work together to fi ght the virus. By 

March 25, there had been 4,269 confi rmed cases (䃷⫲Ҹ) in the country.Belgium receives supplies

Japanese athletes (䓽ߕঅ) Tadahiro Nomura 

(front) and Saori Yoshida lit the Olympic fl ame 

(ຒ䓽▘) during an arrival ceremony (Зᐼ) in 

Miyagi prefecture (ი )࣬, Japan, on March 20. 

Because of the pandemic, there was no 

audience at the ceremony. On March 24, the 

International Olympic Committee and Japan 

said that the Tokyo Olympics will be delayed 

(ᣕ䔌) to next year. There will be no torch relay 

(▘◙э䔿) this year. The Olympic fl ame will 

stay in Japan until next year.

Lighting the torch

Liu Xiangjie drew fl owers on a bus to 

mark (H ᔄ) the arrival of spring on March 

23. She is a bus conductor (ਜ਼⺕অ) in 

Zhengzhou, Henan. It took almost half a 

month for Liu to decorate (㷲亝) the bus. 

She hopes it will provide a warm 

environment (⣜ධ) for passengers.

People enjoyed swinging
 at a scenic spot 

(ᮜ◦) in Chongqing on March 21. Some 

scenic spots have reopened in China. In 

Zhejiang, for example, 55 A-level scenic 

spots will open for free before May 1. 

During this period, a booking system 

(䶱㏓ݣᏓ) will be in place. The number of 

daily visitors will be kept at no more than 

50 percent of the spots’ maximum (ᰭ๔⮱) 

daily capacity (ឬ䒪䛼).   
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Moving forward:
new ideas

The novel coronavirus outbreak has taught us many lessons. 
It teaches us to respect nature, keep healthy habits, and be 
more creative when facing di!  culties. 

Going out and helping othersChina has seen positive changes after months of fi ghting against the novel coronavirus. This makes it possible for people to go out and enjoy the 

spring. Now China is trying to help other countries. Read on to learn more about this and other news about the pandemic (๔≮㵹). 

Chinese medical supplies for Belgium arrived at the Liege Airport on March 16. The words 

“Unity is strength” are written in French, Dutch and Chinese on the medical supplies. This 

shows the determination (۠ᓰ) of China and Belgium to work together to fi ght the virus. By 

March 25, there had been 4,269 confi rmed cases (䃷⫲Ҹ) in the country.

Belgium receives supplies

Japanese athletes (䓽ߕঅ) Tadahiro Nomura (front) and Saori Yoshida lit the Olympic fl ame (ຒ䓽▘) during an arrival ceremony (Зᐼ) in Miyagi prefecture (ი )࣬, Japan, on March 20. Because of the pandemic, there was no audience at the ceremony. On March 24, the International Olympic Committee and Japan said that the Tokyo Olympics will be delayed (ᣕ䔌) to next year. There will be no torch relay (▘◙э䔿) this year. The Olympic fl ame will stay in Japan until next year.

Lighting the torch

Liu Xiangjie drew fl owers on a bus to mark (H ᔄ) the arrival of spring on March 23. She is a bus conductor (ਜ਼⺕অ) in Zhengzhou, Henan. It took almost half a month for Liu to decorate (㷲亝) the bus. She hopes it will provide a warm environment (⣜ධ) for passengers.

People enjoyed swinging at a scenic spot (ᮜ◦) in Chongqing on March 21. Some scenic spots have reopened in China. In Zhejiang, for example, 55 A-level scenic spots will open for free before May 1. During this period, a booking system (䶱㏓ݣᏓ) will be in place. The number of daily visitors will be kept at no more than 50 percent of the spots’ maximum (ᰭ๔⮱) daily capacity (ឬ䒪䛼).    TEENS                                      
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Who is probably the girl?
•She seems to be a patient. Because many 

helping hands are being sent to her.

Why does the girl show victory fingers?

•She will soon recover.
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Moving forward:
new ideas

The novel coronavirus outbreak has taught us many lessons. 
It teaches us to respect nature, keep healthy habits, and be 
more creative when facing di!  culties. 

Going out and helping others
China has seen positive changes after months of fi ghting against the novel coronavirus. This makes it possible for people to go out and enjoy the 

spring. Now China is trying to help other countries. Read on to learn more about this and other news about the pandemic (๔≮㵹). 

Chinese medical supplies for Belgium arrived at the Liege Airport on March 16. The words 
“Unity is strength” are written in French, Dutch and Chinese on the medical supplies. This 
shows the determination (۠ᓰ) of China and Belgium to work together to fi ght the virus. By 
March 25, there had been 4,269 confi rmed cases (䃷⫲Ҹ) in the country.

Belgium receives supplies

Japanese athletes (䓽ߕঅ) Tadahiro Nomura 
(front) and Saori Yoshida lit the Olympic fl ame 
(ຒ䓽▘) during an arrival ceremony (Зᐼ) in 
Miyagi prefecture (ი )࣬, Japan, on March 20. 
Because of the pandemic, there was no 
audience at the ceremony. On March 24, the 
International Olympic Committee and Japan 
said that the Tokyo Olympics will be delayed 
(ᣕ䔌) to next year. There will be no torch relay 
(▘◙э䔿) this year. The Olympic fl ame will 
stay in Japan until next year.

Lighting the torch

Liu Xiangjie drew fl owers on a bus to 
mark (H ᔄ) the arrival of spring on March 
23. She is a bus conductor (ਜ਼⺕অ) in 
Zhengzhou, Henan. It took almost half a 
month for Liu to decorate (㷲亝) the bus. 
She hopes it will provide a warm 
environment (⣜ධ) for passengers.

People enjoyed swinging at a scenic spot 
(ᮜ◦) in Chongqing on March 21. Some 
scenic spots have reopened in China. In 
Zhejiang, for example, 55 A-level scenic 
spots will open for free before May 1. 
During this period, a booking system 
(䶱㏓ݣᏓ) will be in place. The number of 
daily visitors will be kept at no more than 
50 percent of the spots’ maximum (ᰭ๔⮱) 
daily capacity (ឬ䒪䛼).    TEENS                                      

Spring brings fl owers

Swinging in the sun
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The novel coronavirus outbreak has taught us many lessons. 

It teaches us to respect nature, keep healthy habits, and be 

more creative when facing di!  culties. 

Going out and helping others

China has seen positive changes after months of fi ghting against the novel coronavirus. This makes it possible for people to go out and enjoy the 

spring. Now China is trying to help other countries. Read on to learn more about this and other news about the pandemic (๔≮㵹). 

Chinese medical supplies for Belgium arrived at the Liege Airport on March 16. The words 

“Unity is strength” are written in French, Dutch and Chinese on the medical supplies. This 

shows the determination (۠ᓰ) of China and Belgium to work together to fi ght the virus. By 

March 25, there had been 4,269 confi rmed cases (䃷⫲Ҹ) in the country.Belgium receives supplies

Japanese athletes (䓽ߕঅ) Tadahiro Nomura 

(front) and Saori Yoshida lit the Olympic fl ame 

(ຒ䓽▘) during an arrival ceremony (Зᐼ) in 

Miyagi prefecture (ი )࣬, Japan, on March 20. 

Because of the pandemic, there was no 

audience at the ceremony. On March 24, the 

International Olympic Committee and Japan 

said that the Tokyo Olympics will be delayed 

(ᣕ䔌) to next year. There will be no torch relay 

(▘◙э䔿) this year. The Olympic fl ame will 

stay in Japan until next year.

Lighting the torch

Liu Xiangjie drew fl owers on a bus to 

mark (H ᔄ) the arrival of spring on March 

23. She is a bus conductor (ਜ਼⺕অ) in 

Zhengzhou, Henan. It took almost half a 

month for Liu to decorate (㷲亝) the bus. 

She hopes it will provide a warm 

environment (⣜ධ) for passengers.

People enjoyed swinging
 at a scenic spot 

(ᮜ◦) in Chongqing on March 21. Some 

scenic spots have reopened in China. In 

Zhejiang, for example, 55 A-level scenic 

spots will open for free before May 1. 

During this period, a booking system 

(䶱㏓ݣᏓ) will be in place. The number of 

daily visitors will be kept at no more than 

50 percent of the spots’ maximum (ᰭ๔⮱) 

daily capacity (ឬ䒪䛼).   
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Moving forward:
new ideas

The novel coronavirus outbreak has taught us many lessons. 
It teaches us to respect nature, keep healthy habits, and be 
more creative when facing di!  culties. 

Going out and helping othersChina has seen positive changes after months of fi ghting against the novel coronavirus. This makes it possible for people to go out and enjoy the 

spring. Now China is trying to help other countries. Read on to learn more about this and other news about the pandemic (๔≮㵹). 

Chinese medical supplies for Belgium arrived at the Liege Airport on March 16. The words 

“Unity is strength” are written in French, Dutch and Chinese on the medical supplies. This 

shows the determination (۠ᓰ) of China and Belgium to work together to fi ght the virus. By 

March 25, there had been 4,269 confi rmed cases (䃷⫲Ҹ) in the country.

Belgium receives supplies

Japanese athletes (䓽ߕঅ) Tadahiro Nomura (front) and Saori Yoshida lit the Olympic fl ame (ຒ䓽▘) during an arrival ceremony (Зᐼ) in Miyagi prefecture (ი )࣬, Japan, on March 20. Because of the pandemic, there was no audience at the ceremony. On March 24, the International Olympic Committee and Japan said that the Tokyo Olympics will be delayed (ᣕ䔌) to next year. There will be no torch relay (▘◙э䔿) this year. The Olympic fl ame will stay in Japan until next year.

Lighting the torch

Liu Xiangjie drew fl owers on a bus to mark (H ᔄ) the arrival of spring on March 23. She is a bus conductor (ਜ਼⺕অ) in Zhengzhou, Henan. It took almost half a month for Liu to decorate (㷲亝) the bus. She hopes it will provide a warm environment (⣜ධ) for passengers.

People enjoyed swinging at a scenic spot (ᮜ◦) in Chongqing on March 21. Some scenic spots have reopened in China. In Zhejiang, for example, 55 A-level scenic spots will open for free before May 1. During this period, a booking system (䶱㏓ݣᏓ) will be in place. The number of daily visitors will be kept at no more than 50 percent of the spots’ maximum (ᰭ๔⮱) daily capacity (ឬ䒪䛼).    TEENS                                      
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How can you move forward after 
experiencing the novel coronavirus?
• To respect nature, keep healthy habits 

and be more creative.



What is the story about? 
Where does the story take place? 
When does the story take place? 
Who is the story about? 
Why does the story take place? 
How does the story take place?

What can you see in the picture? 
Where is the girl staying? 
Which season do you think it is in the 
picture? 
Who is probably the girl? 
Why does the girl in the picture show 
victory fingers? 
How can you move forward when 
facing difficulties?

Pre-reading



While reading
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During the novel coronavirus outbreak, many hospitals 
in China have used smart technology (ᮧ㘪ឭᱜ) to care for 
patients and make work easier for doctors. The outbreak 
will lead to faster growth of smart healthcare (ᮧᚔࡨ⫄) in 
China, according to Xinhua. 

Remote healthcare services
It can be dangerous for medical workers and patients to 

come into contact (ᣒ㼓) with each other. But with remote 
(䔉⼸⮱) medical services, doctors at di! erent hospitals can 
share photos and videos to come up with the best treatment 
(⇨⫄ᵵ). China’s three biggest telecom (䕇Ԏ) companies 
are providing (ӈ) hospitals across the country with 5G 
services. This helps them share large amounts of data (ᢛ) 
quickly.

For example, on Feb 27, doctors in the cities of Beijing, 
Shanghai and Guangzhou used 5G technology to treat a 
67-year-old patient in Wuhan, according to China Daily. 
By diagnosing (䃷) patients remotely, doctors can protect 
both themselves and their patients. 

Robots lend a hand
Robots are also being used to fi ght the virus. For 

example, medical workers at the Third People’s Hospital of 
Shenzhen are using robots to do some medical tasks. 

Made by Chinese AI company UBTech, these robots 
can give medical advice, deliver drugs (㢜➖) and disinfect 
(⊵) wards (⫲ᝬ) and other areas. They can also check 
temperatures, according to China Daily.

Liu Yue, head of the hospital’s fever outpatient services 
(ࣾ☚䬕䃷), said the robots have made work much easier. “It 
greatly reduces (ۼᄾ) our burden (䉌៲), and it can also help 
us fi nd infected patients,” Liu said. 

AI makes work more e!  cient
AskBob is an AI-powered consultation platform. Made 

by Ping An Smart Healthcare, it can give users information 
about the virus, help people do medical self-checks, check 
their mental health and choose the right face masks, 
according to China Daily.

Ping An Smart Healthcare has also 
created an AI system that can read CT 
images and give accurate analyses (۳

ܳᲽ)  to doctors. This can speed up the 
diagnostic process and help doctors give 
faster treatment. 
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Will school and
work stay online
in the future?

Virtual
markets

With the outbreak of the novel coronavirus, 
people have to stay at home. More and more people 
have started to shop online. Their new shopping 
habits are changing Chinese e-commerce (⩢ၽੳߎ).
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Using tech to heal 

Salespeople in Ganzhou, Jiangxi, 
are using livestreaming to sell 
furniture.  XINHUA

FIGHTING THE VIRUS | ڞहᝅĄ⫘ą

Selling things through 
livestreaming (Ⱑ᧚) is not new in 
China. In 2018, sales of products 
through livestreaming totaled 100 
billion yuan. On Singles’ Day in 2018, 
livestreaming seller Li Jiaqi sold 
15,000 lipsticks (ऐ㏏) within just 5 
minutes. 

With most shops closed during the 
outbreak, shop owners are trying to 
fi nd new ways to sell their products. 
Their o"  ine business is starting to go 
online. 

On Taobao Live, for example, sellers 
working in traditional industries 
(㵹͇) are now selling their products 
through livestreaming. Clothes and 
snacks (䰣丌) are among the most 
popular products. “I like watching 
people eating and selling snacks,” a 
Taobao user told Sina.com. “When 
I feel bored at home, I watch the 
streams and buy snacks. It makes me 
feel relaxed and happy.”

Jiang Xinjie, assistant president 
of the Intime Retail Shopping Mall 

(䨣∝⮫䉔), said over 2,000 of the 
company’s sales teams will start 
livestreaming this year in order to sell 
more. “Livestreaming e-commerce is 
not only a way for malls to deal with 
emergencies (㉔ᕒᗲۢ), but also a way 
to upgrade (㏔) their sales model,” 
Jiang said.  

TEENS

Selling via livestreaming 

Buy fresh food online 
Xiao Wei from Nanjing has not been to the 

supermarket since the outbreak started, according to 
People’s Daily. Every day, she buys fresh vegetables, 
meat and fruit online. “It is convenient (Ӭ⮱) and 
I’m less likely to be infected (ᙌᴀ),” she said.

Fresh grocery (⩌凉丌৮) e-commerce in China has 
seen quick growth during the outbreak.  Missfresh 
(ᬒх凉), a grocery delivery (䔿䔮) company, 
reported that sales (䨭䛼) were 3.5 times higher than 
those of last year during the Spring Festival holiday, 
while sales by JD Fresh were 2.15 times higher, 
Xinhua reported. 

People’s new shopping habits might change 
the future of e-commerce in China. According to 
a survey (䄰ᴒ) by US market research company 
Nielsen, nearly 50 percent of people said they would 
be more willing to buy groceries online even when 
the epidemic is over. 

ेྲ႑ǈདԒኽ
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During the outbreak, many people 
study and work at home. Online 
classrooms and cloud o#  ces are booming 
(䓲⡈ࣾᆂ) in China. 

According to China Daily, at least 
600,000 teachers from schools all over 
China have been providing online classes 
during the epidemic. On DingTalk, 
Alibaba’s cloud o#  ce platform (Ꭰझ), more 
than 50 million (⮫̴) students had been 
taking online courses by mid-February. 

Many after-school tutoring institutions 
(䒲ᄩᱧᲱ) are also taking action. Over 
80 education companies, including 
Zuoyebang and VIPKid, have been o! ering 
free online courses. They are trying to 
attract more long-term (䪬⮱) users. 

“The epidemic has made online 
education companies save advertisement 
(Ꭼॷ) fees of nearly 240 billion yuan in 
China, as it takes around 1,000 yuan to 
move a student from o!  ine (㏬̸⮱) study 

to online,” said Chen Xiangdong, founder 
of online education fi rm Genshuixue.

For employees (অጒ), online o#  ce 
software (䒜У) is making it possible to 
work from home. According to China 
Daily, DingTalk has served more than 10 
million companies. Tencent Meeting, a 
similar platform, has added more than 
100,000 cloud servers (ߎக) to increase 
its computing capacity (㘪߈). It can 
now allow over 300 people to have video 
meetings online together. 

“In the long run, online o#  ces and 
education will be better developed. We 
should not underestimate (ѻѝ) the rise of 
new users on di! erent platforms during 
the epidemic. The users’ new habits might 
infl uence (ᒞ৺) the future,” Zheng Anqi 
from the China Academy of Information 
and Communications Technology (͚పԎᖜ

䕇Ԏⵁ⾣䮏) told Guangming Daily.                               
                                                         TEENS
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New way to watch new fi lms 
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Despite its negative e! ects, the epidemic 
has led to the development of many industries. 

From smart healthcare to new models of 
e-commerce to online education and entertainment, 

we’ve seen a silver lining to the cloud. 

Jiang said.  
TEENS

Movie theaters across the country 
have closed because of the coronavirus 
outbreak. Lost in Russia (Ȩఔີȩ) 
became the fi rst Chinese fi lm to premiere 
(仃) online. Many people saw it as a big 
event (θУ), as it showed how fi lm and 
internet companies could work together 
in the future.

Directed by and starring Xu Zheng, the 
comedy (ૉޔ) is about a trip to Russia 
by a controlling (ᣔݣ ᑧ⮱) mother and 
her middle-aged son. It was planned to 
be shown in theaters on Jan 25, but was 
instead shown for free on video platforms 
owned by ByteDance on Jan 24.

Data show that downloads (̸䒪) of 
ByteDance’s Xigua video app rose by 77 
percent from Jan 20 to Jan 26. Within 
three days, Lost in Russia was watched by 

more than 600 million people. 
Di! erent from going to the theaters, 

the online premiere allowed people to 
share their feelings by writing bullet 
comments (ᑦᎂ). During the premiere of 
Lost in Russia, there were over 100,000 
bullet comments, which turned the fi lm-
watching experience into an online social 
activity, according to movie critic Yingtan 
Yiguo.

Following Lost in Russia, two other 
fi lms have premiered online so far: Enter 
the Fat Dragon (Ȩ㗒哆䓴ȩ) on Feb 1 
and The Winners (Ȩ๔䊏უȩ) on Mar 
20. According to People’s Daily, with the 
development of the internet, it might 
become a trend (䊸߬) for the fi lm industry 
and online video platforms to have closer 
cooperation (व҉) in the future.        TEENS

QIANTU
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During the novel coronavirus outbreak, many hospitals 
in China have used smart technology (ᮧ㘪ឭᱜ) to care for 
patients and make work easier for doctors. The outbreak 
will lead to faster growth of smart healthcare (ᮧᚔࡨ⫄) in 
China, according to Xinhua. 

Remote healthcare services
It can be dangerous for medical workers and patients to 

come into contact (ᣒ㼓) with each other. But with remote 
(䔉⼸⮱) medical services, doctors at di! erent hospitals can 
share photos and videos to come up with the best treatment 
(⇨⫄ᵵ). China’s three biggest telecom (䕇Ԏ) companies 
are providing (ӈ) hospitals across the country with 5G 
services. This helps them share large amounts of data (ᢛ) 
quickly.

For example, on Feb 27, doctors in the cities of Beijing, 
Shanghai and Guangzhou used 5G technology to treat a 
67-year-old patient in Wuhan, according to China Daily. 
By diagnosing (䃷) patients remotely, doctors can protect 
both themselves and their patients. 

Robots lend a hand
Robots are also being used to fi ght the virus. For 

example, medical workers at the Third People’s Hospital of 
Shenzhen are using robots to do some medical tasks. 

Made by Chinese AI company UBTech, these robots 
can give medical advice, deliver drugs (㢜➖) and disinfect 
(⊵) wards (⫲ᝬ) and other areas. They can also check 
temperatures, according to China Daily.

Liu Yue, head of the hospital’s fever outpatient services 
(ࣾ☚䬕䃷), said the robots have made work much easier. “It 
greatly reduces (ۼᄾ) our burden (䉌៲), and it can also help 
us fi nd infected patients,” Liu said. 

AI makes work more e!  cient
AskBob is an AI-powered consultation platform. Made 

by Ping An Smart Healthcare, it can give users information 
about the virus, help people do medical self-checks, check 
their mental health and choose the right face masks, 
according to China Daily.

Ping An Smart Healthcare has also 
created an AI system that can read CT 
images and give accurate analyses (۳

ܳᲽ)  to doctors. This can speed up the 
diagnostic process and help doctors give 
faster treatment. 
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With the outbreak of the novel coronavirus, 
people have to stay at home. More and more people 
have started to shop online. Their new shopping 
habits are changing Chinese e-commerce (⩢ၽੳߎ).
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Using tech to heal 

Salespeople in Ganzhou, Jiangxi, 
are using livestreaming to sell 
furniture.  XINHUA

FIGHTING THE VIRUS | ڞहᝅĄ⫘ą

Selling things through 
livestreaming (Ⱑ᧚) is not new in 
China. In 2018, sales of products 
through livestreaming totaled 100 
billion yuan. On Singles’ Day in 2018, 
livestreaming seller Li Jiaqi sold 
15,000 lipsticks (ऐ㏏) within just 5 
minutes. 

With most shops closed during the 
outbreak, shop owners are trying to 
fi nd new ways to sell their products. 
Their o"  ine business is starting to go 
online. 

On Taobao Live, for example, sellers 
working in traditional industries 
(㵹͇) are now selling their products 
through livestreaming. Clothes and 
snacks (䰣丌) are among the most 
popular products. “I like watching 
people eating and selling snacks,” a 
Taobao user told Sina.com. “When 
I feel bored at home, I watch the 
streams and buy snacks. It makes me 
feel relaxed and happy.”

Jiang Xinjie, assistant president 
of the Intime Retail Shopping Mall 

(䨣∝⮫䉔), said over 2,000 of the 
company’s sales teams will start 
livestreaming this year in order to sell 
more. “Livestreaming e-commerce is 
not only a way for malls to deal with 
emergencies (㉔ᕒᗲۢ), but also a way 
to upgrade (㏔) their sales model,” 
Jiang said.  

TEENS

Selling via livestreaming 

Buy fresh food online 
Xiao Wei from Nanjing has not been to the 

supermarket since the outbreak started, according to 
People’s Daily. Every day, she buys fresh vegetables, 
meat and fruit online. “It is convenient (Ӭ⮱) and 
I’m less likely to be infected (ᙌᴀ),” she said.

Fresh grocery (⩌凉丌৮) e-commerce in China has 
seen quick growth during the outbreak.  Missfresh 
(ᬒх凉), a grocery delivery (䔿䔮) company, 
reported that sales (䨭䛼) were 3.5 times higher than 
those of last year during the Spring Festival holiday, 
while sales by JD Fresh were 2.15 times higher, 
Xinhua reported. 

People’s new shopping habits might change 
the future of e-commerce in China. According to 
a survey (䄰ᴒ) by US market research company 
Nielsen, nearly 50 percent of people said they would 
be more willing to buy groceries online even when 
the epidemic is over. 
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During the outbreak, many people 
study and work at home. Online 
classrooms and cloud o#  ces are booming 
(䓲⡈ࣾᆂ) in China. 

According to China Daily, at least 
600,000 teachers from schools all over 
China have been providing online classes 
during the epidemic. On DingTalk, 
Alibaba’s cloud o#  ce platform (Ꭰझ), more 
than 50 million (⮫̴) students had been 
taking online courses by mid-February. 

Many after-school tutoring institutions 
(䒲ᄩᱧᲱ) are also taking action. Over 
80 education companies, including 
Zuoyebang and VIPKid, have been o! ering 
free online courses. They are trying to 
attract more long-term (䪬⮱) users. 

“The epidemic has made online 
education companies save advertisement 
(Ꭼॷ) fees of nearly 240 billion yuan in 
China, as it takes around 1,000 yuan to 
move a student from o!  ine (㏬̸⮱) study 

to online,” said Chen Xiangdong, founder 
of online education fi rm Genshuixue.

For employees (অጒ), online o#  ce 
software (䒜У) is making it possible to 
work from home. According to China 
Daily, DingTalk has served more than 10 
million companies. Tencent Meeting, a 
similar platform, has added more than 
100,000 cloud servers (ߎக) to increase 
its computing capacity (㘪߈). It can 
now allow over 300 people to have video 
meetings online together. 

“In the long run, online o#  ces and 
education will be better developed. We 
should not underestimate (ѻѝ) the rise of 
new users on di! erent platforms during 
the epidemic. The users’ new habits might 
infl uence (ᒞ৺) the future,” Zheng Anqi 
from the China Academy of Information 
and Communications Technology (͚పԎᖜ

䕇Ԏⵁ⾣䮏) told Guangming Daily.                               
                                                         TEENS
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Despite its negative e! ects, the epidemic 
has led to the development of many industries. 

From smart healthcare to new models of 
e-commerce to online education and entertainment, 

we’ve seen a silver lining to the cloud. 

Jiang said.  
TEENS

Movie theaters across the country 
have closed because of the coronavirus 
outbreak. Lost in Russia (Ȩఔີȩ) 
became the fi rst Chinese fi lm to premiere 
(仃) online. Many people saw it as a big 
event (θУ), as it showed how fi lm and 
internet companies could work together 
in the future.

Directed by and starring Xu Zheng, the 
comedy (ૉޔ) is about a trip to Russia 
by a controlling (ᣔݣ ᑧ⮱) mother and 
her middle-aged son. It was planned to 
be shown in theaters on Jan 25, but was 
instead shown for free on video platforms 
owned by ByteDance on Jan 24.

Data show that downloads (̸䒪) of 
ByteDance’s Xigua video app rose by 77 
percent from Jan 20 to Jan 26. Within 
three days, Lost in Russia was watched by 

more than 600 million people. 
Di! erent from going to the theaters, 

the online premiere allowed people to 
share their feelings by writing bullet 
comments (ᑦᎂ). During the premiere of 
Lost in Russia, there were over 100,000 
bullet comments, which turned the fi lm-
watching experience into an online social 
activity, according to movie critic Yingtan 
Yiguo.

Following Lost in Russia, two other 
fi lms have premiered online so far: Enter 
the Fat Dragon (Ȩ㗒哆䓴ȩ) on Feb 1 
and The Winners (Ȩ๔䊏უȩ) on Mar 
20. According to People’s Daily, with the 
development of the internet, it might 
become a trend (䊸߬) for the fi lm industry 
and online video platforms to have closer 
cooperation (व҉) in the future.        TEENS

QIANTU
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During the novel coronavirus outbreak, many hospitals 
in China have used smart technology (ᮧ㘪ឭᱜ) to care for 
patients and make work easier for doctors. The outbreak 
will lead to faster growth of smart healthcare (ᮧᚔࡨ⫄) in 
China, according to Xinhua. 

Remote healthcare services
It can be dangerous for medical workers and patients to 

come into contact (ᣒ㼓) with each other. But with remote 
(䔉⼸⮱) medical services, doctors at di! erent hospitals can 
share photos and videos to come up with the best treatment 
(⇨⫄ᵵ). China’s three biggest telecom (䕇Ԏ) companies 
are providing (ӈ) hospitals across the country with 5G 
services. This helps them share large amounts of data (ᢛ) 
quickly.

For example, on Feb 27, doctors in the cities of Beijing, 
Shanghai and Guangzhou used 5G technology to treat a 
67-year-old patient in Wuhan, according to China Daily. 
By diagnosing (䃷) patients remotely, doctors can protect 
both themselves and their patients. 

Robots lend a hand
Robots are also being used to fi ght the virus. For 

example, medical workers at the Third People’s Hospital of 
Shenzhen are using robots to do some medical tasks. 

Made by Chinese AI company UBTech, these robots 
can give medical advice, deliver drugs (㢜➖) and disinfect 
(⊵) wards (⫲ᝬ) and other areas. They can also check 
temperatures, according to China Daily.

Liu Yue, head of the hospital’s fever outpatient services 
(ࣾ☚䬕䃷), said the robots have made work much easier. “It 
greatly reduces (ۼᄾ) our burden (䉌៲), and it can also help 
us fi nd infected patients,” Liu said. 

AI makes work more e!  cient
AskBob is an AI-powered consultation platform. Made 

by Ping An Smart Healthcare, it can give users information 
about the virus, help people do medical self-checks, check 
their mental health and choose the right face masks, 
according to China Daily.

Ping An Smart Healthcare has also 
created an AI system that can read CT 
images and give accurate analyses (۳

ܳᲽ)  to doctors. This can speed up the 
diagnostic process and help doctors give 
faster treatment. 
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Using tech to heal 

Salespeople in Ganzhou, Jiangxi, 
are using livestreaming to sell 
furniture.  XINHUA

FIGHTING THE VIRUS | ڞहᝅĄ⫘ą

Selling things through 
livestreaming (Ⱑ᧚) is not new in 
China. In 2018, sales of products 
through livestreaming totaled 100 
billion yuan. On Singles’ Day in 2018, 
livestreaming seller Li Jiaqi sold 
15,000 lipsticks (ऐ㏏) within just 5 
minutes. 

With most shops closed during the 
outbreak, shop owners are trying to 
fi nd new ways to sell their products. 
Their o"  ine business is starting to go 
online. 

On Taobao Live, for example, sellers 
working in traditional industries 
(㵹͇) are now selling their products 
through livestreaming. Clothes and 
snacks (䰣丌) are among the most 
popular products. “I like watching 
people eating and selling snacks,” a 
Taobao user told Sina.com. “When 
I feel bored at home, I watch the 
streams and buy snacks. It makes me 
feel relaxed and happy.”

Jiang Xinjie, assistant president 
of the Intime Retail Shopping Mall 

(䨣∝⮫䉔), said over 2,000 of the 
company’s sales teams will start 
livestreaming this year in order to sell 
more. “Livestreaming e-commerce is 
not only a way for malls to deal with 
emergencies (㉔ᕒᗲۢ), but also a way 
to upgrade (㏔) their sales model,” 
Jiang said.  

TEENS

Selling via livestreaming 

Buy fresh food online 
Xiao Wei from Nanjing has not been to the 

supermarket since the outbreak started, according to 
People’s Daily. Every day, she buys fresh vegetables, 
meat and fruit online. “It is convenient (Ӭ⮱) and 
I’m less likely to be infected (ᙌᴀ),” she said.

Fresh grocery (⩌凉丌৮) e-commerce in China has 
seen quick growth during the outbreak.  Missfresh 
(ᬒх凉), a grocery delivery (䔿䔮) company, 
reported that sales (䨭䛼) were 3.5 times higher than 
those of last year during the Spring Festival holiday, 
while sales by JD Fresh were 2.15 times higher, 
Xinhua reported. 

People’s new shopping habits might change 
the future of e-commerce in China. According to 
a survey (䄰ᴒ) by US market research company 
Nielsen, nearly 50 percent of people said they would 
be more willing to buy groceries online even when 
the epidemic is over. 
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During the outbreak, many people 
study and work at home. Online 
classrooms and cloud o#  ces are booming 
(䓲⡈ࣾᆂ) in China. 

According to China Daily, at least 
600,000 teachers from schools all over 
China have been providing online classes 
during the epidemic. On DingTalk, 
Alibaba’s cloud o#  ce platform (Ꭰझ), more 
than 50 million (⮫̴) students had been 
taking online courses by mid-February. 

Many after-school tutoring institutions 
(䒲ᄩᱧᲱ) are also taking action. Over 
80 education companies, including 
Zuoyebang and VIPKid, have been o! ering 
free online courses. They are trying to 
attract more long-term (䪬⮱) users. 

“The epidemic has made online 
education companies save advertisement 
(Ꭼॷ) fees of nearly 240 billion yuan in 
China, as it takes around 1,000 yuan to 
move a student from o!  ine (㏬̸⮱) study 

to online,” said Chen Xiangdong, founder 
of online education fi rm Genshuixue.

For employees (অጒ), online o#  ce 
software (䒜У) is making it possible to 
work from home. According to China 
Daily, DingTalk has served more than 10 
million companies. Tencent Meeting, a 
similar platform, has added more than 
100,000 cloud servers (ߎக) to increase 
its computing capacity (㘪߈). It can 
now allow over 300 people to have video 
meetings online together. 

“In the long run, online o#  ces and 
education will be better developed. We 
should not underestimate (ѻѝ) the rise of 
new users on di! erent platforms during 
the epidemic. The users’ new habits might 
infl uence (ᒞ৺) the future,” Zheng Anqi 
from the China Academy of Information 
and Communications Technology (͚పԎᖜ

䕇Ԏⵁ⾣䮏) told Guangming Daily.                               
                                                         TEENS
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Despite its negative e! ects, the epidemic 
has led to the development of many industries. 

From smart healthcare to new models of 
e-commerce to online education and entertainment, 

we’ve seen a silver lining to the cloud. 

Jiang said.  
TEENS

Movie theaters across the country 
have closed because of the coronavirus 
outbreak. Lost in Russia (Ȩఔີȩ) 
became the fi rst Chinese fi lm to premiere 
(仃) online. Many people saw it as a big 
event (θУ), as it showed how fi lm and 
internet companies could work together 
in the future.

Directed by and starring Xu Zheng, the 
comedy (ૉޔ) is about a trip to Russia 
by a controlling (ᣔݣ ᑧ⮱) mother and 
her middle-aged son. It was planned to 
be shown in theaters on Jan 25, but was 
instead shown for free on video platforms 
owned by ByteDance on Jan 24.

Data show that downloads (̸䒪) of 
ByteDance’s Xigua video app rose by 77 
percent from Jan 20 to Jan 26. Within 
three days, Lost in Russia was watched by 

more than 600 million people. 
Di! erent from going to the theaters, 

the online premiere allowed people to 
share their feelings by writing bullet 
comments (ᑦᎂ). During the premiere of 
Lost in Russia, there were over 100,000 
bullet comments, which turned the fi lm-
watching experience into an online social 
activity, according to movie critic Yingtan 
Yiguo.

Following Lost in Russia, two other 
fi lms have premiered online so far: Enter 
the Fat Dragon (Ȩ㗒哆䓴ȩ) on Feb 1 
and The Winners (Ȩ๔䊏უȩ) on Mar 
20. According to People’s Daily, with the 
development of the internet, it might 
become a trend (䊸߬) for the fi lm industry 
and online video platforms to have closer 
cooperation (व҉) in the future.        TEENS

QIANTU
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During the novel coronavirus outbreak, many hospitals 
in China have used smart technology (ᮧ㘪ឭᱜ) to care for 
patients and make work easier for doctors. The outbreak 
will lead to faster growth of smart healthcare (ᮧᚔࡨ⫄) in 
China, according to Xinhua. 

Remote healthcare services
It can be dangerous for medical workers and patients to 

come into contact (ᣒ㼓) with each other. But with remote 
(䔉⼸⮱) medical services, doctors at di! erent hospitals can 
share photos and videos to come up with the best treatment 
(⇨⫄ᵵ). China’s three biggest telecom (䕇Ԏ) companies 
are providing (ӈ) hospitals across the country with 5G 
services. This helps them share large amounts of data (ᢛ) 
quickly.

For example, on Feb 27, doctors in the cities of Beijing, 
Shanghai and Guangzhou used 5G technology to treat a 
67-year-old patient in Wuhan, according to China Daily. 
By diagnosing (䃷) patients remotely, doctors can protect 
both themselves and their patients. 

Robots lend a hand
Robots are also being used to fi ght the virus. For 

example, medical workers at the Third People’s Hospital of 
Shenzhen are using robots to do some medical tasks. 

Made by Chinese AI company UBTech, these robots 
can give medical advice, deliver drugs (㢜➖) and disinfect 
(⊵) wards (⫲ᝬ) and other areas. They can also check 
temperatures, according to China Daily.

Liu Yue, head of the hospital’s fever outpatient services 
(ࣾ☚䬕䃷), said the robots have made work much easier. “It 
greatly reduces (ۼᄾ) our burden (䉌៲), and it can also help 
us fi nd infected patients,” Liu said. 

AI makes work more e!  cient
AskBob is an AI-powered consultation platform. Made 

by Ping An Smart Healthcare, it can give users information 
about the virus, help people do medical self-checks, check 
their mental health and choose the right face masks, 
according to China Daily.

Ping An Smart Healthcare has also 
created an AI system that can read CT 
images and give accurate analyses (۳

ܳᲽ)  to doctors. This can speed up the 
diagnostic process and help doctors give 
faster treatment. 
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Will school and
work stay online
in the future?

Virtual
markets

With the outbreak of the novel coronavirus, 
people have to stay at home. More and more people 
have started to shop online. Their new shopping 
habits are changing Chinese e-commerce (⩢ၽੳߎ).
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Using tech to heal 

Salespeople in Ganzhou, Jiangxi, 
are using livestreaming to sell 
furniture.  XINHUA

FIGHTING THE VIRUS | ڞहᝅĄ⫘ą

Selling things through 
livestreaming (Ⱑ᧚) is not new in 
China. In 2018, sales of products 
through livestreaming totaled 100 
billion yuan. On Singles’ Day in 2018, 
livestreaming seller Li Jiaqi sold 
15,000 lipsticks (ऐ㏏) within just 5 
minutes. 

With most shops closed during the 
outbreak, shop owners are trying to 
fi nd new ways to sell their products. 
Their o"  ine business is starting to go 
online. 

On Taobao Live, for example, sellers 
working in traditional industries 
(㵹͇) are now selling their products 
through livestreaming. Clothes and 
snacks (䰣丌) are among the most 
popular products. “I like watching 
people eating and selling snacks,” a 
Taobao user told Sina.com. “When 
I feel bored at home, I watch the 
streams and buy snacks. It makes me 
feel relaxed and happy.”

Jiang Xinjie, assistant president 
of the Intime Retail Shopping Mall 

(䨣∝⮫䉔), said over 2,000 of the 
company’s sales teams will start 
livestreaming this year in order to sell 
more. “Livestreaming e-commerce is 
not only a way for malls to deal with 
emergencies (㉔ᕒᗲۢ), but also a way 
to upgrade (㏔) their sales model,” 
Jiang said.  

TEENS

Selling via livestreaming 

Buy fresh food online 
Xiao Wei from Nanjing has not been to the 

supermarket since the outbreak started, according to 
People’s Daily. Every day, she buys fresh vegetables, 
meat and fruit online. “It is convenient (Ӭ⮱) and 
I’m less likely to be infected (ᙌᴀ),” she said.

Fresh grocery (⩌凉丌৮) e-commerce in China has 
seen quick growth during the outbreak.  Missfresh 
(ᬒх凉), a grocery delivery (䔿䔮) company, 
reported that sales (䨭䛼) were 3.5 times higher than 
those of last year during the Spring Festival holiday, 
while sales by JD Fresh were 2.15 times higher, 
Xinhua reported. 

People’s new shopping habits might change 
the future of e-commerce in China. According to 
a survey (䄰ᴒ) by US market research company 
Nielsen, nearly 50 percent of people said they would 
be more willing to buy groceries online even when 
the epidemic is over. 
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During the outbreak, many people 
study and work at home. Online 
classrooms and cloud o#  ces are booming 
(䓲⡈ࣾᆂ) in China. 

According to China Daily, at least 
600,000 teachers from schools all over 
China have been providing online classes 
during the epidemic. On DingTalk, 
Alibaba’s cloud o#  ce platform (Ꭰझ), more 
than 50 million (⮫̴) students had been 
taking online courses by mid-February. 

Many after-school tutoring institutions 
(䒲ᄩᱧᲱ) are also taking action. Over 
80 education companies, including 
Zuoyebang and VIPKid, have been o! ering 
free online courses. They are trying to 
attract more long-term (䪬⮱) users. 

“The epidemic has made online 
education companies save advertisement 
(Ꭼॷ) fees of nearly 240 billion yuan in 
China, as it takes around 1,000 yuan to 
move a student from o!  ine (㏬̸⮱) study 

to online,” said Chen Xiangdong, founder 
of online education fi rm Genshuixue.

For employees (অጒ), online o#  ce 
software (䒜У) is making it possible to 
work from home. According to China 
Daily, DingTalk has served more than 10 
million companies. Tencent Meeting, a 
similar platform, has added more than 
100,000 cloud servers (ߎக) to increase 
its computing capacity (㘪߈). It can 
now allow over 300 people to have video 
meetings online together. 

“In the long run, online o#  ces and 
education will be better developed. We 
should not underestimate (ѻѝ) the rise of 
new users on di! erent platforms during 
the epidemic. The users’ new habits might 
infl uence (ᒞ৺) the future,” Zheng Anqi 
from the China Academy of Information 
and Communications Technology (͚పԎᖜ

䕇Ԏⵁ⾣䮏) told Guangming Daily.                               
                                                         TEENS
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Despite its negative e! ects, the epidemic 
has led to the development of many industries. 

From smart healthcare to new models of 
e-commerce to online education and entertainment, 

we’ve seen a silver lining to the cloud. 

Jiang said.  
TEENS

Movie theaters across the country 
have closed because of the coronavirus 
outbreak. Lost in Russia (Ȩఔີȩ) 
became the fi rst Chinese fi lm to premiere 
(仃) online. Many people saw it as a big 
event (θУ), as it showed how fi lm and 
internet companies could work together 
in the future.

Directed by and starring Xu Zheng, the 
comedy (ૉޔ) is about a trip to Russia 
by a controlling (ᣔݣ ᑧ⮱) mother and 
her middle-aged son. It was planned to 
be shown in theaters on Jan 25, but was 
instead shown for free on video platforms 
owned by ByteDance on Jan 24.

Data show that downloads (̸䒪) of 
ByteDance’s Xigua video app rose by 77 
percent from Jan 20 to Jan 26. Within 
three days, Lost in Russia was watched by 

more than 600 million people. 
Di! erent from going to the theaters, 

the online premiere allowed people to 
share their feelings by writing bullet 
comments (ᑦᎂ). During the premiere of 
Lost in Russia, there were over 100,000 
bullet comments, which turned the fi lm-
watching experience into an online social 
activity, according to movie critic Yingtan 
Yiguo.

Following Lost in Russia, two other 
fi lms have premiered online so far: Enter 
the Fat Dragon (Ȩ㗒哆䓴ȩ) on Feb 1 
and The Winners (Ȩ๔䊏უȩ) on Mar 
20. According to People’s Daily, with the 
development of the internet, it might 
become a trend (䊸߬) for the fi lm industry 
and online video platforms to have closer 
cooperation (व҉) in the future.        TEENS

QIANTU
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During the novel coronavirus outbreak, many hospitals 

in China have used smart technology (ᮧ㘪ឭᱜ) to care for 

patients and make work easier for doctors. The outbreak 

will lead to faster growth of smart healthcare (ᮧᚔࡨ⫄) in 

China, according to Xinhua. Remote healthcare servicesIt can be dangerous for medical workers and patients to 

come into contact (ᣒ㼓) with each other. But with remote 

(䔉⼸⮱) medical services, doctors at di! erent hospitals can 

share photos and videos to come up with the best treatment 

(⇨⫄ᵵ). China’s three biggest telecom (䕇Ԏ) companies 

are providing (ӈ) hospitals across the country with 5G 

services. This helps them share large amounts of data (ᢛ) 

quickly.
For example, on Feb 27, doctors in the cities of Beijing, 

Shanghai and Guangzhou used 5G technology to treat a 

67-year-old patient in Wuhan, according to China Daily. 

By diagnosing (䃷) patients remotely, doctors can protect 

both themselves and their patients. Robots lend a handRobots are also being used to fi ght the virus. For 

example, medical workers at the Third People’s Hospital of 

Shenzhen are using robots to do some medical tasks. 

Made by Chinese AI company UBTech, these robots 

can give medical advice, deliver drugs (㢜➖) and disinfect 

(⊵) wards (⫲ᝬ) and other areas. They can also check 

temperatures, according to China Daily.
Liu Yue, head of the hospital’s fever outpatient services 

(ࣾ☚䬕䃷), said the robots have made work much easier. “It 

greatly reduces (ۼᄾ) our burden (䉌៲), and it can also help 

us fi nd infected patients,” Liu said. AI makes work more e!  cient
AskBob is an AI-powered consultation platform. Made 

by Ping An Smart Healthcare, it can give users information 

about the virus, help people do medical self-checks, check 

their mental health and choose the right face masks, 

according to China Daily.Ping An Smart Healthcare has also 
created an AI system that can read CT 
images and give accurate analyses (۳

ܳᲽ)  to doctors. This can speed up the 
diagnostic process and help doctors give 
faster treatment. 
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Will school andwork stay onlinein the future?

Virtual
markets
With the outbreak of the novel coronavirus, 

people have to stay at home. More and more people 

have started to shop online. Their new shopping 

habits are changing Chinese e-commerce (⩢ၽੳߎ).
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Using tech to heal 

Salespeople in Ganzhou, Jiangxi, 
are using livestreaming to sell furniture.  XINHUA

FIGHTING THE VIRUS | ڞहᝅĄ⫘ą

Selling things through livestreaming (Ⱑ᧚) is not new in 
China. In 2018, sales of products 
through livestreaming totaled 100 
billion yuan. On Singles’ Day in 2018, 
livestreaming seller Li Jiaqi sold 
15,000 lipsticks (ऐ㏏) within just 5 
minutes. 

With most shops closed during the 
outbreak, shop owners are trying to 
fi nd new ways to sell their products. 
Their o"  ine business is starting to go 
online. 

On Taobao Live, for example, sellers 
working in traditional industries 
(㵹͇) are now selling their products 
through livestreaming. Clothes and 
snacks (䰣丌) are among the most 
popular products. “I like watching 
people eating and selling snacks,” a 
Taobao user told Sina.com. “When 
I feel bored at home, I watch the 
streams and buy snacks. It makes me 
feel relaxed and happy.”Jiang Xinjie, assistant president 

of the Intime Retail Shopping Mall 

(䨣∝⮫䉔), said over 2,000 of the 
company’s sales teams will start 
livestreaming this year in order to sell 
more. “Livestreaming e-commerce is 
not only a way for malls to deal with 
emergencies (㉔ᕒᗲۢ), but also a way 
to upgrade (㏔) their sales model,” 
Jiang said.  

TEENS

Selling via livestreaming 

Buy fresh food online Xiao Wei from Nanjing has not been to the 

supermarket since the outbreak started, according to 

People’s Daily. Every day, she buys fresh vegetables, 

meat and fruit online. “It is convenient (Ӭ⮱) and 

I’m less likely to be infected (ᙌᴀ),” she said.
Fresh grocery (⩌凉丌৮) e-commerce in China has 

seen quick growth during the outbreak.  Missfresh 

(ᬒх凉), a grocery delivery (䔿䔮) company, 

reported that sales (䨭䛼) were 3.5 times higher than 

those of last year during the Spring Festival holiday, 

while sales by JD Fresh were 2.15 times higher, 

Xinhua reported. People’s new shopping habits might change 

the future of e-commerce in China. According to 

a survey (䄰ᴒ) by US market research company 

Nielsen, nearly 50 percent of people said they would 

be more willing to buy groceries online even when 

the epidemic is over. 
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During the outbreak, many people 
study and work at home. Online 
classrooms and cloud o#  ces are booming 
(䓲⡈ࣾᆂ) in China. According to China Daily, at least 

600,000 teachers from schools all over 
China have been providing online classes 
during the epidemic. On DingTalk, 
Alibaba’s cloud o#  ce platform (Ꭰझ), more 
than 50 million (⮫̴) students had been 
taking online courses by mid-February. 

Many after-school tutoring institutions 
(䒲ᄩᱧᲱ) are also taking action. Over 
80 education companies, including 
Zuoyebang and VIPKid, have been o! ering 
free online courses. They are trying to 
attract more long-term (䪬⮱) users. 

“The epidemic has made online 
education companies save advertisement 
(Ꭼॷ) fees of nearly 240 billion yuan in 
China, as it takes around 1,000 yuan to 
move a student from o!  ine (㏬̸⮱) study 

to online,” said Chen Xiangdong, founder 
of online education fi rm Genshuixue.

For employees (অጒ), online o#  ce 
software (䒜У) is making it possible to 
work from home. According to China 
Daily, DingTalk has served more than 10 
million companies. Tencent Meeting, a 
similar platform, has added more than 
100,000 cloud servers (ߎக) to increase 
its computing capacity (㘪߈). It can 
now allow over 300 people to have video 
meetings online together. “In the long run, online o#  ces and 

education will be better developed. We 
should not underestimate (ѻѝ) the rise of 
new users on di! erent platforms during 
the epidemic. The users’ new habits might 
infl uence (ᒞ৺) the future,” Zheng Anqi 
from the China Academy of Information 
and Communications Technology (͚పԎᖜ

䕇Ԏⵁ⾣䮏) told Guangming Daily.                               
                                                         TEENS
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Despite its negative e! ects, the epidemic 

has led to the development of many industries. 

From smart healthcare to new models of 

e-commerce to online education and entertainment, 

we’ve seen a silver lining to the cloud. 

Jiang said.  
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Movie theaters across the country 
have closed because of the coronavirus 
outbreak. Lost in Russia (Ȩఔີȩ) 
became the fi rst Chinese fi lm to premiere 
(仃) online. Many people saw it as a big 
event (θУ), as it showed how fi lm and 
internet companies could work together 
in the future.Directed by and starring Xu Zheng, the 

comedy (ૉޔ) is about a trip to Russia 
by a controlling (ᣔݣ ᑧ⮱) mother and 
her middle-aged son. It was planned to 
be shown in theaters on Jan 25, but was 
instead shown for free on video platforms 
owned by ByteDance on Jan 24.Data show that downloads (̸䒪) of 

ByteDance’s Xigua video app rose by 77 
percent from Jan 20 to Jan 26. Within 
three days, Lost in Russia was watched by 

more than 600 million people. Di! erent from going to the theaters, 
the online premiere allowed people to 
share their feelings by writing bullet 
comments (ᑦᎂ). During the premiere of 
Lost in Russia, there were over 100,000 
bullet comments, which turned the fi lm-
watching experience into an online social 
activity, according to movie critic Yingtan 
Yiguo.

Following Lost in Russia, two other 
fi lms have premiered online so far: Enter 
the Fat Dragon (Ȩ㗒哆䓴ȩ) on Feb 1 
and The Winners (Ȩ๔䊏უȩ) on Mar 
20. According to People’s Daily, with the 
development of the internet, it might 
become a trend (䊸߬) for the fi lm industry 
and online video platforms to have closer 
cooperation (व҉) in the future.        TEENS

QIANTU
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During the novel coronavirus outbreak, many hospitals 
in China have used smart technology (ᮧ㘪ឭᱜ) to care for 
patients and make work easier for doctors. The outbreak 
will lead to faster growth of smart healthcare (ᮧᚔࡨ⫄) in 
China, according to Xinhua. 

Remote healthcare services
It can be dangerous for medical workers and patients to 

come into contact (ᣒ㼓) with each other. But with remote 
(䔉⼸⮱) medical services, doctors at di! erent hospitals can 
share photos and videos to come up with the best treatment 
(⇨⫄ᵵ). China’s three biggest telecom (䕇Ԏ) companies 
are providing (ӈ) hospitals across the country with 5G 
services. This helps them share large amounts of data (ᢛ) 
quickly.

For example, on Feb 27, doctors in the cities of Beijing, 
Shanghai and Guangzhou used 5G technology to treat a 
67-year-old patient in Wuhan, according to China Daily. 
By diagnosing (䃷) patients remotely, doctors can protect 
both themselves and their patients. 

Robots lend a hand
Robots are also being used to fi ght the virus. For 

example, medical workers at the Third People’s Hospital of 
Shenzhen are using robots to do some medical tasks. 

Made by Chinese AI company UBTech, these robots 
can give medical advice, deliver drugs (㢜➖) and disinfect 
(⊵) wards (⫲ᝬ) and other areas. They can also check 
temperatures, according to China Daily.

Liu Yue, head of the hospital’s fever outpatient services 
(ࣾ☚䬕䃷), said the robots have made work much easier. “It 
greatly reduces (ۼᄾ) our burden (䉌៲), and it can also help 
us fi nd infected patients,” Liu said. 

AI makes work more e!  cient
AskBob is an AI-powered consultation platform. Made 

by Ping An Smart Healthcare, it can give users information 
about the virus, help people do medical self-checks, check 
their mental health and choose the right face masks, 
according to China Daily.

Ping An Smart Healthcare has also 
created an AI system that can read CT 
images and give accurate analyses (۳

ܳᲽ)  to doctors. This can speed up the 
diagnostic process and help doctors give 
faster treatment. 
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Using tech to heal 

Salespeople in Ganzhou, Jiangxi, 
are using livestreaming to sell 
furniture.  XINHUA

FIGHTING THE VIRUS | ڞहᝅĄ⫘ą

Selling things through 
livestreaming (Ⱑ᧚) is not new in 
China. In 2018, sales of products 
through livestreaming totaled 100 
billion yuan. On Singles’ Day in 2018, 
livestreaming seller Li Jiaqi sold 
15,000 lipsticks (ऐ㏏) within just 5 
minutes. 

With most shops closed during the 
outbreak, shop owners are trying to 
fi nd new ways to sell their products. 
Their o"  ine business is starting to go 
online. 

On Taobao Live, for example, sellers 
working in traditional industries 
(㵹͇) are now selling their products 
through livestreaming. Clothes and 
snacks (䰣丌) are among the most 
popular products. “I like watching 
people eating and selling snacks,” a 
Taobao user told Sina.com. “When 
I feel bored at home, I watch the 
streams and buy snacks. It makes me 
feel relaxed and happy.”

Jiang Xinjie, assistant president 
of the Intime Retail Shopping Mall 

(䨣∝⮫䉔), said over 2,000 of the 
company’s sales teams will start 
livestreaming this year in order to sell 
more. “Livestreaming e-commerce is 
not only a way for malls to deal with 
emergencies (㉔ᕒᗲۢ), but also a way 
to upgrade (㏔) their sales model,” 
Jiang said.  

TEENS

Selling via livestreaming 

Buy fresh food online 
Xiao Wei from Nanjing has not been to the 

supermarket since the outbreak started, according to 
People’s Daily. Every day, she buys fresh vegetables, 
meat and fruit online. “It is convenient (Ӭ⮱) and 
I’m less likely to be infected (ᙌᴀ),” she said.

Fresh grocery (⩌凉丌৮) e-commerce in China has 
seen quick growth during the outbreak.  Missfresh 
(ᬒх凉), a grocery delivery (䔿䔮) company, 
reported that sales (䨭䛼) were 3.5 times higher than 
those of last year during the Spring Festival holiday, 
while sales by JD Fresh were 2.15 times higher, 
Xinhua reported. 

People’s new shopping habits might change 
the future of e-commerce in China. According to 
a survey (䄰ᴒ) by US market research company 
Nielsen, nearly 50 percent of people said they would 
be more willing to buy groceries online even when 
the epidemic is over. 
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During the outbreak, many people 
study and work at home. Online 
classrooms and cloud o#  ces are booming 
(䓲⡈ࣾᆂ) in China. 

According to China Daily, at least 
600,000 teachers from schools all over 
China have been providing online classes 
during the epidemic. On DingTalk, 
Alibaba’s cloud o#  ce platform (Ꭰझ), more 
than 50 million (⮫̴) students had been 
taking online courses by mid-February. 

Many after-school tutoring institutions 
(䒲ᄩᱧᲱ) are also taking action. Over 
80 education companies, including 
Zuoyebang and VIPKid, have been o! ering 
free online courses. They are trying to 
attract more long-term (䪬⮱) users. 

“The epidemic has made online 
education companies save advertisement 
(Ꭼॷ) fees of nearly 240 billion yuan in 
China, as it takes around 1,000 yuan to 
move a student from o!  ine (㏬̸⮱) study 

to online,” said Chen Xiangdong, founder 
of online education fi rm Genshuixue.

For employees (অጒ), online o#  ce 
software (䒜У) is making it possible to 
work from home. According to China 
Daily, DingTalk has served more than 10 
million companies. Tencent Meeting, a 
similar platform, has added more than 
100,000 cloud servers (ߎக) to increase 
its computing capacity (㘪߈). It can 
now allow over 300 people to have video 
meetings online together. 

“In the long run, online o#  ces and 
education will be better developed. We 
should not underestimate (ѻѝ) the rise of 
new users on di! erent platforms during 
the epidemic. The users’ new habits might 
infl uence (ᒞ৺) the future,” Zheng Anqi 
from the China Academy of Information 
and Communications Technology (͚పԎᖜ

䕇Ԏⵁ⾣䮏) told Guangming Daily.                               
                                                         TEENS
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Despite its negative e! ects, the epidemic 
has led to the development of many industries. 

From smart healthcare to new models of 
e-commerce to online education and entertainment, 

we’ve seen a silver lining to the cloud. 

Jiang said.  
TEENS

Movie theaters across the country 
have closed because of the coronavirus 
outbreak. Lost in Russia (Ȩఔີȩ) 
became the fi rst Chinese fi lm to premiere 
(仃) online. Many people saw it as a big 
event (θУ), as it showed how fi lm and 
internet companies could work together 
in the future.

Directed by and starring Xu Zheng, the 
comedy (ૉޔ) is about a trip to Russia 
by a controlling (ᣔݣ ᑧ⮱) mother and 
her middle-aged son. It was planned to 
be shown in theaters on Jan 25, but was 
instead shown for free on video platforms 
owned by ByteDance on Jan 24.

Data show that downloads (̸䒪) of 
ByteDance’s Xigua video app rose by 77 
percent from Jan 20 to Jan 26. Within 
three days, Lost in Russia was watched by 

more than 600 million people. 
Di! erent from going to the theaters, 

the online premiere allowed people to 
share their feelings by writing bullet 
comments (ᑦᎂ). During the premiere of 
Lost in Russia, there were over 100,000 
bullet comments, which turned the fi lm-
watching experience into an online social 
activity, according to movie critic Yingtan 
Yiguo.

Following Lost in Russia, two other 
fi lms have premiered online so far: Enter 
the Fat Dragon (Ȩ㗒哆䓴ȩ) on Feb 1 
and The Winners (Ȩ๔䊏უȩ) on Mar 
20. According to People’s Daily, with the 
development of the internet, it might 
become a trend (䊸߬) for the fi lm industry 
and online video platforms to have closer 
cooperation (व҉) in the future.        TEENS

QIANTU
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During the novel coronavirus outbreak, many hospitals 
in China have used smart technology (ᮧ㘪ឭᱜ) to care for 
patients and make work easier for doctors. The outbreak 
will lead to faster growth of smart healthcare (ᮧᚔࡨ⫄) in 
China, according to Xinhua. 

Remote healthcare services
It can be dangerous for medical workers and patients to 

come into contact (ᣒ㼓) with each other. But with remote 
(䔉⼸⮱) medical services, doctors at di! erent hospitals can 
share photos and videos to come up with the best treatment 
(⇨⫄ᵵ). China’s three biggest telecom (䕇Ԏ) companies 
are providing (ӈ) hospitals across the country with 5G 
services. This helps them share large amounts of data (ᢛ) 
quickly.

For example, on Feb 27, doctors in the cities of Beijing, 
Shanghai and Guangzhou used 5G technology to treat a 
67-year-old patient in Wuhan, according to China Daily. 
By diagnosing (䃷) patients remotely, doctors can protect 
both themselves and their patients. 

Robots lend a hand
Robots are also being used to fi ght the virus. For 

example, medical workers at the Third People’s Hospital of 
Shenzhen are using robots to do some medical tasks. 

Made by Chinese AI company UBTech, these robots 
can give medical advice, deliver drugs (㢜➖) and disinfect 
(⊵) wards (⫲ᝬ) and other areas. They can also check 
temperatures, according to China Daily.

Liu Yue, head of the hospital’s fever outpatient services 
(ࣾ☚䬕䃷), said the robots have made work much easier. “It 
greatly reduces (ۼᄾ) our burden (䉌៲), and it can also help 
us fi nd infected patients,” Liu said. 

AI makes work more e!  cient
AskBob is an AI-powered consultation platform. Made 

by Ping An Smart Healthcare, it can give users information 
about the virus, help people do medical self-checks, check 
their mental health and choose the right face masks, 
according to China Daily.

Ping An Smart Healthcare has also 
created an AI system that can read CT 
images and give accurate analyses (۳

ܳᲽ)  to doctors. This can speed up the 
diagnostic process and help doctors give 
faster treatment. 
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people have to stay at home. More and more people 
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Using tech to heal 

Salespeople in Ganzhou, Jiangxi, 
are using livestreaming to sell 
furniture.  XINHUA

FIGHTING THE VIRUS | ڞहᝅĄ⫘ą

Selling things through 
livestreaming (Ⱑ᧚) is not new in 
China. In 2018, sales of products 
through livestreaming totaled 100 
billion yuan. On Singles’ Day in 2018, 
livestreaming seller Li Jiaqi sold 
15,000 lipsticks (ऐ㏏) within just 5 
minutes. 

With most shops closed during the 
outbreak, shop owners are trying to 
fi nd new ways to sell their products. 
Their o"  ine business is starting to go 
online. 

On Taobao Live, for example, sellers 
working in traditional industries 
(㵹͇) are now selling their products 
through livestreaming. Clothes and 
snacks (䰣丌) are among the most 
popular products. “I like watching 
people eating and selling snacks,” a 
Taobao user told Sina.com. “When 
I feel bored at home, I watch the 
streams and buy snacks. It makes me 
feel relaxed and happy.”

Jiang Xinjie, assistant president 
of the Intime Retail Shopping Mall 

(䨣∝⮫䉔), said over 2,000 of the 
company’s sales teams will start 
livestreaming this year in order to sell 
more. “Livestreaming e-commerce is 
not only a way for malls to deal with 
emergencies (㉔ᕒᗲۢ), but also a way 
to upgrade (㏔) their sales model,” 
Jiang said.  

TEENS

Selling via livestreaming 

Buy fresh food online 
Xiao Wei from Nanjing has not been to the 

supermarket since the outbreak started, according to 
People’s Daily. Every day, she buys fresh vegetables, 
meat and fruit online. “It is convenient (Ӭ⮱) and 
I’m less likely to be infected (ᙌᴀ),” she said.

Fresh grocery (⩌凉丌৮) e-commerce in China has 
seen quick growth during the outbreak.  Missfresh 
(ᬒх凉), a grocery delivery (䔿䔮) company, 
reported that sales (䨭䛼) were 3.5 times higher than 
those of last year during the Spring Festival holiday, 
while sales by JD Fresh were 2.15 times higher, 
Xinhua reported. 

People’s new shopping habits might change 
the future of e-commerce in China. According to 
a survey (䄰ᴒ) by US market research company 
Nielsen, nearly 50 percent of people said they would 
be more willing to buy groceries online even when 
the epidemic is over. 
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During the outbreak, many people 
study and work at home. Online 
classrooms and cloud o#  ces are booming 
(䓲⡈ࣾᆂ) in China. 

According to China Daily, at least 
600,000 teachers from schools all over 
China have been providing online classes 
during the epidemic. On DingTalk, 
Alibaba’s cloud o#  ce platform (Ꭰझ), more 
than 50 million (⮫̴) students had been 
taking online courses by mid-February. 

Many after-school tutoring institutions 
(䒲ᄩᱧᲱ) are also taking action. Over 
80 education companies, including 
Zuoyebang and VIPKid, have been o! ering 
free online courses. They are trying to 
attract more long-term (䪬⮱) users. 

“The epidemic has made online 
education companies save advertisement 
(Ꭼॷ) fees of nearly 240 billion yuan in 
China, as it takes around 1,000 yuan to 
move a student from o!  ine (㏬̸⮱) study 

to online,” said Chen Xiangdong, founder 
of online education fi rm Genshuixue.

For employees (অጒ), online o#  ce 
software (䒜У) is making it possible to 
work from home. According to China 
Daily, DingTalk has served more than 10 
million companies. Tencent Meeting, a 
similar platform, has added more than 
100,000 cloud servers (ߎக) to increase 
its computing capacity (㘪߈). It can 
now allow over 300 people to have video 
meetings online together. 

“In the long run, online o#  ces and 
education will be better developed. We 
should not underestimate (ѻѝ) the rise of 
new users on di! erent platforms during 
the epidemic. The users’ new habits might 
infl uence (ᒞ৺) the future,” Zheng Anqi 
from the China Academy of Information 
and Communications Technology (͚పԎᖜ

䕇Ԏⵁ⾣䮏) told Guangming Daily.                               
                                                         TEENS
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Despite its negative e! ects, the epidemic 
has led to the development of many industries. 

From smart healthcare to new models of 
e-commerce to online education and entertainment, 

we’ve seen a silver lining to the cloud. 

Jiang said.  
TEENS

Movie theaters across the country 
have closed because of the coronavirus 
outbreak. Lost in Russia (Ȩఔີȩ) 
became the fi rst Chinese fi lm to premiere 
(仃) online. Many people saw it as a big 
event (θУ), as it showed how fi lm and 
internet companies could work together 
in the future.

Directed by and starring Xu Zheng, the 
comedy (ૉޔ) is about a trip to Russia 
by a controlling (ᣔݣ ᑧ⮱) mother and 
her middle-aged son. It was planned to 
be shown in theaters on Jan 25, but was 
instead shown for free on video platforms 
owned by ByteDance on Jan 24.

Data show that downloads (̸䒪) of 
ByteDance’s Xigua video app rose by 77 
percent from Jan 20 to Jan 26. Within 
three days, Lost in Russia was watched by 

more than 600 million people. 
Di! erent from going to the theaters, 

the online premiere allowed people to 
share their feelings by writing bullet 
comments (ᑦᎂ). During the premiere of 
Lost in Russia, there were over 100,000 
bullet comments, which turned the fi lm-
watching experience into an online social 
activity, according to movie critic Yingtan 
Yiguo.

Following Lost in Russia, two other 
fi lms have premiered online so far: Enter 
the Fat Dragon (Ȩ㗒哆䓴ȩ) on Feb 1 
and The Winners (Ȩ๔䊏უȩ) on Mar 
20. According to People’s Daily, with the 
development of the internet, it might 
become a trend (䊸߬) for the fi lm industry 
and online video platforms to have closer 
cooperation (व҉) in the future.        TEENS
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While reading

1. Why does Xiao Wei shop online? 
A. Because fruit and vegetables bought online 
are fresh.

B. Because she has been infected.

C. Because shopping online is easy and safe.

D. Because she cannot go to the supermarket.

4 5SUNYIPING@i21ST.CNTEENS • JUNIOR 1 •

During the novel coronavirus outbreak, many hospitals 
in China have used smart technology (ᮧ㘪ឭᱜ) to care for 
patients and make work easier for doctors. The outbreak 
will lead to faster growth of smart healthcare (ᮧᚔࡨ⫄) in 
China, according to Xinhua. 

Remote healthcare services
It can be dangerous for medical workers and patients to 

come into contact (ᣒ㼓) with each other. But with remote 
(䔉⼸⮱) medical services, doctors at di! erent hospitals can 
share photos and videos to come up with the best treatment 
(⇨⫄ᵵ). China’s three biggest telecom (䕇Ԏ) companies 
are providing (ӈ) hospitals across the country with 5G 
services. This helps them share large amounts of data (ᢛ) 
quickly.

For example, on Feb 27, doctors in the cities of Beijing, 
Shanghai and Guangzhou used 5G technology to treat a 
67-year-old patient in Wuhan, according to China Daily. 
By diagnosing (䃷) patients remotely, doctors can protect 
both themselves and their patients. 

Robots lend a hand
Robots are also being used to fi ght the virus. For 

example, medical workers at the Third People’s Hospital of 
Shenzhen are using robots to do some medical tasks. 

Made by Chinese AI company UBTech, these robots 
can give medical advice, deliver drugs (㢜➖) and disinfect 
(⊵) wards (⫲ᝬ) and other areas. They can also check 
temperatures, according to China Daily.

Liu Yue, head of the hospital’s fever outpatient services 
(ࣾ☚䬕䃷), said the robots have made work much easier. “It 
greatly reduces (ۼᄾ) our burden (䉌៲), and it can also help 
us fi nd infected patients,” Liu said. 

AI makes work more e!  cient
AskBob is an AI-powered consultation platform. Made 

by Ping An Smart Healthcare, it can give users information 
about the virus, help people do medical self-checks, check 
their mental health and choose the right face masks, 
according to China Daily.

Ping An Smart Healthcare has also 
created an AI system that can read CT 
images and give accurate analyses (۳

ܳᲽ)  to doctors. This can speed up the 
diagnostic process and help doctors give 
faster treatment. 
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Using tech to heal 

Salespeople in Ganzhou, Jiangxi, 
are using livestreaming to sell 
furniture.  XINHUA

FIGHTING THE VIRUS | ڞहᝅĄ⫘ą

Selling things through 
livestreaming (Ⱑ᧚) is not new in 
China. In 2018, sales of products 
through livestreaming totaled 100 
billion yuan. On Singles’ Day in 2018, 
livestreaming seller Li Jiaqi sold 
15,000 lipsticks (ऐ㏏) within just 5 
minutes. 

With most shops closed during the 
outbreak, shop owners are trying to 
fi nd new ways to sell their products. 
Their o"  ine business is starting to go 
online. 

On Taobao Live, for example, sellers 
working in traditional industries 
(㵹͇) are now selling their products 
through livestreaming. Clothes and 
snacks (䰣丌) are among the most 
popular products. “I like watching 
people eating and selling snacks,” a 
Taobao user told Sina.com. “When 
I feel bored at home, I watch the 
streams and buy snacks. It makes me 
feel relaxed and happy.”

Jiang Xinjie, assistant president 
of the Intime Retail Shopping Mall 

(䨣∝⮫䉔), said over 2,000 of the 
company’s sales teams will start 
livestreaming this year in order to sell 
more. “Livestreaming e-commerce is 
not only a way for malls to deal with 
emergencies (㉔ᕒᗲۢ), but also a way 
to upgrade (㏔) their sales model,” 
Jiang said.  
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Selling via livestreaming 

Buy fresh food online 
Xiao Wei from Nanjing has not been to the 

supermarket since the outbreak started, according to 
People’s Daily. Every day, she buys fresh vegetables, 
meat and fruit online. “It is convenient (Ӭ⮱) and 
I’m less likely to be infected (ᙌᴀ),” she said.

Fresh grocery (⩌凉丌৮) e-commerce in China has 
seen quick growth during the outbreak.  Missfresh 
(ᬒх凉), a grocery delivery (䔿䔮) company, 
reported that sales (䨭䛼) were 3.5 times higher than 
those of last year during the Spring Festival holiday, 
while sales by JD Fresh were 2.15 times higher, 
Xinhua reported. 

People’s new shopping habits might change 
the future of e-commerce in China. According to 
a survey (䄰ᴒ) by US market research company 
Nielsen, nearly 50 percent of people said they would 
be more willing to buy groceries online even when 
the epidemic is over. 
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During the outbreak, many people 
study and work at home. Online 
classrooms and cloud o#  ces are booming 
(䓲⡈ࣾᆂ) in China. 

According to China Daily, at least 
600,000 teachers from schools all over 
China have been providing online classes 
during the epidemic. On DingTalk, 
Alibaba’s cloud o#  ce platform (Ꭰझ), more 
than 50 million (⮫̴) students had been 
taking online courses by mid-February. 

Many after-school tutoring institutions 
(䒲ᄩᱧᲱ) are also taking action. Over 
80 education companies, including 
Zuoyebang and VIPKid, have been o! ering 
free online courses. They are trying to 
attract more long-term (䪬⮱) users. 

“The epidemic has made online 
education companies save advertisement 
(Ꭼॷ) fees of nearly 240 billion yuan in 
China, as it takes around 1,000 yuan to 
move a student from o!  ine (㏬̸⮱) study 

to online,” said Chen Xiangdong, founder 
of online education fi rm Genshuixue.

For employees (অጒ), online o#  ce 
software (䒜У) is making it possible to 
work from home. According to China 
Daily, DingTalk has served more than 10 
million companies. Tencent Meeting, a 
similar platform, has added more than 
100,000 cloud servers (ߎக) to increase 
its computing capacity (㘪߈). It can 
now allow over 300 people to have video 
meetings online together. 

“In the long run, online o#  ces and 
education will be better developed. We 
should not underestimate (ѻѝ) the rise of 
new users on di! erent platforms during 
the epidemic. The users’ new habits might 
infl uence (ᒞ৺) the future,” Zheng Anqi 
from the China Academy of Information 
and Communications Technology (͚పԎᖜ

䕇Ԏⵁ⾣䮏) told Guangming Daily.                               
                                                         TEENS
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Despite its negative e! ects, the epidemic 
has led to the development of many industries. 

From smart healthcare to new models of 
e-commerce to online education and entertainment, 

we’ve seen a silver lining to the cloud. 

Jiang said.  
TEENS

Movie theaters across the country 
have closed because of the coronavirus 
outbreak. Lost in Russia (Ȩఔີȩ) 
became the fi rst Chinese fi lm to premiere 
(仃) online. Many people saw it as a big 
event (θУ), as it showed how fi lm and 
internet companies could work together 
in the future.

Directed by and starring Xu Zheng, the 
comedy (ૉޔ) is about a trip to Russia 
by a controlling (ᣔݣ ᑧ⮱) mother and 
her middle-aged son. It was planned to 
be shown in theaters on Jan 25, but was 
instead shown for free on video platforms 
owned by ByteDance on Jan 24.

Data show that downloads (̸䒪) of 
ByteDance’s Xigua video app rose by 77 
percent from Jan 20 to Jan 26. Within 
three days, Lost in Russia was watched by 

more than 600 million people. 
Di! erent from going to the theaters, 

the online premiere allowed people to 
share their feelings by writing bullet 
comments (ᑦᎂ). During the premiere of 
Lost in Russia, there were over 100,000 
bullet comments, which turned the fi lm-
watching experience into an online social 
activity, according to movie critic Yingtan 
Yiguo.

Following Lost in Russia, two other 
fi lms have premiered online so far: Enter 
the Fat Dragon (Ȩ㗒哆䓴ȩ) on Feb 1 
and The Winners (Ȩ๔䊏უȩ) on Mar 
20. According to People’s Daily, with the 
development of the internet, it might 
become a trend (䊸߬) for the fi lm industry 
and online video platforms to have closer 
cooperation (व҉) in the future.        TEENS

QIANTU



While reading

2. What do we know about grocery 
e-commerce?  
A. It is getting more popular.

B. It started during the outbreak.

C. It is less popular than before.

D. It will not be popular after the outbreak.
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During the novel coronavirus outbreak, many hospitals 
in China have used smart technology (ᮧ㘪ឭᱜ) to care for 
patients and make work easier for doctors. The outbreak 
will lead to faster growth of smart healthcare (ᮧᚔࡨ⫄) in 
China, according to Xinhua. 

Remote healthcare services
It can be dangerous for medical workers and patients to 

come into contact (ᣒ㼓) with each other. But with remote 
(䔉⼸⮱) medical services, doctors at di! erent hospitals can 
share photos and videos to come up with the best treatment 
(⇨⫄ᵵ). China’s three biggest telecom (䕇Ԏ) companies 
are providing (ӈ) hospitals across the country with 5G 
services. This helps them share large amounts of data (ᢛ) 
quickly.

For example, on Feb 27, doctors in the cities of Beijing, 
Shanghai and Guangzhou used 5G technology to treat a 
67-year-old patient in Wuhan, according to China Daily. 
By diagnosing (䃷) patients remotely, doctors can protect 
both themselves and their patients. 

Robots lend a hand
Robots are also being used to fi ght the virus. For 

example, medical workers at the Third People’s Hospital of 
Shenzhen are using robots to do some medical tasks. 

Made by Chinese AI company UBTech, these robots 
can give medical advice, deliver drugs (㢜➖) and disinfect 
(⊵) wards (⫲ᝬ) and other areas. They can also check 
temperatures, according to China Daily.

Liu Yue, head of the hospital’s fever outpatient services 
(ࣾ☚䬕䃷), said the robots have made work much easier. “It 
greatly reduces (ۼᄾ) our burden (䉌៲), and it can also help 
us fi nd infected patients,” Liu said. 

AI makes work more e!  cient
AskBob is an AI-powered consultation platform. Made 

by Ping An Smart Healthcare, it can give users information 
about the virus, help people do medical self-checks, check 
their mental health and choose the right face masks, 
according to China Daily.

Ping An Smart Healthcare has also 
created an AI system that can read CT 
images and give accurate analyses (۳

ܳᲽ)  to doctors. This can speed up the 
diagnostic process and help doctors give 
faster treatment. 
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Will school and
work stay online
in the future?

Virtual
markets

With the outbreak of the novel coronavirus, 
people have to stay at home. More and more people 
have started to shop online. Their new shopping 
habits are changing Chinese e-commerce (⩢ၽੳߎ).
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Using tech to heal 

Salespeople in Ganzhou, Jiangxi, 
are using livestreaming to sell 
furniture.  XINHUA

FIGHTING THE VIRUS | ڞहᝅĄ⫘ą

Selling things through 
livestreaming (Ⱑ᧚) is not new in 
China. In 2018, sales of products 
through livestreaming totaled 100 
billion yuan. On Singles’ Day in 2018, 
livestreaming seller Li Jiaqi sold 
15,000 lipsticks (ऐ㏏) within just 5 
minutes. 

With most shops closed during the 
outbreak, shop owners are trying to 
fi nd new ways to sell their products. 
Their o"  ine business is starting to go 
online. 

On Taobao Live, for example, sellers 
working in traditional industries 
(㵹͇) are now selling their products 
through livestreaming. Clothes and 
snacks (䰣丌) are among the most 
popular products. “I like watching 
people eating and selling snacks,” a 
Taobao user told Sina.com. “When 
I feel bored at home, I watch the 
streams and buy snacks. It makes me 
feel relaxed and happy.”

Jiang Xinjie, assistant president 
of the Intime Retail Shopping Mall 

(䨣∝⮫䉔), said over 2,000 of the 
company’s sales teams will start 
livestreaming this year in order to sell 
more. “Livestreaming e-commerce is 
not only a way for malls to deal with 
emergencies (㉔ᕒᗲۢ), but also a way 
to upgrade (㏔) their sales model,” 
Jiang said.  

TEENS

Selling via livestreaming 

Buy fresh food online 
Xiao Wei from Nanjing has not been to the 

supermarket since the outbreak started, according to 
People’s Daily. Every day, she buys fresh vegetables, 
meat and fruit online. “It is convenient (Ӭ⮱) and 
I’m less likely to be infected (ᙌᴀ),” she said.

Fresh grocery (⩌凉丌৮) e-commerce in China has 
seen quick growth during the outbreak.  Missfresh 
(ᬒх凉), a grocery delivery (䔿䔮) company, 
reported that sales (䨭䛼) were 3.5 times higher than 
those of last year during the Spring Festival holiday, 
while sales by JD Fresh were 2.15 times higher, 
Xinhua reported. 

People’s new shopping habits might change 
the future of e-commerce in China. According to 
a survey (䄰ᴒ) by US market research company 
Nielsen, nearly 50 percent of people said they would 
be more willing to buy groceries online even when 
the epidemic is over. 
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During the outbreak, many people 
study and work at home. Online 
classrooms and cloud o#  ces are booming 
(䓲⡈ࣾᆂ) in China. 

According to China Daily, at least 
600,000 teachers from schools all over 
China have been providing online classes 
during the epidemic. On DingTalk, 
Alibaba’s cloud o#  ce platform (Ꭰझ), more 
than 50 million (⮫̴) students had been 
taking online courses by mid-February. 

Many after-school tutoring institutions 
(䒲ᄩᱧᲱ) are also taking action. Over 
80 education companies, including 
Zuoyebang and VIPKid, have been o! ering 
free online courses. They are trying to 
attract more long-term (䪬⮱) users. 

“The epidemic has made online 
education companies save advertisement 
(Ꭼॷ) fees of nearly 240 billion yuan in 
China, as it takes around 1,000 yuan to 
move a student from o!  ine (㏬̸⮱) study 

to online,” said Chen Xiangdong, founder 
of online education fi rm Genshuixue.

For employees (অጒ), online o#  ce 
software (䒜У) is making it possible to 
work from home. According to China 
Daily, DingTalk has served more than 10 
million companies. Tencent Meeting, a 
similar platform, has added more than 
100,000 cloud servers (ߎக) to increase 
its computing capacity (㘪߈). It can 
now allow over 300 people to have video 
meetings online together. 

“In the long run, online o#  ces and 
education will be better developed. We 
should not underestimate (ѻѝ) the rise of 
new users on di! erent platforms during 
the epidemic. The users’ new habits might 
infl uence (ᒞ৺) the future,” Zheng Anqi 
from the China Academy of Information 
and Communications Technology (͚పԎᖜ

䕇Ԏⵁ⾣䮏) told Guangming Daily.                               
                                                         TEENS
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Despite its negative e! ects, the epidemic 
has led to the development of many industries. 

From smart healthcare to new models of 
e-commerce to online education and entertainment, 

we’ve seen a silver lining to the cloud. 

Jiang said.  
TEENS

Movie theaters across the country 
have closed because of the coronavirus 
outbreak. Lost in Russia (Ȩఔີȩ) 
became the fi rst Chinese fi lm to premiere 
(仃) online. Many people saw it as a big 
event (θУ), as it showed how fi lm and 
internet companies could work together 
in the future.

Directed by and starring Xu Zheng, the 
comedy (ૉޔ) is about a trip to Russia 
by a controlling (ᣔݣ ᑧ⮱) mother and 
her middle-aged son. It was planned to 
be shown in theaters on Jan 25, but was 
instead shown for free on video platforms 
owned by ByteDance on Jan 24.

Data show that downloads (̸䒪) of 
ByteDance’s Xigua video app rose by 77 
percent from Jan 20 to Jan 26. Within 
three days, Lost in Russia was watched by 

more than 600 million people. 
Di! erent from going to the theaters, 

the online premiere allowed people to 
share their feelings by writing bullet 
comments (ᑦᎂ). During the premiere of 
Lost in Russia, there were over 100,000 
bullet comments, which turned the fi lm-
watching experience into an online social 
activity, according to movie critic Yingtan 
Yiguo.

Following Lost in Russia, two other 
fi lms have premiered online so far: Enter 
the Fat Dragon (Ȩ㗒哆䓴ȩ) on Feb 1 
and The Winners (Ȩ๔䊏უȩ) on Mar 
20. According to People’s Daily, with the 
development of the internet, it might 
become a trend (䊸߬) for the fi lm industry 
and online video platforms to have closer 
cooperation (व҉) in the future.        TEENS

QIANTU



While reading

3. According to the story, how 
might users feel when they are 
watching livestreams? 
A. Bored.

B. Amazed.

C. Scared.

D. Relaxed.
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During the novel coronavirus outbreak, many hospitals 
in China have used smart technology (ᮧ㘪ឭᱜ) to care for 
patients and make work easier for doctors. The outbreak 
will lead to faster growth of smart healthcare (ᮧᚔࡨ⫄) in 
China, according to Xinhua. 

Remote healthcare services
It can be dangerous for medical workers and patients to 

come into contact (ᣒ㼓) with each other. But with remote 
(䔉⼸⮱) medical services, doctors at di! erent hospitals can 
share photos and videos to come up with the best treatment 
(⇨⫄ᵵ). China’s three biggest telecom (䕇Ԏ) companies 
are providing (ӈ) hospitals across the country with 5G 
services. This helps them share large amounts of data (ᢛ) 
quickly.

For example, on Feb 27, doctors in the cities of Beijing, 
Shanghai and Guangzhou used 5G technology to treat a 
67-year-old patient in Wuhan, according to China Daily. 
By diagnosing (䃷) patients remotely, doctors can protect 
both themselves and their patients. 

Robots lend a hand
Robots are also being used to fi ght the virus. For 

example, medical workers at the Third People’s Hospital of 
Shenzhen are using robots to do some medical tasks. 

Made by Chinese AI company UBTech, these robots 
can give medical advice, deliver drugs (㢜➖) and disinfect 
(⊵) wards (⫲ᝬ) and other areas. They can also check 
temperatures, according to China Daily.

Liu Yue, head of the hospital’s fever outpatient services 
(ࣾ☚䬕䃷), said the robots have made work much easier. “It 
greatly reduces (ۼᄾ) our burden (䉌៲), and it can also help 
us fi nd infected patients,” Liu said. 

AI makes work more e!  cient
AskBob is an AI-powered consultation platform. Made 

by Ping An Smart Healthcare, it can give users information 
about the virus, help people do medical self-checks, check 
their mental health and choose the right face masks, 
according to China Daily.

Ping An Smart Healthcare has also 
created an AI system that can read CT 
images and give accurate analyses (۳

ܳᲽ)  to doctors. This can speed up the 
diagnostic process and help doctors give 
faster treatment. 
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Will school and
work stay online
in the future?

Virtual
markets

With the outbreak of the novel coronavirus, 
people have to stay at home. More and more people 
have started to shop online. Their new shopping 
habits are changing Chinese e-commerce (⩢ၽੳߎ).
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Using tech to heal 

Salespeople in Ganzhou, Jiangxi, 
are using livestreaming to sell 
furniture.  XINHUA

FIGHTING THE VIRUS | ڞहᝅĄ⫘ą

Selling things through 
livestreaming (Ⱑ᧚) is not new in 
China. In 2018, sales of products 
through livestreaming totaled 100 
billion yuan. On Singles’ Day in 2018, 
livestreaming seller Li Jiaqi sold 
15,000 lipsticks (ऐ㏏) within just 5 
minutes. 

With most shops closed during the 
outbreak, shop owners are trying to 
fi nd new ways to sell their products. 
Their o"  ine business is starting to go 
online. 

On Taobao Live, for example, sellers 
working in traditional industries 
(㵹͇) are now selling their products 
through livestreaming. Clothes and 
snacks (䰣丌) are among the most 
popular products. “I like watching 
people eating and selling snacks,” a 
Taobao user told Sina.com. “When 
I feel bored at home, I watch the 
streams and buy snacks. It makes me 
feel relaxed and happy.”

Jiang Xinjie, assistant president 
of the Intime Retail Shopping Mall 

(䨣∝⮫䉔), said over 2,000 of the 
company’s sales teams will start 
livestreaming this year in order to sell 
more. “Livestreaming e-commerce is 
not only a way for malls to deal with 
emergencies (㉔ᕒᗲۢ), but also a way 
to upgrade (㏔) their sales model,” 
Jiang said.  

TEENS

Selling via livestreaming 

Buy fresh food online 
Xiao Wei from Nanjing has not been to the 

supermarket since the outbreak started, according to 
People’s Daily. Every day, she buys fresh vegetables, 
meat and fruit online. “It is convenient (Ӭ⮱) and 
I’m less likely to be infected (ᙌᴀ),” she said.

Fresh grocery (⩌凉丌৮) e-commerce in China has 
seen quick growth during the outbreak.  Missfresh 
(ᬒх凉), a grocery delivery (䔿䔮) company, 
reported that sales (䨭䛼) were 3.5 times higher than 
those of last year during the Spring Festival holiday, 
while sales by JD Fresh were 2.15 times higher, 
Xinhua reported. 

People’s new shopping habits might change 
the future of e-commerce in China. According to 
a survey (䄰ᴒ) by US market research company 
Nielsen, nearly 50 percent of people said they would 
be more willing to buy groceries online even when 
the epidemic is over. 
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During the outbreak, many people 
study and work at home. Online 
classrooms and cloud o#  ces are booming 
(䓲⡈ࣾᆂ) in China. 

According to China Daily, at least 
600,000 teachers from schools all over 
China have been providing online classes 
during the epidemic. On DingTalk, 
Alibaba’s cloud o#  ce platform (Ꭰझ), more 
than 50 million (⮫̴) students had been 
taking online courses by mid-February. 

Many after-school tutoring institutions 
(䒲ᄩᱧᲱ) are also taking action. Over 
80 education companies, including 
Zuoyebang and VIPKid, have been o! ering 
free online courses. They are trying to 
attract more long-term (䪬⮱) users. 

“The epidemic has made online 
education companies save advertisement 
(Ꭼॷ) fees of nearly 240 billion yuan in 
China, as it takes around 1,000 yuan to 
move a student from o!  ine (㏬̸⮱) study 

to online,” said Chen Xiangdong, founder 
of online education fi rm Genshuixue.

For employees (অጒ), online o#  ce 
software (䒜У) is making it possible to 
work from home. According to China 
Daily, DingTalk has served more than 10 
million companies. Tencent Meeting, a 
similar platform, has added more than 
100,000 cloud servers (ߎக) to increase 
its computing capacity (㘪߈). It can 
now allow over 300 people to have video 
meetings online together. 

“In the long run, online o#  ces and 
education will be better developed. We 
should not underestimate (ѻѝ) the rise of 
new users on di! erent platforms during 
the epidemic. The users’ new habits might 
infl uence (ᒞ৺) the future,” Zheng Anqi 
from the China Academy of Information 
and Communications Technology (͚పԎᖜ

䕇Ԏⵁ⾣䮏) told Guangming Daily.                               
                                                         TEENS
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Despite its negative e! ects, the epidemic 
has led to the development of many industries. 

From smart healthcare to new models of 
e-commerce to online education and entertainment, 

we’ve seen a silver lining to the cloud. 

Jiang said.  
TEENS

Movie theaters across the country 
have closed because of the coronavirus 
outbreak. Lost in Russia (Ȩఔີȩ) 
became the fi rst Chinese fi lm to premiere 
(仃) online. Many people saw it as a big 
event (θУ), as it showed how fi lm and 
internet companies could work together 
in the future.

Directed by and starring Xu Zheng, the 
comedy (ૉޔ) is about a trip to Russia 
by a controlling (ᣔݣ ᑧ⮱) mother and 
her middle-aged son. It was planned to 
be shown in theaters on Jan 25, but was 
instead shown for free on video platforms 
owned by ByteDance on Jan 24.

Data show that downloads (̸䒪) of 
ByteDance’s Xigua video app rose by 77 
percent from Jan 20 to Jan 26. Within 
three days, Lost in Russia was watched by 

more than 600 million people. 
Di! erent from going to the theaters, 

the online premiere allowed people to 
share their feelings by writing bullet 
comments (ᑦᎂ). During the premiere of 
Lost in Russia, there were over 100,000 
bullet comments, which turned the fi lm-
watching experience into an online social 
activity, according to movie critic Yingtan 
Yiguo.

Following Lost in Russia, two other 
fi lms have premiered online so far: Enter 
the Fat Dragon (Ȩ㗒哆䓴ȩ) on Feb 1 
and The Winners (Ȩ๔䊏უȩ) on Mar 
20. According to People’s Daily, with the 
development of the internet, it might 
become a trend (䊸߬) for the fi lm industry 
and online video platforms to have closer 
cooperation (व҉) in the future.        TEENS

QIANTU



While reading
4. From the last paragraph, we 
can learn that _____. 
A. livestreaming is the only way to deal 
with the outbreak

B. livestreaming can help sellers upgrade 
their sales model

C. livestreaming has been used to sell 
products for a long time

D. shop owners don’t like livestreaming
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During the novel coronavirus outbreak, many hospitals 
in China have used smart technology (ᮧ㘪ឭᱜ) to care for 
patients and make work easier for doctors. The outbreak 
will lead to faster growth of smart healthcare (ᮧᚔࡨ⫄) in 
China, according to Xinhua. 

Remote healthcare services
It can be dangerous for medical workers and patients to 

come into contact (ᣒ㼓) with each other. But with remote 
(䔉⼸⮱) medical services, doctors at di! erent hospitals can 
share photos and videos to come up with the best treatment 
(⇨⫄ᵵ). China’s three biggest telecom (䕇Ԏ) companies 
are providing (ӈ) hospitals across the country with 5G 
services. This helps them share large amounts of data (ᢛ) 
quickly.

For example, on Feb 27, doctors in the cities of Beijing, 
Shanghai and Guangzhou used 5G technology to treat a 
67-year-old patient in Wuhan, according to China Daily. 
By diagnosing (䃷) patients remotely, doctors can protect 
both themselves and their patients. 

Robots lend a hand
Robots are also being used to fi ght the virus. For 

example, medical workers at the Third People’s Hospital of 
Shenzhen are using robots to do some medical tasks. 

Made by Chinese AI company UBTech, these robots 
can give medical advice, deliver drugs (㢜➖) and disinfect 
(⊵) wards (⫲ᝬ) and other areas. They can also check 
temperatures, according to China Daily.

Liu Yue, head of the hospital’s fever outpatient services 
(ࣾ☚䬕䃷), said the robots have made work much easier. “It 
greatly reduces (ۼᄾ) our burden (䉌៲), and it can also help 
us fi nd infected patients,” Liu said. 

AI makes work more e!  cient
AskBob is an AI-powered consultation platform. Made 

by Ping An Smart Healthcare, it can give users information 
about the virus, help people do medical self-checks, check 
their mental health and choose the right face masks, 
according to China Daily.

Ping An Smart Healthcare has also 
created an AI system that can read CT 
images and give accurate analyses (۳

ܳᲽ)  to doctors. This can speed up the 
diagnostic process and help doctors give 
faster treatment. 
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Will school and
work stay online
in the future?

Virtual
markets

With the outbreak of the novel coronavirus, 
people have to stay at home. More and more people 
have started to shop online. Their new shopping 
habits are changing Chinese e-commerce (⩢ၽੳߎ).
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Using tech to heal 

Salespeople in Ganzhou, Jiangxi, 
are using livestreaming to sell 
furniture.  XINHUA

FIGHTING THE VIRUS | ڞहᝅĄ⫘ą

Selling things through 
livestreaming (Ⱑ᧚) is not new in 
China. In 2018, sales of products 
through livestreaming totaled 100 
billion yuan. On Singles’ Day in 2018, 
livestreaming seller Li Jiaqi sold 
15,000 lipsticks (ऐ㏏) within just 5 
minutes. 

With most shops closed during the 
outbreak, shop owners are trying to 
fi nd new ways to sell their products. 
Their o"  ine business is starting to go 
online. 

On Taobao Live, for example, sellers 
working in traditional industries 
(㵹͇) are now selling their products 
through livestreaming. Clothes and 
snacks (䰣丌) are among the most 
popular products. “I like watching 
people eating and selling snacks,” a 
Taobao user told Sina.com. “When 
I feel bored at home, I watch the 
streams and buy snacks. It makes me 
feel relaxed and happy.”

Jiang Xinjie, assistant president 
of the Intime Retail Shopping Mall 

(䨣∝⮫䉔), said over 2,000 of the 
company’s sales teams will start 
livestreaming this year in order to sell 
more. “Livestreaming e-commerce is 
not only a way for malls to deal with 
emergencies (㉔ᕒᗲۢ), but also a way 
to upgrade (㏔) their sales model,” 
Jiang said.  

TEENS

Selling via livestreaming 

Buy fresh food online 
Xiao Wei from Nanjing has not been to the 

supermarket since the outbreak started, according to 
People’s Daily. Every day, she buys fresh vegetables, 
meat and fruit online. “It is convenient (Ӭ⮱) and 
I’m less likely to be infected (ᙌᴀ),” she said.

Fresh grocery (⩌凉丌৮) e-commerce in China has 
seen quick growth during the outbreak.  Missfresh 
(ᬒх凉), a grocery delivery (䔿䔮) company, 
reported that sales (䨭䛼) were 3.5 times higher than 
those of last year during the Spring Festival holiday, 
while sales by JD Fresh were 2.15 times higher, 
Xinhua reported. 

People’s new shopping habits might change 
the future of e-commerce in China. According to 
a survey (䄰ᴒ) by US market research company 
Nielsen, nearly 50 percent of people said they would 
be more willing to buy groceries online even when 
the epidemic is over. 
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During the outbreak, many people 
study and work at home. Online 
classrooms and cloud o#  ces are booming 
(䓲⡈ࣾᆂ) in China. 

According to China Daily, at least 
600,000 teachers from schools all over 
China have been providing online classes 
during the epidemic. On DingTalk, 
Alibaba’s cloud o#  ce platform (Ꭰझ), more 
than 50 million (⮫̴) students had been 
taking online courses by mid-February. 

Many after-school tutoring institutions 
(䒲ᄩᱧᲱ) are also taking action. Over 
80 education companies, including 
Zuoyebang and VIPKid, have been o! ering 
free online courses. They are trying to 
attract more long-term (䪬⮱) users. 

“The epidemic has made online 
education companies save advertisement 
(Ꭼॷ) fees of nearly 240 billion yuan in 
China, as it takes around 1,000 yuan to 
move a student from o!  ine (㏬̸⮱) study 

to online,” said Chen Xiangdong, founder 
of online education fi rm Genshuixue.

For employees (অጒ), online o#  ce 
software (䒜У) is making it possible to 
work from home. According to China 
Daily, DingTalk has served more than 10 
million companies. Tencent Meeting, a 
similar platform, has added more than 
100,000 cloud servers (ߎக) to increase 
its computing capacity (㘪߈). It can 
now allow over 300 people to have video 
meetings online together. 

“In the long run, online o#  ces and 
education will be better developed. We 
should not underestimate (ѻѝ) the rise of 
new users on di! erent platforms during 
the epidemic. The users’ new habits might 
infl uence (ᒞ৺) the future,” Zheng Anqi 
from the China Academy of Information 
and Communications Technology (͚పԎᖜ

䕇Ԏⵁ⾣䮏) told Guangming Daily.                               
                                                         TEENS
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New way to watch new fi lms 
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Despite its negative e! ects, the epidemic 
has led to the development of many industries. 

From smart healthcare to new models of 
e-commerce to online education and entertainment, 

we’ve seen a silver lining to the cloud. 

Jiang said.  
TEENS

Movie theaters across the country 
have closed because of the coronavirus 
outbreak. Lost in Russia (Ȩఔີȩ) 
became the fi rst Chinese fi lm to premiere 
(仃) online. Many people saw it as a big 
event (θУ), as it showed how fi lm and 
internet companies could work together 
in the future.

Directed by and starring Xu Zheng, the 
comedy (ૉޔ) is about a trip to Russia 
by a controlling (ᣔݣ ᑧ⮱) mother and 
her middle-aged son. It was planned to 
be shown in theaters on Jan 25, but was 
instead shown for free on video platforms 
owned by ByteDance on Jan 24.

Data show that downloads (̸䒪) of 
ByteDance’s Xigua video app rose by 77 
percent from Jan 20 to Jan 26. Within 
three days, Lost in Russia was watched by 

more than 600 million people. 
Di! erent from going to the theaters, 

the online premiere allowed people to 
share their feelings by writing bullet 
comments (ᑦᎂ). During the premiere of 
Lost in Russia, there were over 100,000 
bullet comments, which turned the fi lm-
watching experience into an online social 
activity, according to movie critic Yingtan 
Yiguo.

Following Lost in Russia, two other 
fi lms have premiered online so far: Enter 
the Fat Dragon (Ȩ㗒哆䓴ȩ) on Feb 1 
and The Winners (Ȩ๔䊏უȩ) on Mar 
20. According to People’s Daily, with the 
development of the internet, it might 
become a trend (䊸߬) for the fi lm industry 
and online video platforms to have closer 
cooperation (व҉) in the future.        TEENS

QIANTU
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During the novel coronavirus outbreak, many hospitals 
in China have used smart technology (ᮧ㘪ឭᱜ) to care for 
patients and make work easier for doctors. The outbreak 
will lead to faster growth of smart healthcare (ᮧᚔࡨ⫄) in 
China, according to Xinhua. 

Remote healthcare services
It can be dangerous for medical workers and patients to 

come into contact (ᣒ㼓) with each other. But with remote 
(䔉⼸⮱) medical services, doctors at di! erent hospitals can 
share photos and videos to come up with the best treatment 
(⇨⫄ᵵ). China’s three biggest telecom (䕇Ԏ) companies 
are providing (ӈ) hospitals across the country with 5G 
services. This helps them share large amounts of data (ᢛ) 
quickly.

For example, on Feb 27, doctors in the cities of Beijing, 
Shanghai and Guangzhou used 5G technology to treat a 
67-year-old patient in Wuhan, according to China Daily. 
By diagnosing (䃷) patients remotely, doctors can protect 
both themselves and their patients. 

Robots lend a hand
Robots are also being used to fi ght the virus. For 

example, medical workers at the Third People’s Hospital of 
Shenzhen are using robots to do some medical tasks. 

Made by Chinese AI company UBTech, these robots 
can give medical advice, deliver drugs (㢜➖) and disinfect 
(⊵) wards (⫲ᝬ) and other areas. They can also check 
temperatures, according to China Daily.

Liu Yue, head of the hospital’s fever outpatient services 
(ࣾ☚䬕䃷), said the robots have made work much easier. “It 
greatly reduces (ۼᄾ) our burden (䉌៲), and it can also help 
us fi nd infected patients,” Liu said. 

AI makes work more e!  cient
AskBob is an AI-powered consultation platform. Made 

by Ping An Smart Healthcare, it can give users information 
about the virus, help people do medical self-checks, check 
their mental health and choose the right face masks, 
according to China Daily.

Ping An Smart Healthcare has also 
created an AI system that can read CT 
images and give accurate analyses (۳

ܳᲽ)  to doctors. This can speed up the 
diagnostic process and help doctors give 
faster treatment. 
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Will school and
work stay online
in the future?

Virtual
markets

With the outbreak of the novel coronavirus, 
people have to stay at home. More and more people 
have started to shop online. Their new shopping 
habits are changing Chinese e-commerce (⩢ၽੳߎ).
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Using tech to heal 

Salespeople in Ganzhou, Jiangxi, 
are using livestreaming to sell 
furniture.  XINHUA

FIGHTING THE VIRUS | ڞहᝅĄ⫘ą

Selling things through 
livestreaming (Ⱑ᧚) is not new in 
China. In 2018, sales of products 
through livestreaming totaled 100 
billion yuan. On Singles’ Day in 2018, 
livestreaming seller Li Jiaqi sold 
15,000 lipsticks (ऐ㏏) within just 5 
minutes. 

With most shops closed during the 
outbreak, shop owners are trying to 
fi nd new ways to sell their products. 
Their o"  ine business is starting to go 
online. 

On Taobao Live, for example, sellers 
working in traditional industries 
(㵹͇) are now selling their products 
through livestreaming. Clothes and 
snacks (䰣丌) are among the most 
popular products. “I like watching 
people eating and selling snacks,” a 
Taobao user told Sina.com. “When 
I feel bored at home, I watch the 
streams and buy snacks. It makes me 
feel relaxed and happy.”

Jiang Xinjie, assistant president 
of the Intime Retail Shopping Mall 

(䨣∝⮫䉔), said over 2,000 of the 
company’s sales teams will start 
livestreaming this year in order to sell 
more. “Livestreaming e-commerce is 
not only a way for malls to deal with 
emergencies (㉔ᕒᗲۢ), but also a way 
to upgrade (㏔) their sales model,” 
Jiang said.  

TEENS

Selling via livestreaming 

Buy fresh food online 
Xiao Wei from Nanjing has not been to the 

supermarket since the outbreak started, according to 
People’s Daily. Every day, she buys fresh vegetables, 
meat and fruit online. “It is convenient (Ӭ⮱) and 
I’m less likely to be infected (ᙌᴀ),” she said.

Fresh grocery (⩌凉丌৮) e-commerce in China has 
seen quick growth during the outbreak.  Missfresh 
(ᬒх凉), a grocery delivery (䔿䔮) company, 
reported that sales (䨭䛼) were 3.5 times higher than 
those of last year during the Spring Festival holiday, 
while sales by JD Fresh were 2.15 times higher, 
Xinhua reported. 

People’s new shopping habits might change 
the future of e-commerce in China. According to 
a survey (䄰ᴒ) by US market research company 
Nielsen, nearly 50 percent of people said they would 
be more willing to buy groceries online even when 
the epidemic is over. 
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During the outbreak, many people 
study and work at home. Online 
classrooms and cloud o#  ces are booming 
(䓲⡈ࣾᆂ) in China. 

According to China Daily, at least 
600,000 teachers from schools all over 
China have been providing online classes 
during the epidemic. On DingTalk, 
Alibaba’s cloud o#  ce platform (Ꭰझ), more 
than 50 million (⮫̴) students had been 
taking online courses by mid-February. 

Many after-school tutoring institutions 
(䒲ᄩᱧᲱ) are also taking action. Over 
80 education companies, including 
Zuoyebang and VIPKid, have been o! ering 
free online courses. They are trying to 
attract more long-term (䪬⮱) users. 

“The epidemic has made online 
education companies save advertisement 
(Ꭼॷ) fees of nearly 240 billion yuan in 
China, as it takes around 1,000 yuan to 
move a student from o!  ine (㏬̸⮱) study 

to online,” said Chen Xiangdong, founder 
of online education fi rm Genshuixue.

For employees (অጒ), online o#  ce 
software (䒜У) is making it possible to 
work from home. According to China 
Daily, DingTalk has served more than 10 
million companies. Tencent Meeting, a 
similar platform, has added more than 
100,000 cloud servers (ߎக) to increase 
its computing capacity (㘪߈). It can 
now allow over 300 people to have video 
meetings online together. 

“In the long run, online o#  ces and 
education will be better developed. We 
should not underestimate (ѻѝ) the rise of 
new users on di! erent platforms during 
the epidemic. The users’ new habits might 
infl uence (ᒞ৺) the future,” Zheng Anqi 
from the China Academy of Information 
and Communications Technology (͚పԎᖜ

䕇Ԏⵁ⾣䮏) told Guangming Daily.                               
                                                         TEENS
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Despite its negative e! ects, the epidemic 
has led to the development of many industries. 

From smart healthcare to new models of 
e-commerce to online education and entertainment, 

we’ve seen a silver lining to the cloud. 

Jiang said.  
TEENS

Movie theaters across the country 
have closed because of the coronavirus 
outbreak. Lost in Russia (Ȩఔີȩ) 
became the fi rst Chinese fi lm to premiere 
(仃) online. Many people saw it as a big 
event (θУ), as it showed how fi lm and 
internet companies could work together 
in the future.

Directed by and starring Xu Zheng, the 
comedy (ૉޔ) is about a trip to Russia 
by a controlling (ᣔݣ ᑧ⮱) mother and 
her middle-aged son. It was planned to 
be shown in theaters on Jan 25, but was 
instead shown for free on video platforms 
owned by ByteDance on Jan 24.

Data show that downloads (̸䒪) of 
ByteDance’s Xigua video app rose by 77 
percent from Jan 20 to Jan 26. Within 
three days, Lost in Russia was watched by 

more than 600 million people. 
Di! erent from going to the theaters, 

the online premiere allowed people to 
share their feelings by writing bullet 
comments (ᑦᎂ). During the premiere of 
Lost in Russia, there were over 100,000 
bullet comments, which turned the fi lm-
watching experience into an online social 
activity, according to movie critic Yingtan 
Yiguo.

Following Lost in Russia, two other 
fi lms have premiered online so far: Enter 
the Fat Dragon (Ȩ㗒哆䓴ȩ) on Feb 1 
and The Winners (Ȩ๔䊏უȩ) on Mar 
20. According to People’s Daily, with the 
development of the internet, it might 
become a trend (䊸߬) for the fi lm industry 
and online video platforms to have closer 
cooperation (व҉) in the future.        TEENS

QIANTU

We are making our effort to fight against the novel coronavirus in different aspects. And 
Chinese e-commerce is believed to improve and develop better and better. Besides the virtual 
markets, our nation still takes care of the students overseas. 
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New way to learn
These days we are all “otakus (ᓎႲ)” 

- not for Japanese cartoons (ߕ), but for 
our online classes. 

At the beginning, we played with this 
new way of studying, just like millions 
of other naughty (⌅⅁⮱) students. Some 
of us wrote bad reviews (䃱Ф) of the 
DingTalk app. 

However, as we got more homework, 
we focused more on our studies. Now 
I can feel that mom and dad are happy 
with my behavior. But I have to say that 
I sometimes chat with friends or surf 
(㑾̷۟⊗) for other information. 

So far, I have done well as an “otaku 
girl”. Every morning, I get up at the 
same time. After breakfast, I begin my 
busy day of studying. For a break, I play 
the piano or guitar, or go up to our attic 
(䬮ẩ) to work out. I have gotten higher 
grades on my homework more times 
than before. 

Recently I gave a speech online. 
I talked about responsibility (䉐Ш). 
Whatever the di!  culty is, I will always 
be responsible and cheerful. 

㟼Ⱞ䔋ξ⍜ጯ㟺͚ᷔ႓ ␂ϓ᱕ 
ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ 䓻⣟

If you’re going to write a story about your life during the novel coronavirus outbreak, what will you write about? Some 
teenagers have given their answers. Some of them talk about their family members who are doctors. Some talk about their 
lives at home. They share their real feelings and thoughts. This might strike a chord (ᑂ䊤ڞ卐) with you. Read this page and 
page 7 to fi nd out.

Because of the novel coronavirus 
outbreak, the past winter holiday has 
been very di" erent. On Jan 23, in spite 
of (ᅪノ) being a little worried, our 
family fi nally decided to go back to our 
hometown. 

On Chinese New Year’s Eve, 
when we were enjoying the 
Spring Festival Gala, my 
grandpa made a video call 
to my uncle. My uncle was 
stuck (ఝѼ⮱) at his job – he 
is a doctor in a hospital in my 
hometown. He was on duty in 
the fever clinic (ࣾ☚䬕䃷) that day. 

In the video, I saw him. With a mask 

and a pair of goggles (៑Ⱋ䪉) on his face, 
I could hardly recognize (䃑ܧ) who he 
was. On this side of the phone screen, 
everyone was laughing, watching TV and 

enjoying  dinner. But on the other 
side, my uncle was alone in a 

cold, quiet room.
At that moment, I 

felt deeply touched. We 
enjoyed a moment of 
peace (Ꭰ䲆). Tens of 
thousands of people like 

my uncle have been saving 
us from the outbreak. 
㟼Ⱞϙ⼓⌛ใప䄚႓ᵎ ⼸卬䓫

ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ 䗾ᚔ

 The novel coronavirus outbreak has greatly a! ected (ᒞ৺) the lives of people across the world. It has challenged (ᠾᝅ) and 
changed people’s lifestyles. It has also helped us think about our relationships with others.

Teng Yimu takes online classes.  PROVIDED TO TEENS

Cheng Hongda 
PROVIDED TO TEENS

While a lesson called Life in the Future 
from my seventh grade class is still fresh in 
my mind, I am already living the predicted 
(䶱≸͚⮱) “future school life in 50 years”. 

I don’t need to have lessons in a classroom, 
but instead watch livestreamed (Ⱑ᧚⮱) 
lessons on my computer. I think it’s great. 
I can watch videos over and over again if I 
don’t understand the points. And my teacher 
gives us enough time to think about and 
answer questions. It is the same as classroom 
interaction (οߕ).

Exercising has become quite important. 
After a long time in front of the screen, I feel 
uncomfortable (̺㜿⮱) all over, especially 
my eyes. I do easy exercises such as push-ups 
(Ԝᦾ) and skipping. I also turned a table 
into a mini ping-pong table. Although it’s not 
easy to play on it, I still enjoy it.

However, this lifestyle seems to lack (㑧ᄾ) 
something. I miss my friends and classmates 
and can’t wait to see them in school. I hope 
we can beat the virus soon so I can live a 
simple but even better life. 

ႶᓪⰮव㗒ጯす̶͚ښ႓ Ꮑ䋰≟  
ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ ⃤႓㣟

Since my father is a doctor, he has kept 
working during the novel coronavirus 
outbreak. At the beginning, he was afraid 
of getting infected, so he stayed in my 
grandma’s house. My grandma stayed with 
us in our house. My mom said she was a little 
worried about my dad’s health. But she still 
supported (ᩜᠮ) his work. 

Now we live together again. Every time 
my dad comes back from work, he buys 
vegetables and daily necessities (ᬒ⩕৮). We 
disinfect (⊵) them before use. This kind of 
life has lasted nearly a month. Luckily, my 
father hasn’t been infected, thanks to the 
protective measures (Ԋ៑ᣗ) he takes. I love 
him. I love my family.

My father’s job is risky (ᰶ䷻䮖⮱), but he 
keeps working hard. I think he is a hero. 
I’m proud (㜗䆗⮱) of him. I believe that 
with dedication (Ѕܧ) from medical workers 
like my father, China and the world will 
win this battle (ᝅ) soon. Good luck to my 
motherland and the world. 

ϙጯ仃䘪ጵ㠰๔႓䭱ᆋ侹႓ᵎ 䲠䭠ࡄ

Living life in the future
ݺҀ侹��Ꭱऻ⮱႓ᐼȡ

My dad is my hero
ͧᝅĄ⫘ą͚ ⮱❥❥ᙌݝ㜗䆗ȡ

Proud of my uncle’s work
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Reach out to friends and family
⫘ᗲ䃖Й䛺ᠫ⣺䉢⮱ϟᗲহࣸ䄷ȡ�

䃺�190   ≸䄂㻮IV❵   
ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡����7ܳ䧌

䃺�170  ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡��7ܳ䧌

As the novel coronavirus spreads (ព᪐) across 
the US, many people are worried about their lives. 
I’ve been dealing with it here in China as well. 

My friends and family in the US were worried 
about me at fi rst. But now, I worry about 
them. Luckily, most of them are fi ne for now. 
And actually (θ̷), the virus has helped me 
reconnect (䛺㖁㐉) with old friends.

Many of my friends asked me for advice. But I 
can only tell them to “stay home” and “wash your 
hands”. Now, they are seeing their schools, local 
businesses and other public places shut down. 

However, they are trying to stay optimistic 
(⼜Ხ⮱). Some of them are even fi nding new 
friendships. My mother, for example, has joined 
an online sewing (㑊㏘) club to keep her busy 
while she stays at home. She and other women 
are sharing their sewing creations (㑃㏴➖) and 
giving each other support.

People all over the US are reaching out to 
help each other in many ways. They have shared 
medical advice via social media and started 
donation platforms (䊍Ꭰझ) for children who 
can’t get meals. After reading countless (ᬍ⮱) 
stories about the impact of the virus, it is nice to 
know that people are helping each other out.

BY MIKE FUKSMAN, 21ST CENTURY TEENS STAFF

The novel coronavirus has kept us home 
for months, and it’s not gone yet. It will 
end, of course. But it has taught us to take a 
second look at our habits and to live better. 
Here TEENS has picked some tips for staying 
healthy.

z Stay healthy
We all know that immunity (߈⫘ٺ) is 

the key to fi ght the virus. How can we keep 
a strong body? Do more exercise and eat a 
balanced diet (㶎㛠丌). Drink more water 
and go to bed before 11 pm. 

z Develop di! erent hobbies
Some people might fi nd that staying home 

is boring. Developing di" erent hobbies can 
help you have fun. You can learn painting 
or calligraphy (Γ∂), chess or swimming. 
Hobbies can help you stay positive even in 
hard times.

z Learn more about science
You might’ve read stories that say garlic 

can kill the novel coronavirus. This has been 
proven to be false. Learning more about 
science can help us tell facts apart from 
rumors (䅐㼭). It will help us develop our 
critical thinking skills and stay calm (ۤ䲆⮱) 
when facing the unknown. 

z To love and to be loved
Many people lost family members during 

the novel coronavirus 
outbreak. We should care 
about the people around 
us. Take a step back when 
you argue (ζॢ) with 
someone. Make a small gift 
or cook a meal for your 
family on special days.                                                   
 TEENS

Keep your mind and body healthy
⫘ᗲ㐀ऻ喑ຯ҂֒Ꮴ⩌≨喤 䃺�180    ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡�5ܳ䧌

䃺�150   ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡��6ܳ䧌 

䃺�150   ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡��6ܳ䧌 

Eating wildlife banned 
across the country

The novel coronavirus is widely 
believed to have come from wild animals, 
such as bats. On Feb 24, China decided to 
ban (⺮) the eating of wildlife across the 
country, which won strong support from 
the public (ڙф).

The new decision bans people from 
consuming (⊵䉦) wildlife that are 

protected by the 
Wild Animal 
Protection Law, 
as well as other 
laws. Those who 
break the law 
will be punished 
(ᘖ㒇). TEENS

͚పڕ䲏⺮䲋∂䛻⩌ߕ➖ϑᭀȡ

People are supporting each other 
online during the virus outbreak.  
TUCHONG

QIANTU

FIGHTING

3e
headline

theme

picture

*What?*Where? 
*When?*Who? 
*Why?*How?



Further reading
1. According to the story, where is the writer now? 
2. Why does the writer worry about his friends and family? 
3. What is the writer’s advice to his friends? 
4. From the last paragraph, the writer feels good when he 
knows _______________________________________________.  
5. What do we know about the writer’s mother? 

A. She is working in a sewing club.

B. She has found new friendships online.

C. She likes staying at home.

D. She is good at sewing.
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Й䘪अĄᓎႲąȡ

New way to learn
These days we are all “otakus (ᓎႲ)” 

- not for Japanese cartoons (ߕ), but for 
our online classes. 

At the beginning, we played with this 
new way of studying, just like millions 
of other naughty (⌅⅁⮱) students. Some 
of us wrote bad reviews (䃱Ф) of the 
DingTalk app. 

However, as we got more homework, 
we focused more on our studies. Now 
I can feel that mom and dad are happy 
with my behavior. But I have to say that 
I sometimes chat with friends or surf 
(㑾̷۟⊗) for other information. 

So far, I have done well as an “otaku 
girl”. Every morning, I get up at the 
same time. After breakfast, I begin my 
busy day of studying. For a break, I play 
the piano or guitar, or go up to our attic 
(䬮ẩ) to work out. I have gotten higher 
grades on my homework more times 
than before. 

Recently I gave a speech online. 
I talked about responsibility (䉐Ш). 
Whatever the di!  culty is, I will always 
be responsible and cheerful. 

㟼Ⱞ䔋ξ⍜ጯ㟺͚ᷔ႓ ␂ϓ᱕ 
ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ 䓻⣟

If you’re going to write a story about your life during the novel coronavirus outbreak, what will you write about? Some 
teenagers have given their answers. Some of them talk about their family members who are doctors. Some talk about their 
lives at home. They share their real feelings and thoughts. This might strike a chord (ᑂ䊤ڞ卐) with you. Read this page and 
page 7 to fi nd out.

Because of the novel coronavirus 
outbreak, the past winter holiday has 
been very di" erent. On Jan 23, in spite 
of (ᅪノ) being a little worried, our 
family fi nally decided to go back to our 
hometown. 

On Chinese New Year’s Eve, 
when we were enjoying the 
Spring Festival Gala, my 
grandpa made a video call 
to my uncle. My uncle was 
stuck (ఝѼ⮱) at his job – he 
is a doctor in a hospital in my 
hometown. He was on duty in 
the fever clinic (ࣾ☚䬕䃷) that day. 

In the video, I saw him. With a mask 

and a pair of goggles (៑Ⱋ䪉) on his face, 
I could hardly recognize (䃑ܧ) who he 
was. On this side of the phone screen, 
everyone was laughing, watching TV and 

enjoying  dinner. But on the other 
side, my uncle was alone in a 

cold, quiet room.
At that moment, I 

felt deeply touched. We 
enjoyed a moment of 
peace (Ꭰ䲆). Tens of 
thousands of people like 

my uncle have been saving 
us from the outbreak. 
㟼Ⱞϙ⼓⌛ใప䄚႓ᵎ ⼸卬䓫

ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ 䗾ᚔ

 The novel coronavirus outbreak has greatly a! ected (ᒞ৺) the lives of people across the world. It has challenged (ᠾᝅ) and 
changed people’s lifestyles. It has also helped us think about our relationships with others.

Teng Yimu takes online classes.  PROVIDED TO TEENS

Cheng Hongda 
PROVIDED TO TEENS

While a lesson called Life in the Future 
from my seventh grade class is still fresh in 
my mind, I am already living the predicted 
(䶱≸͚⮱) “future school life in 50 years”. 

I don’t need to have lessons in a classroom, 
but instead watch livestreamed (Ⱑ᧚⮱) 
lessons on my computer. I think it’s great. 
I can watch videos over and over again if I 
don’t understand the points. And my teacher 
gives us enough time to think about and 
answer questions. It is the same as classroom 
interaction (οߕ).

Exercising has become quite important. 
After a long time in front of the screen, I feel 
uncomfortable (̺㜿⮱) all over, especially 
my eyes. I do easy exercises such as push-ups 
(Ԝᦾ) and skipping. I also turned a table 
into a mini ping-pong table. Although it’s not 
easy to play on it, I still enjoy it.

However, this lifestyle seems to lack (㑧ᄾ) 
something. I miss my friends and classmates 
and can’t wait to see them in school. I hope 
we can beat the virus soon so I can live a 
simple but even better life. 

ႶᓪⰮव㗒ጯす̶͚ښ႓ Ꮑ䋰≟  
ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ ⃤႓㣟

Since my father is a doctor, he has kept 
working during the novel coronavirus 
outbreak. At the beginning, he was afraid 
of getting infected, so he stayed in my 
grandma’s house. My grandma stayed with 
us in our house. My mom said she was a little 
worried about my dad’s health. But she still 
supported (ᩜᠮ) his work. 

Now we live together again. Every time 
my dad comes back from work, he buys 
vegetables and daily necessities (ᬒ⩕৮). We 
disinfect (⊵) them before use. This kind of 
life has lasted nearly a month. Luckily, my 
father hasn’t been infected, thanks to the 
protective measures (Ԋ៑ᣗ) he takes. I love 
him. I love my family.

My father’s job is risky (ᰶ䷻䮖⮱), but he 
keeps working hard. I think he is a hero. 
I’m proud (㜗䆗⮱) of him. I believe that 
with dedication (Ѕܧ) from medical workers 
like my father, China and the world will 
win this battle (ᝅ) soon. Good luck to my 
motherland and the world. 

ϙጯ仃䘪ጵ㠰๔႓䭱ᆋ侹႓ᵎ 䲠䭠ࡄ

Living life in the future
ݺҀ侹��Ꭱऻ⮱႓ᐼȡ

My dad is my hero
ͧᝅĄ⫘ą͚ ⮱❥❥ᙌݝ㜗䆗ȡ

Proud of my uncle’s work
̺ᄨ፥⮱䮑โ้喑ᰶ ϧఏ㖇喑ᰶ ϧಇႵᇄѺȡ 䃺�150   

ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡��6ܳ䧌 

Reach out to friends and family
⫘ᗲ䃖Й䛺ᠫ⣺䉢⮱ϟᗲহࣸ䄷ȡ�

䃺�190   ≸䄂㻮IV❵   
ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡����7ܳ䧌

䃺�170  ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡��7ܳ䧌

As the novel coronavirus spreads (ព᪐) across 
the US, many people are worried about their lives. 
I’ve been dealing with it here in China as well. 

My friends and family in the US were worried 
about me at fi rst. But now, I worry about 
them. Luckily, most of them are fi ne for now. 
And actually (θ̷), the virus has helped me 
reconnect (䛺㖁㐉) with old friends.

Many of my friends asked me for advice. But I 
can only tell them to “stay home” and “wash your 
hands”. Now, they are seeing their schools, local 
businesses and other public places shut down. 

However, they are trying to stay optimistic 
(⼜Ხ⮱). Some of them are even fi nding new 
friendships. My mother, for example, has joined 
an online sewing (㑊㏘) club to keep her busy 
while she stays at home. She and other women 
are sharing their sewing creations (㑃㏴➖) and 
giving each other support.

People all over the US are reaching out to 
help each other in many ways. They have shared 
medical advice via social media and started 
donation platforms (䊍Ꭰझ) for children who 
can’t get meals. After reading countless (ᬍ⮱) 
stories about the impact of the virus, it is nice to 
know that people are helping each other out.

BY MIKE FUKSMAN, 21ST CENTURY TEENS STAFF

The novel coronavirus has kept us home 
for months, and it’s not gone yet. It will 
end, of course. But it has taught us to take a 
second look at our habits and to live better. 
Here TEENS has picked some tips for staying 
healthy.

z Stay healthy
We all know that immunity (߈⫘ٺ) is 

the key to fi ght the virus. How can we keep 
a strong body? Do more exercise and eat a 
balanced diet (㶎㛠丌). Drink more water 
and go to bed before 11 pm. 

z Develop di! erent hobbies
Some people might fi nd that staying home 

is boring. Developing di" erent hobbies can 
help you have fun. You can learn painting 
or calligraphy (Γ∂), chess or swimming. 
Hobbies can help you stay positive even in 
hard times.

z Learn more about science
You might’ve read stories that say garlic 

can kill the novel coronavirus. This has been 
proven to be false. Learning more about 
science can help us tell facts apart from 
rumors (䅐㼭). It will help us develop our 
critical thinking skills and stay calm (ۤ䲆⮱) 
when facing the unknown. 

z To love and to be loved
Many people lost family members during 

the novel coronavirus 
outbreak. We should care 
about the people around 
us. Take a step back when 
you argue (ζॢ) with 
someone. Make a small gift 
or cook a meal for your 
family on special days.                                                   
 TEENS

Keep your mind and body healthy
⫘ᗲ㐀ऻ喑ຯ҂֒Ꮴ⩌≨喤 䃺�180    ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡�5ܳ䧌

䃺�150   ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡��6ܳ䧌 

䃺�150   ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡��6ܳ䧌 

Eating wildlife banned 
across the country

The novel coronavirus is widely 
believed to have come from wild animals, 
such as bats. On Feb 24, China decided to 
ban (⺮) the eating of wildlife across the 
country, which won strong support from 
the public (ڙф).

The new decision bans people from 
consuming (⊵䉦) wildlife that are 

protected by the 
Wild Animal 
Protection Law, 
as well as other 
laws. Those who 
break the law 
will be punished 
(ᘖ㒇). TEENS

͚పڕ䲏⺮䲋∂䛻⩌ߕ➖ϑᭀȡ

People are supporting each other 
online during the virus outbreak.  
TUCHONG

QIANTU

FIGHTING

Further reading
1. According to the story, 
where is the writer now?

theme
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New way to learn
These days we are all “otakus (ᓎႲ)” 

- not for Japanese cartoons (ߕ), but for 
our online classes. 

At the beginning, we played with this 
new way of studying, just like millions 
of other naughty (⌅⅁⮱) students. Some 
of us wrote bad reviews (䃱Ф) of the 
DingTalk app. 

However, as we got more homework, 
we focused more on our studies. Now 
I can feel that mom and dad are happy 
with my behavior. But I have to say that 
I sometimes chat with friends or surf 
(㑾̷۟⊗) for other information. 

So far, I have done well as an “otaku 
girl”. Every morning, I get up at the 
same time. After breakfast, I begin my 
busy day of studying. For a break, I play 
the piano or guitar, or go up to our attic 
(䬮ẩ) to work out. I have gotten higher 
grades on my homework more times 
than before. 

Recently I gave a speech online. 
I talked about responsibility (䉐Ш). 
Whatever the di!  culty is, I will always 
be responsible and cheerful. 

㟼Ⱞ䔋ξ⍜ጯ㟺͚ᷔ႓ ␂ϓ᱕ 
ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ 䓻⣟

If you’re going to write a story about your life during the novel coronavirus outbreak, what will you write about? Some 
teenagers have given their answers. Some of them talk about their family members who are doctors. Some talk about their 
lives at home. They share their real feelings and thoughts. This might strike a chord (ᑂ䊤ڞ卐) with you. Read this page and 
page 7 to fi nd out.

Because of the novel coronavirus 
outbreak, the past winter holiday has 
been very di" erent. On Jan 23, in spite 
of (ᅪノ) being a little worried, our 
family fi nally decided to go back to our 
hometown. 

On Chinese New Year’s Eve, 
when we were enjoying the 
Spring Festival Gala, my 
grandpa made a video call 
to my uncle. My uncle was 
stuck (ఝѼ⮱) at his job – he 
is a doctor in a hospital in my 
hometown. He was on duty in 
the fever clinic (ࣾ☚䬕䃷) that day. 

In the video, I saw him. With a mask 

and a pair of goggles (៑Ⱋ䪉) on his face, 
I could hardly recognize (䃑ܧ) who he 
was. On this side of the phone screen, 
everyone was laughing, watching TV and 

enjoying  dinner. But on the other 
side, my uncle was alone in a 

cold, quiet room.
At that moment, I 

felt deeply touched. We 
enjoyed a moment of 
peace (Ꭰ䲆). Tens of 
thousands of people like 

my uncle have been saving 
us from the outbreak. 
㟼Ⱞϙ⼓⌛ใప䄚႓ᵎ ⼸卬䓫

ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ 䗾ᚔ

 The novel coronavirus outbreak has greatly a! ected (ᒞ৺) the lives of people across the world. It has challenged (ᠾᝅ) and 
changed people’s lifestyles. It has also helped us think about our relationships with others.

Teng Yimu takes online classes.  PROVIDED TO TEENS

Cheng Hongda 
PROVIDED TO TEENS

While a lesson called Life in the Future 
from my seventh grade class is still fresh in 
my mind, I am already living the predicted 
(䶱≸͚⮱) “future school life in 50 years”. 

I don’t need to have lessons in a classroom, 
but instead watch livestreamed (Ⱑ᧚⮱) 
lessons on my computer. I think it’s great. 
I can watch videos over and over again if I 
don’t understand the points. And my teacher 
gives us enough time to think about and 
answer questions. It is the same as classroom 
interaction (οߕ).

Exercising has become quite important. 
After a long time in front of the screen, I feel 
uncomfortable (̺㜿⮱) all over, especially 
my eyes. I do easy exercises such as push-ups 
(Ԝᦾ) and skipping. I also turned a table 
into a mini ping-pong table. Although it’s not 
easy to play on it, I still enjoy it.

However, this lifestyle seems to lack (㑧ᄾ) 
something. I miss my friends and classmates 
and can’t wait to see them in school. I hope 
we can beat the virus soon so I can live a 
simple but even better life. 

ႶᓪⰮव㗒ጯす̶͚ښ႓ Ꮑ䋰≟  
ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ ⃤႓㣟

Since my father is a doctor, he has kept 
working during the novel coronavirus 
outbreak. At the beginning, he was afraid 
of getting infected, so he stayed in my 
grandma’s house. My grandma stayed with 
us in our house. My mom said she was a little 
worried about my dad’s health. But she still 
supported (ᩜᠮ) his work. 

Now we live together again. Every time 
my dad comes back from work, he buys 
vegetables and daily necessities (ᬒ⩕৮). We 
disinfect (⊵) them before use. This kind of 
life has lasted nearly a month. Luckily, my 
father hasn’t been infected, thanks to the 
protective measures (Ԋ៑ᣗ) he takes. I love 
him. I love my family.

My father’s job is risky (ᰶ䷻䮖⮱), but he 
keeps working hard. I think he is a hero. 
I’m proud (㜗䆗⮱) of him. I believe that 
with dedication (Ѕܧ) from medical workers 
like my father, China and the world will 
win this battle (ᝅ) soon. Good luck to my 
motherland and the world. 

ϙጯ仃䘪ጵ㠰๔႓䭱ᆋ侹႓ᵎ 䲠䭠ࡄ

Living life in the future
ݺҀ侹��Ꭱऻ⮱႓ᐼȡ

My dad is my hero
ͧᝅĄ⫘ą͚ ⮱❥❥ᙌݝ㜗䆗ȡ

Proud of my uncle’s work
̺ᄨ፥⮱䮑โ้喑ᰶ ϧఏ㖇喑ᰶ ϧಇႵᇄѺȡ 䃺�150   
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Reach out to friends and family
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As the novel coronavirus spreads (ព᪐) across 
the US, many people are worried about their lives. 
I’ve been dealing with it here in China as well. 

My friends and family in the US were worried 
about me at fi rst. But now, I worry about 
them. Luckily, most of them are fi ne for now. 
And actually (θ̷), the virus has helped me 
reconnect (䛺㖁㐉) with old friends.

Many of my friends asked me for advice. But I 
can only tell them to “stay home” and “wash your 
hands”. Now, they are seeing their schools, local 
businesses and other public places shut down. 

However, they are trying to stay optimistic 
(⼜Ხ⮱). Some of them are even fi nding new 
friendships. My mother, for example, has joined 
an online sewing (㑊㏘) club to keep her busy 
while she stays at home. She and other women 
are sharing their sewing creations (㑃㏴➖) and 
giving each other support.

People all over the US are reaching out to 
help each other in many ways. They have shared 
medical advice via social media and started 
donation platforms (䊍Ꭰझ) for children who 
can’t get meals. After reading countless (ᬍ⮱) 
stories about the impact of the virus, it is nice to 
know that people are helping each other out.

BY MIKE FUKSMAN, 21ST CENTURY TEENS STAFF

The novel coronavirus has kept us home 
for months, and it’s not gone yet. It will 
end, of course. But it has taught us to take a 
second look at our habits and to live better. 
Here TEENS has picked some tips for staying 
healthy.

z Stay healthy
We all know that immunity (߈⫘ٺ) is 

the key to fi ght the virus. How can we keep 
a strong body? Do more exercise and eat a 
balanced diet (㶎㛠丌). Drink more water 
and go to bed before 11 pm. 

z Develop di! erent hobbies
Some people might fi nd that staying home 

is boring. Developing di" erent hobbies can 
help you have fun. You can learn painting 
or calligraphy (Γ∂), chess or swimming. 
Hobbies can help you stay positive even in 
hard times.

z Learn more about science
You might’ve read stories that say garlic 

can kill the novel coronavirus. This has been 
proven to be false. Learning more about 
science can help us tell facts apart from 
rumors (䅐㼭). It will help us develop our 
critical thinking skills and stay calm (ۤ䲆⮱) 
when facing the unknown. 

z To love and to be loved
Many people lost family members during 

the novel coronavirus 
outbreak. We should care 
about the people around 
us. Take a step back when 
you argue (ζॢ) with 
someone. Make a small gift 
or cook a meal for your 
family on special days.                                                   
 TEENS

Keep your mind and body healthy
⫘ᗲ㐀ऻ喑ຯ҂֒Ꮴ⩌≨喤 䃺�180    ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡�5ܳ䧌

䃺�150   ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡��6ܳ䧌 

䃺�150   ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡��6ܳ䧌 

Eating wildlife banned 
across the country

The novel coronavirus is widely 
believed to have come from wild animals, 
such as bats. On Feb 24, China decided to 
ban (⺮) the eating of wildlife across the 
country, which won strong support from 
the public (ڙф).

The new decision bans people from 
consuming (⊵䉦) wildlife that are 

protected by the 
Wild Animal 
Protection Law, 
as well as other 
laws. Those who 
break the law 
will be punished 
(ᘖ㒇). TEENS

͚పڕ䲏⺮䲋∂䛻⩌ߕ➖ϑᭀȡ

People are supporting each other 
online during the virus outbreak.  
TUCHONG

QIANTU

FIGHTING

In China.
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Ąख़ܨ◦Й喑⧵ڠ
ⰥᏁݝ䴠䶾ą喑ឫ߈
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Й䘪अĄᓎႲąȡ

New way to learn
These days we are all “otakus (ᓎႲ)” 

- not for Japanese cartoons (ߕ), but for 
our online classes. 

At the beginning, we played with this 
new way of studying, just like millions 
of other naughty (⌅⅁⮱) students. Some 
of us wrote bad reviews (䃱Ф) of the 
DingTalk app. 

However, as we got more homework, 
we focused more on our studies. Now 
I can feel that mom and dad are happy 
with my behavior. But I have to say that 
I sometimes chat with friends or surf 
(㑾̷۟⊗) for other information. 

So far, I have done well as an “otaku 
girl”. Every morning, I get up at the 
same time. After breakfast, I begin my 
busy day of studying. For a break, I play 
the piano or guitar, or go up to our attic 
(䬮ẩ) to work out. I have gotten higher 
grades on my homework more times 
than before. 

Recently I gave a speech online. 
I talked about responsibility (䉐Ш). 
Whatever the di!  culty is, I will always 
be responsible and cheerful. 

㟼Ⱞ䔋ξ⍜ጯ㟺͚ᷔ႓ ␂ϓ᱕ 
ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ 䓻⣟

If you’re going to write a story about your life during the novel coronavirus outbreak, what will you write about? Some 
teenagers have given their answers. Some of them talk about their family members who are doctors. Some talk about their 
lives at home. They share their real feelings and thoughts. This might strike a chord (ᑂ䊤ڞ卐) with you. Read this page and 
page 7 to fi nd out.

Because of the novel coronavirus 
outbreak, the past winter holiday has 
been very di" erent. On Jan 23, in spite 
of (ᅪノ) being a little worried, our 
family fi nally decided to go back to our 
hometown. 

On Chinese New Year’s Eve, 
when we were enjoying the 
Spring Festival Gala, my 
grandpa made a video call 
to my uncle. My uncle was 
stuck (ఝѼ⮱) at his job – he 
is a doctor in a hospital in my 
hometown. He was on duty in 
the fever clinic (ࣾ☚䬕䃷) that day. 

In the video, I saw him. With a mask 

and a pair of goggles (៑Ⱋ䪉) on his face, 
I could hardly recognize (䃑ܧ) who he 
was. On this side of the phone screen, 
everyone was laughing, watching TV and 

enjoying  dinner. But on the other 
side, my uncle was alone in a 

cold, quiet room.
At that moment, I 

felt deeply touched. We 
enjoyed a moment of 
peace (Ꭰ䲆). Tens of 
thousands of people like 

my uncle have been saving 
us from the outbreak. 
㟼Ⱞϙ⼓⌛ใప䄚႓ᵎ ⼸卬䓫

ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ 䗾ᚔ

 The novel coronavirus outbreak has greatly a! ected (ᒞ৺) the lives of people across the world. It has challenged (ᠾᝅ) and 
changed people’s lifestyles. It has also helped us think about our relationships with others.

Teng Yimu takes online classes.  PROVIDED TO TEENS

Cheng Hongda 
PROVIDED TO TEENS

While a lesson called Life in the Future 
from my seventh grade class is still fresh in 
my mind, I am already living the predicted 
(䶱≸͚⮱) “future school life in 50 years”. 

I don’t need to have lessons in a classroom, 
but instead watch livestreamed (Ⱑ᧚⮱) 
lessons on my computer. I think it’s great. 
I can watch videos over and over again if I 
don’t understand the points. And my teacher 
gives us enough time to think about and 
answer questions. It is the same as classroom 
interaction (οߕ).

Exercising has become quite important. 
After a long time in front of the screen, I feel 
uncomfortable (̺㜿⮱) all over, especially 
my eyes. I do easy exercises such as push-ups 
(Ԝᦾ) and skipping. I also turned a table 
into a mini ping-pong table. Although it’s not 
easy to play on it, I still enjoy it.

However, this lifestyle seems to lack (㑧ᄾ) 
something. I miss my friends and classmates 
and can’t wait to see them in school. I hope 
we can beat the virus soon so I can live a 
simple but even better life. 

ႶᓪⰮव㗒ጯす̶͚ښ႓ Ꮑ䋰≟  
ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ ⃤႓㣟

Since my father is a doctor, he has kept 
working during the novel coronavirus 
outbreak. At the beginning, he was afraid 
of getting infected, so he stayed in my 
grandma’s house. My grandma stayed with 
us in our house. My mom said she was a little 
worried about my dad’s health. But she still 
supported (ᩜᠮ) his work. 

Now we live together again. Every time 
my dad comes back from work, he buys 
vegetables and daily necessities (ᬒ⩕৮). We 
disinfect (⊵) them before use. This kind of 
life has lasted nearly a month. Luckily, my 
father hasn’t been infected, thanks to the 
protective measures (Ԋ៑ᣗ) he takes. I love 
him. I love my family.

My father’s job is risky (ᰶ䷻䮖⮱), but he 
keeps working hard. I think he is a hero. 
I’m proud (㜗䆗⮱) of him. I believe that 
with dedication (Ѕܧ) from medical workers 
like my father, China and the world will 
win this battle (ᝅ) soon. Good luck to my 
motherland and the world. 

ϙጯ仃䘪ጵ㠰๔႓䭱ᆋ侹႓ᵎ 䲠䭠ࡄ

Living life in the future
ݺҀ侹��Ꭱऻ⮱႓ᐼȡ

My dad is my hero
ͧᝅĄ⫘ą͚ ⮱❥❥ᙌݝ㜗䆗ȡ

Proud of my uncle’s work
̺ᄨ፥⮱䮑โ้喑ᰶ ϧఏ㖇喑ᰶ ϧಇႵᇄѺȡ 䃺�150   

ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡��6ܳ䧌 

Reach out to friends and family
⫘ᗲ䃖Й䛺ᠫ⣺䉢⮱ϟᗲহࣸ䄷ȡ�

䃺�190   ≸䄂㻮IV❵   
ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡����7ܳ䧌

䃺�170  ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡��7ܳ䧌

As the novel coronavirus spreads (ព᪐) across 
the US, many people are worried about their lives. 
I’ve been dealing with it here in China as well. 

My friends and family in the US were worried 
about me at fi rst. But now, I worry about 
them. Luckily, most of them are fi ne for now. 
And actually (θ̷), the virus has helped me 
reconnect (䛺㖁㐉) with old friends.

Many of my friends asked me for advice. But I 
can only tell them to “stay home” and “wash your 
hands”. Now, they are seeing their schools, local 
businesses and other public places shut down. 

However, they are trying to stay optimistic 
(⼜Ხ⮱). Some of them are even fi nding new 
friendships. My mother, for example, has joined 
an online sewing (㑊㏘) club to keep her busy 
while she stays at home. She and other women 
are sharing their sewing creations (㑃㏴➖) and 
giving each other support.

People all over the US are reaching out to 
help each other in many ways. They have shared 
medical advice via social media and started 
donation platforms (䊍Ꭰझ) for children who 
can’t get meals. After reading countless (ᬍ⮱) 
stories about the impact of the virus, it is nice to 
know that people are helping each other out.

BY MIKE FUKSMAN, 21ST CENTURY TEENS STAFF

The novel coronavirus has kept us home 
for months, and it’s not gone yet. It will 
end, of course. But it has taught us to take a 
second look at our habits and to live better. 
Here TEENS has picked some tips for staying 
healthy.

z Stay healthy
We all know that immunity (߈⫘ٺ) is 

the key to fi ght the virus. How can we keep 
a strong body? Do more exercise and eat a 
balanced diet (㶎㛠丌). Drink more water 
and go to bed before 11 pm. 

z Develop di! erent hobbies
Some people might fi nd that staying home 

is boring. Developing di" erent hobbies can 
help you have fun. You can learn painting 
or calligraphy (Γ∂), chess or swimming. 
Hobbies can help you stay positive even in 
hard times.

z Learn more about science
You might’ve read stories that say garlic 

can kill the novel coronavirus. This has been 
proven to be false. Learning more about 
science can help us tell facts apart from 
rumors (䅐㼭). It will help us develop our 
critical thinking skills and stay calm (ۤ䲆⮱) 
when facing the unknown. 

z To love and to be loved
Many people lost family members during 

the novel coronavirus 
outbreak. We should care 
about the people around 
us. Take a step back when 
you argue (ζॢ) with 
someone. Make a small gift 
or cook a meal for your 
family on special days.                                                   
 TEENS

Keep your mind and body healthy
⫘ᗲ㐀ऻ喑ຯ҂֒Ꮴ⩌≨喤 䃺�180    ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡�5ܳ䧌

䃺�150   ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡��6ܳ䧌 

䃺�150   ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡��6ܳ䧌 

Eating wildlife banned 
across the country

The novel coronavirus is widely 
believed to have come from wild animals, 
such as bats. On Feb 24, China decided to 
ban (⺮) the eating of wildlife across the 
country, which won strong support from 
the public (ڙф).

The new decision bans people from 
consuming (⊵䉦) wildlife that are 

protected by the 
Wild Animal 
Protection Law, 
as well as other 
laws. Those who 
break the law 
will be punished 
(ᘖ㒇). TEENS

͚పڕ䲏⺮䲋∂䛻⩌ߕ➖ϑᭀȡ

People are supporting each other 
online during the virus outbreak.  
TUCHONG

QIANTU

FIGHTING

Further reading
2. Why does the writer worry 
about his friends and family?

theme
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New way to learn
These days we are all “otakus (ᓎႲ)” 

- not for Japanese cartoons (ߕ), but for 
our online classes. 

At the beginning, we played with this 
new way of studying, just like millions 
of other naughty (⌅⅁⮱) students. Some 
of us wrote bad reviews (䃱Ф) of the 
DingTalk app. 

However, as we got more homework, 
we focused more on our studies. Now 
I can feel that mom and dad are happy 
with my behavior. But I have to say that 
I sometimes chat with friends or surf 
(㑾̷۟⊗) for other information. 

So far, I have done well as an “otaku 
girl”. Every morning, I get up at the 
same time. After breakfast, I begin my 
busy day of studying. For a break, I play 
the piano or guitar, or go up to our attic 
(䬮ẩ) to work out. I have gotten higher 
grades on my homework more times 
than before. 

Recently I gave a speech online. 
I talked about responsibility (䉐Ш). 
Whatever the di!  culty is, I will always 
be responsible and cheerful. 

㟼Ⱞ䔋ξ⍜ጯ㟺͚ᷔ႓ ␂ϓ᱕ 
ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ 䓻⣟

If you’re going to write a story about your life during the novel coronavirus outbreak, what will you write about? Some 
teenagers have given their answers. Some of them talk about their family members who are doctors. Some talk about their 
lives at home. They share their real feelings and thoughts. This might strike a chord (ᑂ䊤ڞ卐) with you. Read this page and 
page 7 to fi nd out.

Because of the novel coronavirus 
outbreak, the past winter holiday has 
been very di" erent. On Jan 23, in spite 
of (ᅪノ) being a little worried, our 
family fi nally decided to go back to our 
hometown. 

On Chinese New Year’s Eve, 
when we were enjoying the 
Spring Festival Gala, my 
grandpa made a video call 
to my uncle. My uncle was 
stuck (ఝѼ⮱) at his job – he 
is a doctor in a hospital in my 
hometown. He was on duty in 
the fever clinic (ࣾ☚䬕䃷) that day. 

In the video, I saw him. With a mask 

and a pair of goggles (៑Ⱋ䪉) on his face, 
I could hardly recognize (䃑ܧ) who he 
was. On this side of the phone screen, 
everyone was laughing, watching TV and 

enjoying  dinner. But on the other 
side, my uncle was alone in a 

cold, quiet room.
At that moment, I 

felt deeply touched. We 
enjoyed a moment of 
peace (Ꭰ䲆). Tens of 
thousands of people like 

my uncle have been saving 
us from the outbreak. 
㟼Ⱞϙ⼓⌛ใప䄚႓ᵎ ⼸卬䓫

ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ 䗾ᚔ

 The novel coronavirus outbreak has greatly a! ected (ᒞ৺) the lives of people across the world. It has challenged (ᠾᝅ) and 
changed people’s lifestyles. It has also helped us think about our relationships with others.

Teng Yimu takes online classes.  PROVIDED TO TEENS

Cheng Hongda 
PROVIDED TO TEENS

While a lesson called Life in the Future 
from my seventh grade class is still fresh in 
my mind, I am already living the predicted 
(䶱≸͚⮱) “future school life in 50 years”. 

I don’t need to have lessons in a classroom, 
but instead watch livestreamed (Ⱑ᧚⮱) 
lessons on my computer. I think it’s great. 
I can watch videos over and over again if I 
don’t understand the points. And my teacher 
gives us enough time to think about and 
answer questions. It is the same as classroom 
interaction (οߕ).

Exercising has become quite important. 
After a long time in front of the screen, I feel 
uncomfortable (̺㜿⮱) all over, especially 
my eyes. I do easy exercises such as push-ups 
(Ԝᦾ) and skipping. I also turned a table 
into a mini ping-pong table. Although it’s not 
easy to play on it, I still enjoy it.

However, this lifestyle seems to lack (㑧ᄾ) 
something. I miss my friends and classmates 
and can’t wait to see them in school. I hope 
we can beat the virus soon so I can live a 
simple but even better life. 

ႶᓪⰮव㗒ጯす̶͚ښ႓ Ꮑ䋰≟  
ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ ⃤႓㣟

Since my father is a doctor, he has kept 
working during the novel coronavirus 
outbreak. At the beginning, he was afraid 
of getting infected, so he stayed in my 
grandma’s house. My grandma stayed with 
us in our house. My mom said she was a little 
worried about my dad’s health. But she still 
supported (ᩜᠮ) his work. 

Now we live together again. Every time 
my dad comes back from work, he buys 
vegetables and daily necessities (ᬒ⩕৮). We 
disinfect (⊵) them before use. This kind of 
life has lasted nearly a month. Luckily, my 
father hasn’t been infected, thanks to the 
protective measures (Ԋ៑ᣗ) he takes. I love 
him. I love my family.

My father’s job is risky (ᰶ䷻䮖⮱), but he 
keeps working hard. I think he is a hero. 
I’m proud (㜗䆗⮱) of him. I believe that 
with dedication (Ѕܧ) from medical workers 
like my father, China and the world will 
win this battle (ᝅ) soon. Good luck to my 
motherland and the world. 

ϙጯ仃䘪ጵ㠰๔႓䭱ᆋ侹႓ᵎ 䲠䭠ࡄ

Living life in the future
ݺҀ侹��Ꭱऻ⮱႓ᐼȡ

My dad is my hero
ͧᝅĄ⫘ą͚ ⮱❥❥ᙌݝ㜗䆗ȡ

Proud of my uncle’s work
̺ᄨ፥⮱䮑โ้喑ᰶ ϧఏ㖇喑ᰶ ϧಇႵᇄѺȡ 䃺�150   

ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡��6ܳ䧌 

Reach out to friends and family
⫘ᗲ䃖Й䛺ᠫ⣺䉢⮱ϟᗲহࣸ䄷ȡ�

䃺�190   ≸䄂㻮IV❵   
ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡����7ܳ䧌

䃺�170  ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡��7ܳ䧌

As the novel coronavirus spreads (ព᪐) across 
the US, many people are worried about their lives. 
I’ve been dealing with it here in China as well. 

My friends and family in the US were worried 
about me at fi rst. But now, I worry about 
them. Luckily, most of them are fi ne for now. 
And actually (θ̷), the virus has helped me 
reconnect (䛺㖁㐉) with old friends.

Many of my friends asked me for advice. But I 
can only tell them to “stay home” and “wash your 
hands”. Now, they are seeing their schools, local 
businesses and other public places shut down. 

However, they are trying to stay optimistic 
(⼜Ხ⮱). Some of them are even fi nding new 
friendships. My mother, for example, has joined 
an online sewing (㑊㏘) club to keep her busy 
while she stays at home. She and other women 
are sharing their sewing creations (㑃㏴➖) and 
giving each other support.

People all over the US are reaching out to 
help each other in many ways. They have shared 
medical advice via social media and started 
donation platforms (䊍Ꭰझ) for children who 
can’t get meals. After reading countless (ᬍ⮱) 
stories about the impact of the virus, it is nice to 
know that people are helping each other out.

BY MIKE FUKSMAN, 21ST CENTURY TEENS STAFF

The novel coronavirus has kept us home 
for months, and it’s not gone yet. It will 
end, of course. But it has taught us to take a 
second look at our habits and to live better. 
Here TEENS has picked some tips for staying 
healthy.

z Stay healthy
We all know that immunity (߈⫘ٺ) is 

the key to fi ght the virus. How can we keep 
a strong body? Do more exercise and eat a 
balanced diet (㶎㛠丌). Drink more water 
and go to bed before 11 pm. 

z Develop di! erent hobbies
Some people might fi nd that staying home 

is boring. Developing di" erent hobbies can 
help you have fun. You can learn painting 
or calligraphy (Γ∂), chess or swimming. 
Hobbies can help you stay positive even in 
hard times.

z Learn more about science
You might’ve read stories that say garlic 

can kill the novel coronavirus. This has been 
proven to be false. Learning more about 
science can help us tell facts apart from 
rumors (䅐㼭). It will help us develop our 
critical thinking skills and stay calm (ۤ䲆⮱) 
when facing the unknown. 

z To love and to be loved
Many people lost family members during 

the novel coronavirus 
outbreak. We should care 
about the people around 
us. Take a step back when 
you argue (ζॢ) with 
someone. Make a small gift 
or cook a meal for your 
family on special days.                                                   
 TEENS

Keep your mind and body healthy
⫘ᗲ㐀ऻ喑ຯ҂֒Ꮴ⩌≨喤 䃺�180    ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡�5ܳ䧌

䃺�150   ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡��6ܳ䧌 

䃺�150   ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡��6ܳ䧌 

Eating wildlife banned 
across the country

The novel coronavirus is widely 
believed to have come from wild animals, 
such as bats. On Feb 24, China decided to 
ban (⺮) the eating of wildlife across the 
country, which won strong support from 
the public (ڙф).

The new decision bans people from 
consuming (⊵䉦) wildlife that are 

protected by the 
Wild Animal 
Protection Law, 
as well as other 
laws. Those who 
break the law 
will be punished 
(ᘖ㒇). TEENS

͚పڕ䲏⺮䲋∂䛻⩌ߕ➖ϑᭀȡ

People are supporting each other 
online during the virus outbreak.  
TUCHONG

QIANTU

FIGHTING

Because the novel coronavirus 
spreads across the US.
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New way to learn
These days we are all “otakus (ᓎႲ)” 

- not for Japanese cartoons (ߕ), but for 
our online classes. 

At the beginning, we played with this 
new way of studying, just like millions 
of other naughty (⌅⅁⮱) students. Some 
of us wrote bad reviews (䃱Ф) of the 
DingTalk app. 

However, as we got more homework, 
we focused more on our studies. Now 
I can feel that mom and dad are happy 
with my behavior. But I have to say that 
I sometimes chat with friends or surf 
(㑾̷۟⊗) for other information. 

So far, I have done well as an “otaku 
girl”. Every morning, I get up at the 
same time. After breakfast, I begin my 
busy day of studying. For a break, I play 
the piano or guitar, or go up to our attic 
(䬮ẩ) to work out. I have gotten higher 
grades on my homework more times 
than before. 

Recently I gave a speech online. 
I talked about responsibility (䉐Ш). 
Whatever the di!  culty is, I will always 
be responsible and cheerful. 

㟼Ⱞ䔋ξ⍜ጯ㟺͚ᷔ႓ ␂ϓ᱕ 
ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ 䓻⣟

If you’re going to write a story about your life during the novel coronavirus outbreak, what will you write about? Some 
teenagers have given their answers. Some of them talk about their family members who are doctors. Some talk about their 
lives at home. They share their real feelings and thoughts. This might strike a chord (ᑂ䊤ڞ卐) with you. Read this page and 
page 7 to fi nd out.

Because of the novel coronavirus 
outbreak, the past winter holiday has 
been very di" erent. On Jan 23, in spite 
of (ᅪノ) being a little worried, our 
family fi nally decided to go back to our 
hometown. 

On Chinese New Year’s Eve, 
when we were enjoying the 
Spring Festival Gala, my 
grandpa made a video call 
to my uncle. My uncle was 
stuck (ఝѼ⮱) at his job – he 
is a doctor in a hospital in my 
hometown. He was on duty in 
the fever clinic (ࣾ☚䬕䃷) that day. 

In the video, I saw him. With a mask 

and a pair of goggles (៑Ⱋ䪉) on his face, 
I could hardly recognize (䃑ܧ) who he 
was. On this side of the phone screen, 
everyone was laughing, watching TV and 

enjoying  dinner. But on the other 
side, my uncle was alone in a 

cold, quiet room.
At that moment, I 

felt deeply touched. We 
enjoyed a moment of 
peace (Ꭰ䲆). Tens of 
thousands of people like 

my uncle have been saving 
us from the outbreak. 
㟼Ⱞϙ⼓⌛ใప䄚႓ᵎ ⼸卬䓫

ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ 䗾ᚔ

 The novel coronavirus outbreak has greatly a! ected (ᒞ৺) the lives of people across the world. It has challenged (ᠾᝅ) and 
changed people’s lifestyles. It has also helped us think about our relationships with others.

Teng Yimu takes online classes.  PROVIDED TO TEENS

Cheng Hongda 
PROVIDED TO TEENS

While a lesson called Life in the Future 
from my seventh grade class is still fresh in 
my mind, I am already living the predicted 
(䶱≸͚⮱) “future school life in 50 years”. 

I don’t need to have lessons in a classroom, 
but instead watch livestreamed (Ⱑ᧚⮱) 
lessons on my computer. I think it’s great. 
I can watch videos over and over again if I 
don’t understand the points. And my teacher 
gives us enough time to think about and 
answer questions. It is the same as classroom 
interaction (οߕ).

Exercising has become quite important. 
After a long time in front of the screen, I feel 
uncomfortable (̺㜿⮱) all over, especially 
my eyes. I do easy exercises such as push-ups 
(Ԝᦾ) and skipping. I also turned a table 
into a mini ping-pong table. Although it’s not 
easy to play on it, I still enjoy it.

However, this lifestyle seems to lack (㑧ᄾ) 
something. I miss my friends and classmates 
and can’t wait to see them in school. I hope 
we can beat the virus soon so I can live a 
simple but even better life. 

ႶᓪⰮव㗒ጯす̶͚ښ႓ Ꮑ䋰≟  
ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ ⃤႓㣟

Since my father is a doctor, he has kept 
working during the novel coronavirus 
outbreak. At the beginning, he was afraid 
of getting infected, so he stayed in my 
grandma’s house. My grandma stayed with 
us in our house. My mom said she was a little 
worried about my dad’s health. But she still 
supported (ᩜᠮ) his work. 

Now we live together again. Every time 
my dad comes back from work, he buys 
vegetables and daily necessities (ᬒ⩕৮). We 
disinfect (⊵) them before use. This kind of 
life has lasted nearly a month. Luckily, my 
father hasn’t been infected, thanks to the 
protective measures (Ԋ៑ᣗ) he takes. I love 
him. I love my family.

My father’s job is risky (ᰶ䷻䮖⮱), but he 
keeps working hard. I think he is a hero. 
I’m proud (㜗䆗⮱) of him. I believe that 
with dedication (Ѕܧ) from medical workers 
like my father, China and the world will 
win this battle (ᝅ) soon. Good luck to my 
motherland and the world. 

ϙጯ仃䘪ጵ㠰๔႓䭱ᆋ侹႓ᵎ 䲠䭠ࡄ

Living life in the future
ݺҀ侹��Ꭱऻ⮱႓ᐼȡ

My dad is my hero
ͧᝅĄ⫘ą͚ ⮱❥❥ᙌݝ㜗䆗ȡ

Proud of my uncle’s work
̺ᄨ፥⮱䮑โ้喑ᰶ ϧఏ㖇喑ᰶ ϧಇႵᇄѺȡ 䃺�150   

ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡��6ܳ䧌 

Reach out to friends and family
⫘ᗲ䃖Й䛺ᠫ⣺䉢⮱ϟᗲহࣸ䄷ȡ�

䃺�190   ≸䄂㻮IV❵   
ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡����7ܳ䧌

䃺�170  ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡��7ܳ䧌

As the novel coronavirus spreads (ព᪐) across 
the US, many people are worried about their lives. 
I’ve been dealing with it here in China as well. 

My friends and family in the US were worried 
about me at fi rst. But now, I worry about 
them. Luckily, most of them are fi ne for now. 
And actually (θ̷), the virus has helped me 
reconnect (䛺㖁㐉) with old friends.

Many of my friends asked me for advice. But I 
can only tell them to “stay home” and “wash your 
hands”. Now, they are seeing their schools, local 
businesses and other public places shut down. 

However, they are trying to stay optimistic 
(⼜Ხ⮱). Some of them are even fi nding new 
friendships. My mother, for example, has joined 
an online sewing (㑊㏘) club to keep her busy 
while she stays at home. She and other women 
are sharing their sewing creations (㑃㏴➖) and 
giving each other support.

People all over the US are reaching out to 
help each other in many ways. They have shared 
medical advice via social media and started 
donation platforms (䊍Ꭰझ) for children who 
can’t get meals. After reading countless (ᬍ⮱) 
stories about the impact of the virus, it is nice to 
know that people are helping each other out.

BY MIKE FUKSMAN, 21ST CENTURY TEENS STAFF

The novel coronavirus has kept us home 
for months, and it’s not gone yet. It will 
end, of course. But it has taught us to take a 
second look at our habits and to live better. 
Here TEENS has picked some tips for staying 
healthy.

z Stay healthy
We all know that immunity (߈⫘ٺ) is 

the key to fi ght the virus. How can we keep 
a strong body? Do more exercise and eat a 
balanced diet (㶎㛠丌). Drink more water 
and go to bed before 11 pm. 

z Develop di! erent hobbies
Some people might fi nd that staying home 

is boring. Developing di" erent hobbies can 
help you have fun. You can learn painting 
or calligraphy (Γ∂), chess or swimming. 
Hobbies can help you stay positive even in 
hard times.

z Learn more about science
You might’ve read stories that say garlic 

can kill the novel coronavirus. This has been 
proven to be false. Learning more about 
science can help us tell facts apart from 
rumors (䅐㼭). It will help us develop our 
critical thinking skills and stay calm (ۤ䲆⮱) 
when facing the unknown. 

z To love and to be loved
Many people lost family members during 

the novel coronavirus 
outbreak. We should care 
about the people around 
us. Take a step back when 
you argue (ζॢ) with 
someone. Make a small gift 
or cook a meal for your 
family on special days.                                                   
 TEENS

Keep your mind and body healthy
⫘ᗲ㐀ऻ喑ຯ҂֒Ꮴ⩌≨喤 䃺�180    ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡�5ܳ䧌

䃺�150   ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡��6ܳ䧌 

䃺�150   ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡��6ܳ䧌 

Eating wildlife banned 
across the country

The novel coronavirus is widely 
believed to have come from wild animals, 
such as bats. On Feb 24, China decided to 
ban (⺮) the eating of wildlife across the 
country, which won strong support from 
the public (ڙф).

The new decision bans people from 
consuming (⊵䉦) wildlife that are 

protected by the 
Wild Animal 
Protection Law, 
as well as other 
laws. Those who 
break the law 
will be punished 
(ᘖ㒇). TEENS

͚పڕ䲏⺮䲋∂䛻⩌ߕ➖ϑᭀȡ

People are supporting each other 
online during the virus outbreak.  
TUCHONG

QIANTU

FIGHTING
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Ąख़ܨ◦Й喑⧵ڠ
ⰥᏁݝ䴠䶾ą喑ឫ߈
᪴」ᩣख़ȡ

Ąख़ܨ◦Й喑⧵ڠ
ⰥᏁݝ䴠䶾ą喑ឫ߈
᪴」ᩣख़ȡ

ᓛԎ喑ख़្㏥ߍ

Й䘪अĄᓎႲąȡ

New way to learn
These days we are all “otakus (ᓎႲ)” 

- not for Japanese cartoons (ߕ), but for 
our online classes. 

At the beginning, we played with this 
new way of studying, just like millions 
of other naughty (⌅⅁⮱) students. Some 
of us wrote bad reviews (䃱Ф) of the 
DingTalk app. 

However, as we got more homework, 
we focused more on our studies. Now 
I can feel that mom and dad are happy 
with my behavior. But I have to say that 
I sometimes chat with friends or surf 
(㑾̷۟⊗) for other information. 

So far, I have done well as an “otaku 
girl”. Every morning, I get up at the 
same time. After breakfast, I begin my 
busy day of studying. For a break, I play 
the piano or guitar, or go up to our attic 
(䬮ẩ) to work out. I have gotten higher 
grades on my homework more times 
than before. 

Recently I gave a speech online. 
I talked about responsibility (䉐Ш). 
Whatever the di!  culty is, I will always 
be responsible and cheerful. 

㟼Ⱞ䔋ξ⍜ጯ㟺͚ᷔ႓ ␂ϓ᱕ 
ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ 䓻⣟

If you’re going to write a story about your life during the novel coronavirus outbreak, what will you write about? Some 
teenagers have given their answers. Some of them talk about their family members who are doctors. Some talk about their 
lives at home. They share their real feelings and thoughts. This might strike a chord (ᑂ䊤ڞ卐) with you. Read this page and 
page 7 to fi nd out.

Because of the novel coronavirus 
outbreak, the past winter holiday has 
been very di" erent. On Jan 23, in spite 
of (ᅪノ) being a little worried, our 
family fi nally decided to go back to our 
hometown. 

On Chinese New Year’s Eve, 
when we were enjoying the 
Spring Festival Gala, my 
grandpa made a video call 
to my uncle. My uncle was 
stuck (ఝѼ⮱) at his job – he 
is a doctor in a hospital in my 
hometown. He was on duty in 
the fever clinic (ࣾ☚䬕䃷) that day. 

In the video, I saw him. With a mask 

and a pair of goggles (៑Ⱋ䪉) on his face, 
I could hardly recognize (䃑ܧ) who he 
was. On this side of the phone screen, 
everyone was laughing, watching TV and 

enjoying  dinner. But on the other 
side, my uncle was alone in a 

cold, quiet room.
At that moment, I 

felt deeply touched. We 
enjoyed a moment of 
peace (Ꭰ䲆). Tens of 
thousands of people like 

my uncle have been saving 
us from the outbreak. 
㟼Ⱞϙ⼓⌛ใప䄚႓ᵎ ⼸卬䓫

ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ 䗾ᚔ

 The novel coronavirus outbreak has greatly a! ected (ᒞ৺) the lives of people across the world. It has challenged (ᠾᝅ) and 
changed people’s lifestyles. It has also helped us think about our relationships with others.

Teng Yimu takes online classes.  PROVIDED TO TEENS

Cheng Hongda 
PROVIDED TO TEENS

While a lesson called Life in the Future 
from my seventh grade class is still fresh in 
my mind, I am already living the predicted 
(䶱≸͚⮱) “future school life in 50 years”. 

I don’t need to have lessons in a classroom, 
but instead watch livestreamed (Ⱑ᧚⮱) 
lessons on my computer. I think it’s great. 
I can watch videos over and over again if I 
don’t understand the points. And my teacher 
gives us enough time to think about and 
answer questions. It is the same as classroom 
interaction (οߕ).

Exercising has become quite important. 
After a long time in front of the screen, I feel 
uncomfortable (̺㜿⮱) all over, especially 
my eyes. I do easy exercises such as push-ups 
(Ԝᦾ) and skipping. I also turned a table 
into a mini ping-pong table. Although it’s not 
easy to play on it, I still enjoy it.

However, this lifestyle seems to lack (㑧ᄾ) 
something. I miss my friends and classmates 
and can’t wait to see them in school. I hope 
we can beat the virus soon so I can live a 
simple but even better life. 

ႶᓪⰮव㗒ጯす̶͚ښ႓ Ꮑ䋰≟  
ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ ⃤႓㣟

Since my father is a doctor, he has kept 
working during the novel coronavirus 
outbreak. At the beginning, he was afraid 
of getting infected, so he stayed in my 
grandma’s house. My grandma stayed with 
us in our house. My mom said she was a little 
worried about my dad’s health. But she still 
supported (ᩜᠮ) his work. 

Now we live together again. Every time 
my dad comes back from work, he buys 
vegetables and daily necessities (ᬒ⩕৮). We 
disinfect (⊵) them before use. This kind of 
life has lasted nearly a month. Luckily, my 
father hasn’t been infected, thanks to the 
protective measures (Ԋ៑ᣗ) he takes. I love 
him. I love my family.

My father’s job is risky (ᰶ䷻䮖⮱), but he 
keeps working hard. I think he is a hero. 
I’m proud (㜗䆗⮱) of him. I believe that 
with dedication (Ѕܧ) from medical workers 
like my father, China and the world will 
win this battle (ᝅ) soon. Good luck to my 
motherland and the world. 

ϙጯ仃䘪ጵ㠰๔႓䭱ᆋ侹႓ᵎ 䲠䭠ࡄ

Living life in the future
ݺҀ侹��Ꭱऻ⮱႓ᐼȡ

My dad is my hero
ͧᝅĄ⫘ą͚ ⮱❥❥ᙌݝ㜗䆗ȡ

Proud of my uncle’s work
̺ᄨ፥⮱䮑โ้喑ᰶ ϧఏ㖇喑ᰶ ϧಇႵᇄѺȡ 䃺�150   

ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡��6ܳ䧌 

Reach out to friends and family
⫘ᗲ䃖Й䛺ᠫ⣺䉢⮱ϟᗲহࣸ䄷ȡ�

䃺�190   ≸䄂㻮IV❵   
ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡����7ܳ䧌

䃺�170  ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡��7ܳ䧌

As the novel coronavirus spreads (ព᪐) across 
the US, many people are worried about their lives. 
I’ve been dealing with it here in China as well. 

My friends and family in the US were worried 
about me at fi rst. But now, I worry about 
them. Luckily, most of them are fi ne for now. 
And actually (θ̷), the virus has helped me 
reconnect (䛺㖁㐉) with old friends.

Many of my friends asked me for advice. But I 
can only tell them to “stay home” and “wash your 
hands”. Now, they are seeing their schools, local 
businesses and other public places shut down. 

However, they are trying to stay optimistic 
(⼜Ხ⮱). Some of them are even fi nding new 
friendships. My mother, for example, has joined 
an online sewing (㑊㏘) club to keep her busy 
while she stays at home. She and other women 
are sharing their sewing creations (㑃㏴➖) and 
giving each other support.

People all over the US are reaching out to 
help each other in many ways. They have shared 
medical advice via social media and started 
donation platforms (䊍Ꭰझ) for children who 
can’t get meals. After reading countless (ᬍ⮱) 
stories about the impact of the virus, it is nice to 
know that people are helping each other out.

BY MIKE FUKSMAN, 21ST CENTURY TEENS STAFF

The novel coronavirus has kept us home 
for months, and it’s not gone yet. It will 
end, of course. But it has taught us to take a 
second look at our habits and to live better. 
Here TEENS has picked some tips for staying 
healthy.

z Stay healthy
We all know that immunity (߈⫘ٺ) is 

the key to fi ght the virus. How can we keep 
a strong body? Do more exercise and eat a 
balanced diet (㶎㛠丌). Drink more water 
and go to bed before 11 pm. 

z Develop di! erent hobbies
Some people might fi nd that staying home 

is boring. Developing di" erent hobbies can 
help you have fun. You can learn painting 
or calligraphy (Γ∂), chess or swimming. 
Hobbies can help you stay positive even in 
hard times.

z Learn more about science
You might’ve read stories that say garlic 

can kill the novel coronavirus. This has been 
proven to be false. Learning more about 
science can help us tell facts apart from 
rumors (䅐㼭). It will help us develop our 
critical thinking skills and stay calm (ۤ䲆⮱) 
when facing the unknown. 

z To love and to be loved
Many people lost family members during 

the novel coronavirus 
outbreak. We should care 
about the people around 
us. Take a step back when 
you argue (ζॢ) with 
someone. Make a small gift 
or cook a meal for your 
family on special days.                                                   
 TEENS

Keep your mind and body healthy
⫘ᗲ㐀ऻ喑ຯ҂֒Ꮴ⩌≨喤 䃺�180    ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡�5ܳ䧌

䃺�150   ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡��6ܳ䧌 

䃺�150   ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡��6ܳ䧌 

Eating wildlife banned 
across the country

The novel coronavirus is widely 
believed to have come from wild animals, 
such as bats. On Feb 24, China decided to 
ban (⺮) the eating of wildlife across the 
country, which won strong support from 
the public (ڙф).

The new decision bans people from 
consuming (⊵䉦) wildlife that are 

protected by the 
Wild Animal 
Protection Law, 
as well as other 
laws. Those who 
break the law 
will be punished 
(ᘖ㒇). TEENS

͚పڕ䲏⺮䲋∂䛻⩌ߕ➖ϑᭀȡ

People are supporting each other 
online during the virus outbreak.  
TUCHONG

QIANTU

FIGHTING

Further reading
3. What is the writer’s advice 

to his friends?

Key words

Stay home and wash hands.
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Й䘪अĄᓎႲąȡ

New way to learn
These days we are all “otakus (ᓎႲ)” 

- not for Japanese cartoons (ߕ), but for 
our online classes. 

At the beginning, we played with this 
new way of studying, just like millions 
of other naughty (⌅⅁⮱) students. Some 
of us wrote bad reviews (䃱Ф) of the 
DingTalk app. 

However, as we got more homework, 
we focused more on our studies. Now 
I can feel that mom and dad are happy 
with my behavior. But I have to say that 
I sometimes chat with friends or surf 
(㑾̷۟⊗) for other information. 

So far, I have done well as an “otaku 
girl”. Every morning, I get up at the 
same time. After breakfast, I begin my 
busy day of studying. For a break, I play 
the piano or guitar, or go up to our attic 
(䬮ẩ) to work out. I have gotten higher 
grades on my homework more times 
than before. 

Recently I gave a speech online. 
I talked about responsibility (䉐Ш). 
Whatever the di!  culty is, I will always 
be responsible and cheerful. 

㟼Ⱞ䔋ξ⍜ጯ㟺͚ᷔ႓ ␂ϓ᱕ 
ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ 䓻⣟

If you’re going to write a story about your life during the novel coronavirus outbreak, what will you write about? Some 
teenagers have given their answers. Some of them talk about their family members who are doctors. Some talk about their 
lives at home. They share their real feelings and thoughts. This might strike a chord (ᑂ䊤ڞ卐) with you. Read this page and 
page 7 to fi nd out.

Because of the novel coronavirus 
outbreak, the past winter holiday has 
been very di" erent. On Jan 23, in spite 
of (ᅪノ) being a little worried, our 
family fi nally decided to go back to our 
hometown. 

On Chinese New Year’s Eve, 
when we were enjoying the 
Spring Festival Gala, my 
grandpa made a video call 
to my uncle. My uncle was 
stuck (ఝѼ⮱) at his job – he 
is a doctor in a hospital in my 
hometown. He was on duty in 
the fever clinic (ࣾ☚䬕䃷) that day. 

In the video, I saw him. With a mask 

and a pair of goggles (៑Ⱋ䪉) on his face, 
I could hardly recognize (䃑ܧ) who he 
was. On this side of the phone screen, 
everyone was laughing, watching TV and 

enjoying  dinner. But on the other 
side, my uncle was alone in a 

cold, quiet room.
At that moment, I 

felt deeply touched. We 
enjoyed a moment of 
peace (Ꭰ䲆). Tens of 
thousands of people like 

my uncle have been saving 
us from the outbreak. 
㟼Ⱞϙ⼓⌛ใప䄚႓ᵎ ⼸卬䓫

ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ 䗾ᚔ

 The novel coronavirus outbreak has greatly a! ected (ᒞ৺) the lives of people across the world. It has challenged (ᠾᝅ) and 
changed people’s lifestyles. It has also helped us think about our relationships with others.

Teng Yimu takes online classes.  PROVIDED TO TEENS

Cheng Hongda 
PROVIDED TO TEENS

While a lesson called Life in the Future 
from my seventh grade class is still fresh in 
my mind, I am already living the predicted 
(䶱≸͚⮱) “future school life in 50 years”. 

I don’t need to have lessons in a classroom, 
but instead watch livestreamed (Ⱑ᧚⮱) 
lessons on my computer. I think it’s great. 
I can watch videos over and over again if I 
don’t understand the points. And my teacher 
gives us enough time to think about and 
answer questions. It is the same as classroom 
interaction (οߕ).

Exercising has become quite important. 
After a long time in front of the screen, I feel 
uncomfortable (̺㜿⮱) all over, especially 
my eyes. I do easy exercises such as push-ups 
(Ԝᦾ) and skipping. I also turned a table 
into a mini ping-pong table. Although it’s not 
easy to play on it, I still enjoy it.

However, this lifestyle seems to lack (㑧ᄾ) 
something. I miss my friends and classmates 
and can’t wait to see them in school. I hope 
we can beat the virus soon so I can live a 
simple but even better life. 

ႶᓪⰮव㗒ጯす̶͚ښ႓ Ꮑ䋰≟  
ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ ⃤႓㣟

Since my father is a doctor, he has kept 
working during the novel coronavirus 
outbreak. At the beginning, he was afraid 
of getting infected, so he stayed in my 
grandma’s house. My grandma stayed with 
us in our house. My mom said she was a little 
worried about my dad’s health. But she still 
supported (ᩜᠮ) his work. 

Now we live together again. Every time 
my dad comes back from work, he buys 
vegetables and daily necessities (ᬒ⩕৮). We 
disinfect (⊵) them before use. This kind of 
life has lasted nearly a month. Luckily, my 
father hasn’t been infected, thanks to the 
protective measures (Ԋ៑ᣗ) he takes. I love 
him. I love my family.

My father’s job is risky (ᰶ䷻䮖⮱), but he 
keeps working hard. I think he is a hero. 
I’m proud (㜗䆗⮱) of him. I believe that 
with dedication (Ѕܧ) from medical workers 
like my father, China and the world will 
win this battle (ᝅ) soon. Good luck to my 
motherland and the world. 

ϙጯ仃䘪ጵ㠰๔႓䭱ᆋ侹႓ᵎ 䲠䭠ࡄ

Living life in the future
ݺҀ侹��Ꭱऻ⮱႓ᐼȡ

My dad is my hero
ͧᝅĄ⫘ą͚ ⮱❥❥ᙌݝ㜗䆗ȡ

Proud of my uncle’s work
̺ᄨ፥⮱䮑โ้喑ᰶ ϧఏ㖇喑ᰶ ϧಇႵᇄѺȡ 䃺�150   

ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡��6ܳ䧌 

Reach out to friends and family
⫘ᗲ䃖Й䛺ᠫ⣺䉢⮱ϟᗲহࣸ䄷ȡ�

䃺�190   ≸䄂㻮IV❵   
ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡����7ܳ䧌

䃺�170  ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡��7ܳ䧌

As the novel coronavirus spreads (ព᪐) across 
the US, many people are worried about their lives. 
I’ve been dealing with it here in China as well. 

My friends and family in the US were worried 
about me at fi rst. But now, I worry about 
them. Luckily, most of them are fi ne for now. 
And actually (θ̷), the virus has helped me 
reconnect (䛺㖁㐉) with old friends.

Many of my friends asked me for advice. But I 
can only tell them to “stay home” and “wash your 
hands”. Now, they are seeing their schools, local 
businesses and other public places shut down. 

However, they are trying to stay optimistic 
(⼜Ხ⮱). Some of them are even fi nding new 
friendships. My mother, for example, has joined 
an online sewing (㑊㏘) club to keep her busy 
while she stays at home. She and other women 
are sharing their sewing creations (㑃㏴➖) and 
giving each other support.

People all over the US are reaching out to 
help each other in many ways. They have shared 
medical advice via social media and started 
donation platforms (䊍Ꭰझ) for children who 
can’t get meals. After reading countless (ᬍ⮱) 
stories about the impact of the virus, it is nice to 
know that people are helping each other out.

BY MIKE FUKSMAN, 21ST CENTURY TEENS STAFF

The novel coronavirus has kept us home 
for months, and it’s not gone yet. It will 
end, of course. But it has taught us to take a 
second look at our habits and to live better. 
Here TEENS has picked some tips for staying 
healthy.

z Stay healthy
We all know that immunity (߈⫘ٺ) is 

the key to fi ght the virus. How can we keep 
a strong body? Do more exercise and eat a 
balanced diet (㶎㛠丌). Drink more water 
and go to bed before 11 pm. 

z Develop di! erent hobbies
Some people might fi nd that staying home 

is boring. Developing di" erent hobbies can 
help you have fun. You can learn painting 
or calligraphy (Γ∂), chess or swimming. 
Hobbies can help you stay positive even in 
hard times.

z Learn more about science
You might’ve read stories that say garlic 

can kill the novel coronavirus. This has been 
proven to be false. Learning more about 
science can help us tell facts apart from 
rumors (䅐㼭). It will help us develop our 
critical thinking skills and stay calm (ۤ䲆⮱) 
when facing the unknown. 

z To love and to be loved
Many people lost family members during 

the novel coronavirus 
outbreak. We should care 
about the people around 
us. Take a step back when 
you argue (ζॢ) with 
someone. Make a small gift 
or cook a meal for your 
family on special days.                                                   
 TEENS

Keep your mind and body healthy
⫘ᗲ㐀ऻ喑ຯ҂֒Ꮴ⩌≨喤 䃺�180    ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡�5ܳ䧌

䃺�150   ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡��6ܳ䧌 

䃺�150   ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡��6ܳ䧌 

Eating wildlife banned 
across the country

The novel coronavirus is widely 
believed to have come from wild animals, 
such as bats. On Feb 24, China decided to 
ban (⺮) the eating of wildlife across the 
country, which won strong support from 
the public (ڙф).

The new decision bans people from 
consuming (⊵䉦) wildlife that are 

protected by the 
Wild Animal 
Protection Law, 
as well as other 
laws. Those who 
break the law 
will be punished 
(ᘖ㒇). TEENS

͚పڕ䲏⺮䲋∂䛻⩌ߕ➖ϑᭀȡ

People are supporting each other 
online during the virus outbreak.  
TUCHONG

QIANTU

FIGHTING
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New way to learn
These days we are all “otakus (ᓎႲ)” 

- not for Japanese cartoons (ߕ), but for 
our online classes. 

At the beginning, we played with this 
new way of studying, just like millions 
of other naughty (⌅⅁⮱) students. Some 
of us wrote bad reviews (䃱Ф) of the 
DingTalk app. 

However, as we got more homework, 
we focused more on our studies. Now 
I can feel that mom and dad are happy 
with my behavior. But I have to say that 
I sometimes chat with friends or surf 
(㑾̷۟⊗) for other information. 

So far, I have done well as an “otaku 
girl”. Every morning, I get up at the 
same time. After breakfast, I begin my 
busy day of studying. For a break, I play 
the piano or guitar, or go up to our attic 
(䬮ẩ) to work out. I have gotten higher 
grades on my homework more times 
than before. 

Recently I gave a speech online. 
I talked about responsibility (䉐Ш). 
Whatever the di!  culty is, I will always 
be responsible and cheerful. 

㟼Ⱞ䔋ξ⍜ጯ㟺͚ᷔ႓ ␂ϓ᱕ 
ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ 䓻⣟

If you’re going to write a story about your life during the novel coronavirus outbreak, what will you write about? Some 
teenagers have given their answers. Some of them talk about their family members who are doctors. Some talk about their 
lives at home. They share their real feelings and thoughts. This might strike a chord (ᑂ䊤ڞ卐) with you. Read this page and 
page 7 to fi nd out.

Because of the novel coronavirus 
outbreak, the past winter holiday has 
been very di" erent. On Jan 23, in spite 
of (ᅪノ) being a little worried, our 
family fi nally decided to go back to our 
hometown. 

On Chinese New Year’s Eve, 
when we were enjoying the 
Spring Festival Gala, my 
grandpa made a video call 
to my uncle. My uncle was 
stuck (ఝѼ⮱) at his job – he 
is a doctor in a hospital in my 
hometown. He was on duty in 
the fever clinic (ࣾ☚䬕䃷) that day. 

In the video, I saw him. With a mask 

and a pair of goggles (៑Ⱋ䪉) on his face, 
I could hardly recognize (䃑ܧ) who he 
was. On this side of the phone screen, 
everyone was laughing, watching TV and 

enjoying  dinner. But on the other 
side, my uncle was alone in a 

cold, quiet room.
At that moment, I 

felt deeply touched. We 
enjoyed a moment of 
peace (Ꭰ䲆). Tens of 
thousands of people like 

my uncle have been saving 
us from the outbreak. 
㟼Ⱞϙ⼓⌛ใప䄚႓ᵎ ⼸卬䓫

ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ 䗾ᚔ

 The novel coronavirus outbreak has greatly a! ected (ᒞ৺) the lives of people across the world. It has challenged (ᠾᝅ) and 
changed people’s lifestyles. It has also helped us think about our relationships with others.

Teng Yimu takes online classes.  PROVIDED TO TEENS

Cheng Hongda 
PROVIDED TO TEENS

While a lesson called Life in the Future 
from my seventh grade class is still fresh in 
my mind, I am already living the predicted 
(䶱≸͚⮱) “future school life in 50 years”. 

I don’t need to have lessons in a classroom, 
but instead watch livestreamed (Ⱑ᧚⮱) 
lessons on my computer. I think it’s great. 
I can watch videos over and over again if I 
don’t understand the points. And my teacher 
gives us enough time to think about and 
answer questions. It is the same as classroom 
interaction (οߕ).

Exercising has become quite important. 
After a long time in front of the screen, I feel 
uncomfortable (̺㜿⮱) all over, especially 
my eyes. I do easy exercises such as push-ups 
(Ԝᦾ) and skipping. I also turned a table 
into a mini ping-pong table. Although it’s not 
easy to play on it, I still enjoy it.

However, this lifestyle seems to lack (㑧ᄾ) 
something. I miss my friends and classmates 
and can’t wait to see them in school. I hope 
we can beat the virus soon so I can live a 
simple but even better life. 

ႶᓪⰮव㗒ጯす̶͚ښ႓ Ꮑ䋰≟  
ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ ⃤႓㣟

Since my father is a doctor, he has kept 
working during the novel coronavirus 
outbreak. At the beginning, he was afraid 
of getting infected, so he stayed in my 
grandma’s house. My grandma stayed with 
us in our house. My mom said she was a little 
worried about my dad’s health. But she still 
supported (ᩜᠮ) his work. 

Now we live together again. Every time 
my dad comes back from work, he buys 
vegetables and daily necessities (ᬒ⩕৮). We 
disinfect (⊵) them before use. This kind of 
life has lasted nearly a month. Luckily, my 
father hasn’t been infected, thanks to the 
protective measures (Ԋ៑ᣗ) he takes. I love 
him. I love my family.

My father’s job is risky (ᰶ䷻䮖⮱), but he 
keeps working hard. I think he is a hero. 
I’m proud (㜗䆗⮱) of him. I believe that 
with dedication (Ѕܧ) from medical workers 
like my father, China and the world will 
win this battle (ᝅ) soon. Good luck to my 
motherland and the world. 

ϙጯ仃䘪ጵ㠰๔႓䭱ᆋ侹႓ᵎ 䲠䭠ࡄ

Living life in the future
ݺҀ侹��Ꭱऻ⮱႓ᐼȡ

My dad is my hero
ͧᝅĄ⫘ą͚ ⮱❥❥ᙌݝ㜗䆗ȡ

Proud of my uncle’s work
̺ᄨ፥⮱䮑โ้喑ᰶ ϧఏ㖇喑ᰶ ϧಇႵᇄѺȡ 䃺�150   

ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡��6ܳ䧌 

Reach out to friends and family
⫘ᗲ䃖Й䛺ᠫ⣺䉢⮱ϟᗲহࣸ䄷ȡ�

䃺�190   ≸䄂㻮IV❵   
ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡����7ܳ䧌

䃺�170  ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡��7ܳ䧌

As the novel coronavirus spreads (ព᪐) across 
the US, many people are worried about their lives. 
I’ve been dealing with it here in China as well. 

My friends and family in the US were worried 
about me at fi rst. But now, I worry about 
them. Luckily, most of them are fi ne for now. 
And actually (θ̷), the virus has helped me 
reconnect (䛺㖁㐉) with old friends.

Many of my friends asked me for advice. But I 
can only tell them to “stay home” and “wash your 
hands”. Now, they are seeing their schools, local 
businesses and other public places shut down. 

However, they are trying to stay optimistic 
(⼜Ხ⮱). Some of them are even fi nding new 
friendships. My mother, for example, has joined 
an online sewing (㑊㏘) club to keep her busy 
while she stays at home. She and other women 
are sharing their sewing creations (㑃㏴➖) and 
giving each other support.

People all over the US are reaching out to 
help each other in many ways. They have shared 
medical advice via social media and started 
donation platforms (䊍Ꭰझ) for children who 
can’t get meals. After reading countless (ᬍ⮱) 
stories about the impact of the virus, it is nice to 
know that people are helping each other out.

BY MIKE FUKSMAN, 21ST CENTURY TEENS STAFF

The novel coronavirus has kept us home 
for months, and it’s not gone yet. It will 
end, of course. But it has taught us to take a 
second look at our habits and to live better. 
Here TEENS has picked some tips for staying 
healthy.

z Stay healthy
We all know that immunity (߈⫘ٺ) is 

the key to fi ght the virus. How can we keep 
a strong body? Do more exercise and eat a 
balanced diet (㶎㛠丌). Drink more water 
and go to bed before 11 pm. 

z Develop di! erent hobbies
Some people might fi nd that staying home 

is boring. Developing di" erent hobbies can 
help you have fun. You can learn painting 
or calligraphy (Γ∂), chess or swimming. 
Hobbies can help you stay positive even in 
hard times.

z Learn more about science
You might’ve read stories that say garlic 

can kill the novel coronavirus. This has been 
proven to be false. Learning more about 
science can help us tell facts apart from 
rumors (䅐㼭). It will help us develop our 
critical thinking skills and stay calm (ۤ䲆⮱) 
when facing the unknown. 

z To love and to be loved
Many people lost family members during 

the novel coronavirus 
outbreak. We should care 
about the people around 
us. Take a step back when 
you argue (ζॢ) with 
someone. Make a small gift 
or cook a meal for your 
family on special days.                                                   
 TEENS

Keep your mind and body healthy
⫘ᗲ㐀ऻ喑ຯ҂֒Ꮴ⩌≨喤 䃺�180    ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡�5ܳ䧌

䃺�150   ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡��6ܳ䧌 

䃺�150   ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡��6ܳ䧌 

Eating wildlife banned 
across the country

The novel coronavirus is widely 
believed to have come from wild animals, 
such as bats. On Feb 24, China decided to 
ban (⺮) the eating of wildlife across the 
country, which won strong support from 
the public (ڙф).

The new decision bans people from 
consuming (⊵䉦) wildlife that are 

protected by the 
Wild Animal 
Protection Law, 
as well as other 
laws. Those who 
break the law 
will be punished 
(ᘖ㒇). TEENS

͚పڕ䲏⺮䲋∂䛻⩌ߕ➖ϑᭀȡ

People are supporting each other 
online during the virus outbreak.  
TUCHONG

QIANTU

FIGHTING

Further reading

4. From the last paragraph, 
the writer feels good when he 
knows _____________________.

Key words

people are helping each other out
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New way to learn
These days we are all “otakus (ᓎႲ)” 

- not for Japanese cartoons (ߕ), but for 
our online classes. 

At the beginning, we played with this 
new way of studying, just like millions 
of other naughty (⌅⅁⮱) students. Some 
of us wrote bad reviews (䃱Ф) of the 
DingTalk app. 

However, as we got more homework, 
we focused more on our studies. Now 
I can feel that mom and dad are happy 
with my behavior. But I have to say that 
I sometimes chat with friends or surf 
(㑾̷۟⊗) for other information. 

So far, I have done well as an “otaku 
girl”. Every morning, I get up at the 
same time. After breakfast, I begin my 
busy day of studying. For a break, I play 
the piano or guitar, or go up to our attic 
(䬮ẩ) to work out. I have gotten higher 
grades on my homework more times 
than before. 

Recently I gave a speech online. 
I talked about responsibility (䉐Ш). 
Whatever the di!  culty is, I will always 
be responsible and cheerful. 

㟼Ⱞ䔋ξ⍜ጯ㟺͚ᷔ႓ ␂ϓ᱕ 
ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ 䓻⣟

If you’re going to write a story about your life during the novel coronavirus outbreak, what will you write about? Some 
teenagers have given their answers. Some of them talk about their family members who are doctors. Some talk about their 
lives at home. They share their real feelings and thoughts. This might strike a chord (ᑂ䊤ڞ卐) with you. Read this page and 
page 7 to fi nd out.

Because of the novel coronavirus 
outbreak, the past winter holiday has 
been very di" erent. On Jan 23, in spite 
of (ᅪノ) being a little worried, our 
family fi nally decided to go back to our 
hometown. 

On Chinese New Year’s Eve, 
when we were enjoying the 
Spring Festival Gala, my 
grandpa made a video call 
to my uncle. My uncle was 
stuck (ఝѼ⮱) at his job – he 
is a doctor in a hospital in my 
hometown. He was on duty in 
the fever clinic (ࣾ☚䬕䃷) that day. 

In the video, I saw him. With a mask 

and a pair of goggles (៑Ⱋ䪉) on his face, 
I could hardly recognize (䃑ܧ) who he 
was. On this side of the phone screen, 
everyone was laughing, watching TV and 

enjoying  dinner. But on the other 
side, my uncle was alone in a 

cold, quiet room.
At that moment, I 

felt deeply touched. We 
enjoyed a moment of 
peace (Ꭰ䲆). Tens of 
thousands of people like 

my uncle have been saving 
us from the outbreak. 
㟼Ⱞϙ⼓⌛ใప䄚႓ᵎ ⼸卬䓫

ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ 䗾ᚔ

 The novel coronavirus outbreak has greatly a! ected (ᒞ৺) the lives of people across the world. It has challenged (ᠾᝅ) and 
changed people’s lifestyles. It has also helped us think about our relationships with others.

Teng Yimu takes online classes.  PROVIDED TO TEENS

Cheng Hongda 
PROVIDED TO TEENS

While a lesson called Life in the Future 
from my seventh grade class is still fresh in 
my mind, I am already living the predicted 
(䶱≸͚⮱) “future school life in 50 years”. 

I don’t need to have lessons in a classroom, 
but instead watch livestreamed (Ⱑ᧚⮱) 
lessons on my computer. I think it’s great. 
I can watch videos over and over again if I 
don’t understand the points. And my teacher 
gives us enough time to think about and 
answer questions. It is the same as classroom 
interaction (οߕ).

Exercising has become quite important. 
After a long time in front of the screen, I feel 
uncomfortable (̺㜿⮱) all over, especially 
my eyes. I do easy exercises such as push-ups 
(Ԝᦾ) and skipping. I also turned a table 
into a mini ping-pong table. Although it’s not 
easy to play on it, I still enjoy it.

However, this lifestyle seems to lack (㑧ᄾ) 
something. I miss my friends and classmates 
and can’t wait to see them in school. I hope 
we can beat the virus soon so I can live a 
simple but even better life. 

ႶᓪⰮव㗒ጯす̶͚ښ႓ Ꮑ䋰≟  
ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ ⃤႓㣟

Since my father is a doctor, he has kept 
working during the novel coronavirus 
outbreak. At the beginning, he was afraid 
of getting infected, so he stayed in my 
grandma’s house. My grandma stayed with 
us in our house. My mom said she was a little 
worried about my dad’s health. But she still 
supported (ᩜᠮ) his work. 

Now we live together again. Every time 
my dad comes back from work, he buys 
vegetables and daily necessities (ᬒ⩕৮). We 
disinfect (⊵) them before use. This kind of 
life has lasted nearly a month. Luckily, my 
father hasn’t been infected, thanks to the 
protective measures (Ԋ៑ᣗ) he takes. I love 
him. I love my family.

My father’s job is risky (ᰶ䷻䮖⮱), but he 
keeps working hard. I think he is a hero. 
I’m proud (㜗䆗⮱) of him. I believe that 
with dedication (Ѕܧ) from medical workers 
like my father, China and the world will 
win this battle (ᝅ) soon. Good luck to my 
motherland and the world. 

ϙጯ仃䘪ጵ㠰๔႓䭱ᆋ侹႓ᵎ 䲠䭠ࡄ

Living life in the future
ݺҀ侹��Ꭱऻ⮱႓ᐼȡ

My dad is my hero
ͧᝅĄ⫘ą͚ ⮱❥❥ᙌݝ㜗䆗ȡ

Proud of my uncle’s work
̺ᄨ፥⮱䮑โ้喑ᰶ ϧఏ㖇喑ᰶ ϧಇႵᇄѺȡ 䃺�150   
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Reach out to friends and family
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As the novel coronavirus spreads (ព᪐) across 
the US, many people are worried about their lives. 
I’ve been dealing with it here in China as well. 

My friends and family in the US were worried 
about me at fi rst. But now, I worry about 
them. Luckily, most of them are fi ne for now. 
And actually (θ̷), the virus has helped me 
reconnect (䛺㖁㐉) with old friends.

Many of my friends asked me for advice. But I 
can only tell them to “stay home” and “wash your 
hands”. Now, they are seeing their schools, local 
businesses and other public places shut down. 

However, they are trying to stay optimistic 
(⼜Ხ⮱). Some of them are even fi nding new 
friendships. My mother, for example, has joined 
an online sewing (㑊㏘) club to keep her busy 
while she stays at home. She and other women 
are sharing their sewing creations (㑃㏴➖) and 
giving each other support.

People all over the US are reaching out to 
help each other in many ways. They have shared 
medical advice via social media and started 
donation platforms (䊍Ꭰझ) for children who 
can’t get meals. After reading countless (ᬍ⮱) 
stories about the impact of the virus, it is nice to 
know that people are helping each other out.

BY MIKE FUKSMAN, 21ST CENTURY TEENS STAFF

The novel coronavirus has kept us home 
for months, and it’s not gone yet. It will 
end, of course. But it has taught us to take a 
second look at our habits and to live better. 
Here TEENS has picked some tips for staying 
healthy.

z Stay healthy
We all know that immunity (߈⫘ٺ) is 

the key to fi ght the virus. How can we keep 
a strong body? Do more exercise and eat a 
balanced diet (㶎㛠丌). Drink more water 
and go to bed before 11 pm. 

z Develop di! erent hobbies
Some people might fi nd that staying home 

is boring. Developing di" erent hobbies can 
help you have fun. You can learn painting 
or calligraphy (Γ∂), chess or swimming. 
Hobbies can help you stay positive even in 
hard times.

z Learn more about science
You might’ve read stories that say garlic 

can kill the novel coronavirus. This has been 
proven to be false. Learning more about 
science can help us tell facts apart from 
rumors (䅐㼭). It will help us develop our 
critical thinking skills and stay calm (ۤ䲆⮱) 
when facing the unknown. 

z To love and to be loved
Many people lost family members during 

the novel coronavirus 
outbreak. We should care 
about the people around 
us. Take a step back when 
you argue (ζॢ) with 
someone. Make a small gift 
or cook a meal for your 
family on special days.                                                   
 TEENS

Keep your mind and body healthy
⫘ᗲ㐀ऻ喑ຯ҂֒Ꮴ⩌≨喤 䃺�180    ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡�5ܳ䧌
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Eating wildlife banned 
across the country

The novel coronavirus is widely 
believed to have come from wild animals, 
such as bats. On Feb 24, China decided to 
ban (⺮) the eating of wildlife across the 
country, which won strong support from 
the public (ڙф).

The new decision bans people from 
consuming (⊵䉦) wildlife that are 

protected by the 
Wild Animal 
Protection Law, 
as well as other 
laws. Those who 
break the law 
will be punished 
(ᘖ㒇). TEENS

͚పڕ䲏⺮䲋∂䛻⩌ߕ➖ϑᭀȡ

People are supporting each other 
online during the virus outbreak.  
TUCHONG

QIANTU

FIGHTING
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ेྲ႑ǈདԒኽ

Ąख़ܨ◦Й喑⧵ڠ
ⰥᏁݝ䴠䶾ą喑ឫ߈
᪴」ᩣख़ȡ

Ąख़ܨ◦Й喑⧵ڠ
ⰥᏁݝ䴠䶾ą喑ឫ߈
᪴」ᩣख़ȡ

ᓛԎ喑ख़្㏥ߍ

Й䘪अĄᓎႲąȡ

New way to learn
These days we are all “otakus (ᓎႲ)” 

- not for Japanese cartoons (ߕ), but for 
our online classes. 

At the beginning, we played with this 
new way of studying, just like millions 
of other naughty (⌅⅁⮱) students. Some 
of us wrote bad reviews (䃱Ф) of the 
DingTalk app. 

However, as we got more homework, 
we focused more on our studies. Now 
I can feel that mom and dad are happy 
with my behavior. But I have to say that 
I sometimes chat with friends or surf 
(㑾̷۟⊗) for other information. 

So far, I have done well as an “otaku 
girl”. Every morning, I get up at the 
same time. After breakfast, I begin my 
busy day of studying. For a break, I play 
the piano or guitar, or go up to our attic 
(䬮ẩ) to work out. I have gotten higher 
grades on my homework more times 
than before. 

Recently I gave a speech online. 
I talked about responsibility (䉐Ш). 
Whatever the di!  culty is, I will always 
be responsible and cheerful. 

㟼Ⱞ䔋ξ⍜ጯ㟺͚ᷔ႓ ␂ϓ᱕ 
ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ 䓻⣟

If you’re going to write a story about your life during the novel coronavirus outbreak, what will you write about? Some 
teenagers have given their answers. Some of them talk about their family members who are doctors. Some talk about their 
lives at home. They share their real feelings and thoughts. This might strike a chord (ᑂ䊤ڞ卐) with you. Read this page and 
page 7 to fi nd out.

Because of the novel coronavirus 
outbreak, the past winter holiday has 
been very di" erent. On Jan 23, in spite 
of (ᅪノ) being a little worried, our 
family fi nally decided to go back to our 
hometown. 

On Chinese New Year’s Eve, 
when we were enjoying the 
Spring Festival Gala, my 
grandpa made a video call 
to my uncle. My uncle was 
stuck (ఝѼ⮱) at his job – he 
is a doctor in a hospital in my 
hometown. He was on duty in 
the fever clinic (ࣾ☚䬕䃷) that day. 

In the video, I saw him. With a mask 

and a pair of goggles (៑Ⱋ䪉) on his face, 
I could hardly recognize (䃑ܧ) who he 
was. On this side of the phone screen, 
everyone was laughing, watching TV and 

enjoying  dinner. But on the other 
side, my uncle was alone in a 

cold, quiet room.
At that moment, I 

felt deeply touched. We 
enjoyed a moment of 
peace (Ꭰ䲆). Tens of 
thousands of people like 

my uncle have been saving 
us from the outbreak. 
㟼Ⱞϙ⼓⌛ใప䄚႓ᵎ ⼸卬䓫

ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ 䗾ᚔ

 The novel coronavirus outbreak has greatly a! ected (ᒞ৺) the lives of people across the world. It has challenged (ᠾᝅ) and 
changed people’s lifestyles. It has also helped us think about our relationships with others.

Teng Yimu takes online classes.  PROVIDED TO TEENS

Cheng Hongda 
PROVIDED TO TEENS

While a lesson called Life in the Future 
from my seventh grade class is still fresh in 
my mind, I am already living the predicted 
(䶱≸͚⮱) “future school life in 50 years”. 

I don’t need to have lessons in a classroom, 
but instead watch livestreamed (Ⱑ᧚⮱) 
lessons on my computer. I think it’s great. 
I can watch videos over and over again if I 
don’t understand the points. And my teacher 
gives us enough time to think about and 
answer questions. It is the same as classroom 
interaction (οߕ).

Exercising has become quite important. 
After a long time in front of the screen, I feel 
uncomfortable (̺㜿⮱) all over, especially 
my eyes. I do easy exercises such as push-ups 
(Ԝᦾ) and skipping. I also turned a table 
into a mini ping-pong table. Although it’s not 
easy to play on it, I still enjoy it.

However, this lifestyle seems to lack (㑧ᄾ) 
something. I miss my friends and classmates 
and can’t wait to see them in school. I hope 
we can beat the virus soon so I can live a 
simple but even better life. 

ႶᓪⰮव㗒ጯす̶͚ښ႓ Ꮑ䋰≟  
ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ ⃤႓㣟

Since my father is a doctor, he has kept 
working during the novel coronavirus 
outbreak. At the beginning, he was afraid 
of getting infected, so he stayed in my 
grandma’s house. My grandma stayed with 
us in our house. My mom said she was a little 
worried about my dad’s health. But she still 
supported (ᩜᠮ) his work. 

Now we live together again. Every time 
my dad comes back from work, he buys 
vegetables and daily necessities (ᬒ⩕৮). We 
disinfect (⊵) them before use. This kind of 
life has lasted nearly a month. Luckily, my 
father hasn’t been infected, thanks to the 
protective measures (Ԋ៑ᣗ) he takes. I love 
him. I love my family.

My father’s job is risky (ᰶ䷻䮖⮱), but he 
keeps working hard. I think he is a hero. 
I’m proud (㜗䆗⮱) of him. I believe that 
with dedication (Ѕܧ) from medical workers 
like my father, China and the world will 
win this battle (ᝅ) soon. Good luck to my 
motherland and the world. 

ϙጯ仃䘪ጵ㠰๔႓䭱ᆋ侹႓ᵎ 䲠䭠ࡄ

Living life in the future
ݺҀ侹��Ꭱऻ⮱႓ᐼȡ

My dad is my hero
ͧᝅĄ⫘ą͚ ⮱❥❥ᙌݝ㜗䆗ȡ

Proud of my uncle’s work
̺ᄨ፥⮱䮑โ้喑ᰶ ϧఏ㖇喑ᰶ ϧಇႵᇄѺȡ 䃺�150   

ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡��6ܳ䧌 

Reach out to friends and family
⫘ᗲ䃖Й䛺ᠫ⣺䉢⮱ϟᗲহࣸ䄷ȡ�

䃺�190   ≸䄂㻮IV❵   
ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡����7ܳ䧌

䃺�170  ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡��7ܳ䧌

As the novel coronavirus spreads (ព᪐) across 
the US, many people are worried about their lives. 
I’ve been dealing with it here in China as well. 

My friends and family in the US were worried 
about me at fi rst. But now, I worry about 
them. Luckily, most of them are fi ne for now. 
And actually (θ̷), the virus has helped me 
reconnect (䛺㖁㐉) with old friends.

Many of my friends asked me for advice. But I 
can only tell them to “stay home” and “wash your 
hands”. Now, they are seeing their schools, local 
businesses and other public places shut down. 

However, they are trying to stay optimistic 
(⼜Ხ⮱). Some of them are even fi nding new 
friendships. My mother, for example, has joined 
an online sewing (㑊㏘) club to keep her busy 
while she stays at home. She and other women 
are sharing their sewing creations (㑃㏴➖) and 
giving each other support.

People all over the US are reaching out to 
help each other in many ways. They have shared 
medical advice via social media and started 
donation platforms (䊍Ꭰझ) for children who 
can’t get meals. After reading countless (ᬍ⮱) 
stories about the impact of the virus, it is nice to 
know that people are helping each other out.

BY MIKE FUKSMAN, 21ST CENTURY TEENS STAFF

The novel coronavirus has kept us home 
for months, and it’s not gone yet. It will 
end, of course. But it has taught us to take a 
second look at our habits and to live better. 
Here TEENS has picked some tips for staying 
healthy.

z Stay healthy
We all know that immunity (߈⫘ٺ) is 

the key to fi ght the virus. How can we keep 
a strong body? Do more exercise and eat a 
balanced diet (㶎㛠丌). Drink more water 
and go to bed before 11 pm. 

z Develop di! erent hobbies
Some people might fi nd that staying home 

is boring. Developing di" erent hobbies can 
help you have fun. You can learn painting 
or calligraphy (Γ∂), chess or swimming. 
Hobbies can help you stay positive even in 
hard times.

z Learn more about science
You might’ve read stories that say garlic 

can kill the novel coronavirus. This has been 
proven to be false. Learning more about 
science can help us tell facts apart from 
rumors (䅐㼭). It will help us develop our 
critical thinking skills and stay calm (ۤ䲆⮱) 
when facing the unknown. 

z To love and to be loved
Many people lost family members during 

the novel coronavirus 
outbreak. We should care 
about the people around 
us. Take a step back when 
you argue (ζॢ) with 
someone. Make a small gift 
or cook a meal for your 
family on special days.                                                   
 TEENS

Keep your mind and body healthy
⫘ᗲ㐀ऻ喑ຯ҂֒Ꮴ⩌≨喤 䃺�180    ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡�5ܳ䧌
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Eating wildlife banned 
across the country

The novel coronavirus is widely 
believed to have come from wild animals, 
such as bats. On Feb 24, China decided to 
ban (⺮) the eating of wildlife across the 
country, which won strong support from 
the public (ڙф).

The new decision bans people from 
consuming (⊵䉦) wildlife that are 

protected by the 
Wild Animal 
Protection Law, 
as well as other 
laws. Those who 
break the law 
will be punished 
(ᘖ㒇). TEENS

͚పڕ䲏⺮䲋∂䛻⩌ߕ➖ϑᭀȡ

People are supporting each other 
online during the virus outbreak.  
TUCHONG

QIANTU

FIGHTING

Further reading
5. What do we know about the 
writer’s mother? 
A. She is working in a sewing club. 
B. She has found new friendships online. 
C. She likes staying at home. 
D. She is good at sewing.

Key words

We trust our nation will conquer the novel coronavirus. We still hope our family and 
friends overseas safe and sound, especially the students who are studying abroad. 
Whether you return or not, remember that your motherland is your most persistent 
backing.
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➦ぶ喍� 喎ऺ

㦐ᒓጹ��ఈጊⰮ䘪侹ใప䄚႓ᵎ⍍࣬ᵎࡧ
䊢ᮕ㓪ࡄ��ϙ͚႓
Ⴘںᶗ��⊆ⰮᲚጋすఈ͚႓

̭ぶ喍�� 喎ऺ

ιぶ喍�� 喎ऺ ̶ぶ喍�� 喎ऺ

ᑍ����᱁� ॡຂⅶ� ↗䉊� ॡ㥞� ण䰕⩉� ⴠ㠯䅓� �݆ڠ
टუ͋� ᶮ♂⺧� 䰤ᡇѣ� ↵ਟ䄚� ᱻᕊጳ� ���Ⲭ� 叱ᓰ䭠�
䧞ᕊ䷃� ႆ໑ᖙ� ᱻϧᬷ� 㒄䰗᳄� ᱞ㞧⁐� 䴖Ҡᒑ� 䗀⁐�
␂����㚫� 䊢ᮀᏤ� ⢸᷀⋢��⼸ᓰᕎ� ᶮ���ქ� ᐃᲕⲬ� 㦐Ҡ⥈�
ᑍᅁҠ� ᘉᖖ� ݅ၽᭁ� ҂⇈ᵦ� ॡ���ᒑ� ἷႴ䒖�� 䊢ྔ䱃�
λ⌨⺒� ᑍ����व� 䉫���⥓� 叱���∪� λ᪴ܜ� ᑍ䱟܊� ⢸̭⋢�
⢸ၽٰ� ᑍݺ����� 䶫���╇� ����卐� ԋ����う� Ꮑͦ⥩� ᶮ᪴Ო�
⢸����ᮡ� 䭵⇷Ⴔ� णၽᲕ� Ⴘ͇� ᱰᓰᕎ� ᱞ����⿸� 侙㵹֒�
ႆ����䄇�� 䭳᪴Ⴔ� ⢸����䊷� 偼ၽ䕥

喍৮ᄳౕ̭͗ᰵڲჱܧ喎

A nation will be 
full of hope and a 
country will have 
a brilliant future 
when its younger 
generations have 
ideals, ability, and 
a strong sense of 
responsibility.”

XI’S WORDS | 㠞䄚

“䱿Ꭱ̭Аᰶ⤳ᘠȠᰶ᱙䶳Ƞᰶ៲ᒀ喑ప

უᅞᰶݺ䕁喑ℾᅞᰶጹ᱈ȡ” ()

3ᰵ15ᬒ喑పუͨፚ䓾Ꭰ㐆ࡄϙ๔႓ᤡ

䘯ࡨ⫄䭌ڕҀ“90ऻ”ڇঅఋԎ喑ाЃЙহ

ౕ⫘ᗲ䭟ᣔऱᝅ㏬̷⮱Ꭼ๔䱿Ꭱ㜡В䄇ᡇ

⮱䬛Նȡ

ͨፚ㶕喑ౕۍ㗧▻⫘ᗲ䭟ᣔζ

͚喑Ꭼ๔䱿Ꭱ⩕㵹ߕ䃮ᬻ喑ᬣА⮱͚ప䱿Ꭱ

(the Chinese youth of the new era)᭜ສ

ᵤ⮱喑᭜ൗᒀ๔Ш⮱(could be entrusted 
with great missions)喆

ͨፚᠴܧ喑䱿Ꭱ̭Аᰶ⤳ᘠȠᰶ᱙䶳Ƞ

ᰶ៲ᒀ喑పუᅞᰶݺ䕁喑ℾᅞᰶጹ᱈ȡጹ᱈

䱿Ꭱ̭Аౕͧ߈ߗϧℾ͚ߎ㠮ป䪬Ƞౕ㞝

㠓͚ⵒⵧᘼᔄ৮䉕Ƞ㐔㐚ౕ₨ឣё⮱

ᇄѺ̷ᠩᝅ喑ፓߕᎬ๔䱿Ꭱ̺ᘔ䷻䰕Ƞ

 ᠾ䛺៲(motivate their fellow youthߴ
to shoulder greater responsibilities)喑
䃖䱿᭒ౕڇহϧℾᰭ䰭㺮⮱㐪ᩫ㐇ͪ

㟞(make their contributions in places 
where the Party and the people need 
them most)ȡ

̭ⰡВᲒ喑ͨፚ㏵倅Ꮣ䛺㻳䱿ᎡȠڠ

ᔭ䱿ᎡȠԎШ䱿Ꭱ喑ౕ็͗౧व็⁎㶕䓫γᄦ

䱿Ꭱϧ⮱⃤⃤᱈喑䃖Й̭䊤ⰸ̭ⰸȡ

“A nation will prosper only when 
its young people thrive.”

“䱿Ꭱ݆ڡపუڡ喑䱿Ꭱᑧ݆పუᑧȡ”
——2017Ꭱ10ᰵͨፚౕ͚పڞϔڇす

పА㶕๔ч̷҉⮱្ॷڕ⁎Ί

“The buttons of life should 
be fastened well from the very 
beginning.”

“ϧ⩌⮱ថၽϻ̭ᐭᅞ㺮ថສȡ”
——2014Ꭱ5ᰵ4ᬒ喑ͨፚౕࡄϙ๔႓

হጵ⩌ϑ≮ TEENS

Xi Jinping,
 Chinese President

ξ䔶ч
cloud job fair

With the outbreak of COVID-19, people 
can’t go out to fi nd jobs. Online hiring 
services are helping them fi nd work. On 
March 16, Shanghai held a “cloud job fair” 
with 6,000 companies taking part. They 
o! ered more than 100,000 jobs for college 
graduates (๔႓ℂ͇⩌). The new cloud hiring 
platform (Ꭰझ) shows information about 
di! erent jobs. It also gives targeted (Ⴧा⮱) 
services for companies if they have any 
needs, Xinhua reported.

ࠧڙイڙ
serving chopsticks and spoons

Chinese people use chopsticks (イၽ) to eat 
food from shared dishes. But this tradition 
may change due to the novel coronavirus. 

Since March 9, Beijing’s restaurants have 
begun to provide serving chopsticks and 
spoons. If possible, restaurants can also serve 
individual dishes (ܳ丽ߎ). This change 
helps stop cross-infection (ϑࣶᙌᴀ). People 
are starting a nationwide activity of “wearing 
masks and living a more health-savvy (∕䛺֒

Ꮴ⮱) lifestyle,” according to Xinhua.       TEENS

BUZZ WORDS�|�☚䃺ᩫ䔮�

Is it safe to go back?
⫘ᗲ䬡喑⪆႓⩌䄒̺䄒ఋప喤

Liu Jingyi, 16, is a boarding (ჱწ⮱) student 
at The Hockaday School, Texas, US. Her school 
closed its doors on March 14 and moved all of 
her classes online. A few days later, Liu came 
back to China.

On March 18, after a 30-hour journey, Liu 
arrived in Shanghai. After having her 
temperature taken and fi lling out medical 
forms (Ҁᷭ㶕), she was told to stay at home or 
a hotel for 14 days. 

Liu is not alone. Over 660,000 Chinese 
students overseas (ౕ ⊤ใ) face the choice to go 
home or not. The virus has quickly spread 
around the world and cases in China have 
dropped so more Chinese students are coming 
home. But some have brought the virus with 

them.
Since most of the recently confi rmed cases 

(䃷⫲Ҹ) have come from people entering 
China, the Chinese government has 
strengthened its oversight (⯾Ⲑ).X  Beijing uses 
its surveillance (⯾ᄌ) technology and a large 
network of community watchers to keep 
people safe.

But this does not mean China is stopping 
people from coming. China’s airports are still 
open to fl ights from foreign countries. Those 
coming to China, whether tourists, those 
returning from overseas trips or students 
studying overseas, are welcomed.  But they 
need to self-isolate (㜗䯁⻨) for 14 days.
� TEENS

䃺�180  ≸䄂㻮IV❵
ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡������7ܳ䧌
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ⰥᏁݝ䴠䶾ą喑ឫ߈

᪴」ᩣख़ȡ

Making my mask

Hard work is never 
over for nursesStaying home can still be fun

Masks have become a must-have (ᓲ䰭

৮) these days. But you can’t always buy 
them because they are needed by many 
people. So I decided to make a mask by 
myself.

Some colorful pieces of cloth, a box 
of plastic fi ll (ൾٲ➖) and a new 
towel (℈ጫ) were all I needed. First, I 
cut them into the size of a brick (ⵃ಄) 
and stacked them on top of each other, 
just like the “bread, meat and bread” 
in a hamburger. The plastic fi ll was the 
most important because it is used to 
stop spittle (੫⋟) from going through 
the cloth.

After that, I stitched (㑊) the layers 
together. Then I folded (ៅऍ) them in 
half and stitched at the edges (䓦㑅) for a 
second time to make it look like a bowl 
when it was unfolded. The bowl shape 
can fi t around your face more tightly (㉔
㉔). Lastly, I used two strings (ፓၽ) to 
fi nish the mask.

I proudly showed the mask to my 
parents. My father said that it could 
be used to stop dust (ᅅౌ), but not the 
virus. But I still love my mask very 
much and wrote my name on it!

㟼Ⱞϙጯ⼓⌛ใప䄚႓ᵎ 䘚⁐ᒑ

ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ 䭳ᑧ㣦

My father is a railway security (Ⴖ
 o"  cer. During the epidemic, he (ڕ
wore a mask and protective suit (䭟៑

) and went out for work every day. My 
grandparents, my mother and I were 
left home. It was boring. What’s worse, 
our TV was broken, which made us feel 
even more bored. So we decided to do 
something enjoyable.

I tried cooking. I made a lot of food 
with my family, such as chicken wings, 
fried chips and fried dough slices (▿䲏

❴). It was great fun. The food made by 
the whole family also tasted better.

We also played interesting games 
together, such as drawing, playing with 
building blocks and paper-cutting. 
These games made us closer than 
before. Also, time fl ew by faster when 
we played.

Finally, I learned a new skill. I like 
guitar but didn’t have much time to 

practice it before. Now during the 
epidemic, I have more than enough time 
to do it. It not only makes me happy, 
but also improves my playing.

I have learned to enjoy my life during 
the outbreak. I hope you have, too!

ႶᓪⰮࡄϙጵ㠰๔႓㮹䭱ᆋ႓ᵎ ⢸ͽ⋢

ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ Ვ㤺㤺

Guo Xintong is making her own mask.  PROVIDED TO TEENS

 During the novel coronavirus outbreak, all 
departments (䘕䬕) have responded (ࣺᏁ) quickly 
to the epidemic. Doctors and nurses, police 
o"  cers and volunteers are all doing their part. 
Among them, I am especially moved by the 
“angels in white” working on the frontlines (ݺ㏬).

I still remember when I watched a video online 
the other day. A young nurse was too busy to have 
meals. She hadn’t eaten anything for seven hours 
because she wanted to save more lives. When she 
fi nally fi nished her work, she said to a reporter, 
“Now I will have some chicken soup!” She then 
turned away and left quickly and happily.

Other nurses told the reporter, “We were too 
hungry. We wrote the names of our favorite foods 
on our protective suits to feed on illusions (Ꭸᘠ).” 

These “angels in white” really know how to seek 
joy in sorrow (㠓͚҉ͽ). I hope they all have had 
their favorite food! 

㟼Ⱞϙጵ㠰๔႓㟼ጋ侹႓ᵎ 䊢ᕊႴ

ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ 䃥᩼Wang Lehan’s painting.  PROVIDED TO TEENS

Helping out and
hearing stories

Zhou Yuyan works as a volunteer.  PROVIDED TO TEENS
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“Do you have a health code (֒Ꮴ)? Please show 
it to me. You don’t have a pass. Please park your 
car here and follow me to apply (⩠䄤) for one.”

It was me who was working as a volunteer (ᔄᙬ

㔲) in my community (ࡧ). Wearing a red jacket 
and cap, together with many other volunteers, 
we make sure people going in and out have 
their health codes and passes. Every day, I meet 
di! erent people and listen to warm stories.

One woman told me she was here visiting her 
mother with bags of snacks. It is inconvenient (̺
Ӭ⮱) for the elderly to go shopping these days. 
She said she hadn’t visited her mother since New 
Year’s Eve. She missed her a lot. Family ties (ڠ㈨) 
are still tight in the epidemic.

“Here is your bag of shrimp,” an old man 
passed a dark blue bag to an old lady. The lady 
was thankful and handed money to the man. She 
told me that to reduce time spent going out, she 
and her neighbors took turns to buy things for the 
neighborhood. Today was the old man’s turn. It 
was a clever idea!
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A nation will be 
full of hope and a 
country will have 
a brilliant future 
when its younger 
generations have 
ideals, ability, and 
a strong sense of 
responsibility.”
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with great missions)喆
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 ᠾ䛺៲(motivate their fellow youthߴ
to shoulder greater responsibilities)喑
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㟞(make their contributions in places 
where the Party and the people need 
them most)ȡ
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“A nation will prosper only when 
its young people thrive.”

“䱿Ꭱ݆ڡపუڡ喑䱿Ꭱᑧ݆పუᑧȡ”
——2017Ꭱ10ᰵͨፚౕ͚పڞϔڇす
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“The buttons of life should 
be fastened well from the very 
beginning.”

“ϧ⩌⮱ថၽϻ̭ᐭᅞ㺮ថສȡ”
——2014Ꭱ5ᰵ4ᬒ喑ͨፚౕࡄϙ๔႓
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Xi Jinping,
 Chinese President

ξ䔶ч
cloud job fair

With the outbreak of COVID-19, people 
can’t go out to fi nd jobs. Online hiring 
services are helping them fi nd work. On 
March 16, Shanghai held a “cloud job fair” 
with 6,000 companies taking part. They 
o! ered more than 100,000 jobs for college 
graduates (๔႓ℂ͇⩌). The new cloud hiring 
platform (Ꭰझ) shows information about 
di! erent jobs. It also gives targeted (Ⴧा⮱) 
services for companies if they have any 
needs, Xinhua reported.

ࠧڙイڙ
serving chopsticks and spoons

Chinese people use chopsticks (イၽ) to eat 
food from shared dishes. But this tradition 
may change due to the novel coronavirus. 

Since March 9, Beijing’s restaurants have 
begun to provide serving chopsticks and 
spoons. If possible, restaurants can also serve 
individual dishes (ܳ丽ߎ). This change 
helps stop cross-infection (ϑࣶᙌᴀ). People 
are starting a nationwide activity of “wearing 
masks and living a more health-savvy (∕䛺֒

Ꮴ⮱) lifestyle,” according to Xinhua.       TEENS
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Is it safe to go back?
⫘ᗲ䬡喑⪆႓⩌䄒̺䄒ఋప喤

Liu Jingyi, 16, is a boarding (ჱწ⮱) student 
at The Hockaday School, Texas, US. Her school 
closed its doors on March 14 and moved all of 
her classes online. A few days later, Liu came 
back to China.

On March 18, after a 30-hour journey, Liu 
arrived in Shanghai. After having her 
temperature taken and fi lling out medical 
forms (Ҁᷭ㶕), she was told to stay at home or 
a hotel for 14 days. 

Liu is not alone. Over 660,000 Chinese 
students overseas (ౕ ⊤ใ) face the choice to go 
home or not. The virus has quickly spread 
around the world and cases in China have 
dropped so more Chinese students are coming 
home. But some have brought the virus with 

them.
Since most of the recently confi rmed cases 

(䃷⫲Ҹ) have come from people entering 
China, the Chinese government has 
strengthened its oversight (⯾Ⲑ).X  Beijing uses 
its surveillance (⯾ᄌ) technology and a large 
network of community watchers to keep 
people safe.

But this does not mean China is stopping 
people from coming. China’s airports are still 
open to fl ights from foreign countries. Those 
coming to China, whether tourists, those 
returning from overseas trips or students 
studying overseas, are welcomed.  But they 
need to self-isolate (㜗䯁⻨) for 14 days.
� TEENS
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Making my mask

Hard work is never 
over for nursesStaying home can still be fun

Masks have become a must-have (ᓲ䰭

৮) these days. But you can’t always buy 
them because they are needed by many 
people. So I decided to make a mask by 
myself.

Some colorful pieces of cloth, a box 
of plastic fi ll (ൾٲ➖) and a new 
towel (℈ጫ) were all I needed. First, I 
cut them into the size of a brick (ⵃ಄) 
and stacked them on top of each other, 
just like the “bread, meat and bread” 
in a hamburger. The plastic fi ll was the 
most important because it is used to 
stop spittle (੫⋟) from going through 
the cloth.

After that, I stitched (㑊) the layers 
together. Then I folded (ៅऍ) them in 
half and stitched at the edges (䓦㑅) for a 
second time to make it look like a bowl 
when it was unfolded. The bowl shape 
can fi t around your face more tightly (㉔
㉔). Lastly, I used two strings (ፓၽ) to 
fi nish the mask.

I proudly showed the mask to my 
parents. My father said that it could 
be used to stop dust (ᅅౌ), but not the 
virus. But I still love my mask very 
much and wrote my name on it!
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ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ 䭳ᑧ㣦

My father is a railway security (Ⴖ
 o"  cer. During the epidemic, he (ڕ
wore a mask and protective suit (䭟៑

) and went out for work every day. My 
grandparents, my mother and I were 
left home. It was boring. What’s worse, 
our TV was broken, which made us feel 
even more bored. So we decided to do 
something enjoyable.

I tried cooking. I made a lot of food 
with my family, such as chicken wings, 
fried chips and fried dough slices (▿䲏

❴). It was great fun. The food made by 
the whole family also tasted better.

We also played interesting games 
together, such as drawing, playing with 
building blocks and paper-cutting. 
These games made us closer than 
before. Also, time fl ew by faster when 
we played.

Finally, I learned a new skill. I like 
guitar but didn’t have much time to 

practice it before. Now during the 
epidemic, I have more than enough time 
to do it. It not only makes me happy, 
but also improves my playing.

I have learned to enjoy my life during 
the outbreak. I hope you have, too!

ႶᓪⰮࡄϙጵ㠰๔႓㮹䭱ᆋ႓ᵎ ⢸ͽ⋢
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Guo Xintong is making her own mask.  PROVIDED TO TEENS

 During the novel coronavirus outbreak, all 
departments (䘕䬕) have responded (ࣺᏁ) quickly 
to the epidemic. Doctors and nurses, police 
o"  cers and volunteers are all doing their part. 
Among them, I am especially moved by the 
“angels in white” working on the frontlines (ݺ㏬).

I still remember when I watched a video online 
the other day. A young nurse was too busy to have 
meals. She hadn’t eaten anything for seven hours 
because she wanted to save more lives. When she 
fi nally fi nished her work, she said to a reporter, 
“Now I will have some chicken soup!” She then 
turned away and left quickly and happily.

Other nurses told the reporter, “We were too 
hungry. We wrote the names of our favorite foods 
on our protective suits to feed on illusions (Ꭸᘠ).” 

These “angels in white” really know how to seek 
joy in sorrow (㠓͚҉ͽ). I hope they all have had 
their favorite food! 
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“Do you have a health code (֒Ꮴ)? Please show 
it to me. You don’t have a pass. Please park your 
car here and follow me to apply (⩠䄤) for one.”

It was me who was working as a volunteer (ᔄᙬ

㔲) in my community (ࡧ). Wearing a red jacket 
and cap, together with many other volunteers, 
we make sure people going in and out have 
their health codes and passes. Every day, I meet 
di! erent people and listen to warm stories.

One woman told me she was here visiting her 
mother with bags of snacks. It is inconvenient (̺
Ӭ⮱) for the elderly to go shopping these days. 
She said she hadn’t visited her mother since New 
Year’s Eve. She missed her a lot. Family ties (ڠ㈨) 
are still tight in the epidemic.

“Here is your bag of shrimp,” an old man 
passed a dark blue bag to an old lady. The lady 
was thankful and handed money to the man. She 
told me that to reduce time spent going out, she 
and her neighbors took turns to buy things for the 
neighborhood. Today was the old man’s turn. It 
was a clever idea!
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Further reading1. Liu Jing came back to China after _____. 
A. she finished her online classes

B. her school closed its doors
C. her temperature got high
D. she filled out her medical forms

2. From Paragraph 3, we know that _____. 

A. the virus is spreading slowly outside of China


B. some overseas students have brought the virus 

back to China

C. the virus is spreading quickly in China now


D. most overseas students have the virus
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with great missions)喆

ͨፚᠴܧ喑䱿Ꭱ̭Аᰶ⤳ᘠȠᰶ᱙䶳Ƞ

ᰶ៲ᒀ喑పუᅞᰶݺ䕁喑ℾᅞᰶጹ᱈ȡጹ᱈

䱿Ꭱ̭Аౕͧ߈ߗϧℾ͚ߎ㠮ป䪬Ƞౕ㞝

㠓͚ⵒⵧᘼᔄ৮䉕Ƞ㐔㐚ౕ₨ឣё⮱

ᇄѺ̷ᠩᝅ喑ፓߕᎬ๔䱿Ꭱ̺ᘔ䷻䰕Ƞ

 ᠾ䛺៲(motivate their fellow youthߴ
to shoulder greater responsibilities)喑
䃖䱿᭒ౕڇহϧℾᰭ䰭㺮⮱㐪ᩫ㐇ͪ

㟞(make their contributions in places 
where the Party and the people need 
them most)ȡ

̭ⰡВᲒ喑ͨፚ㏵倅Ꮣ䛺㻳䱿ᎡȠڠ

ᔭ䱿ᎡȠԎШ䱿Ꭱ喑ౕ็͗౧व็⁎㶕䓫γᄦ

䱿Ꭱϧ⮱⃤⃤᱈喑䃖Й̭䊤ⰸ̭ⰸȡ

“A nation will prosper only when 
its young people thrive.”

“䱿Ꭱ݆ڡపუڡ喑䱿Ꭱᑧ݆పუᑧȡ”
——2017Ꭱ10ᰵͨፚౕ͚పڞϔڇす

పА㶕๔ч̷҉⮱្ॷڕ⁎Ί

“The buttons of life should 
be fastened well from the very 
beginning.”

“ϧ⩌⮱ថၽϻ̭ᐭᅞ㺮ថສȡ”
——2014Ꭱ5ᰵ4ᬒ喑ͨፚౕࡄϙ๔႓

হጵ⩌ϑ≮ TEENS

Xi Jinping,
 Chinese President

ξ䔶ч
cloud job fair

With the outbreak of COVID-19, people 
can’t go out to fi nd jobs. Online hiring 
services are helping them fi nd work. On 
March 16, Shanghai held a “cloud job fair” 
with 6,000 companies taking part. They 
o! ered more than 100,000 jobs for college 
graduates (๔႓ℂ͇⩌). The new cloud hiring 
platform (Ꭰझ) shows information about 
di! erent jobs. It also gives targeted (Ⴧा⮱) 
services for companies if they have any 
needs, Xinhua reported.

ࠧڙイڙ
serving chopsticks and spoons

Chinese people use chopsticks (イၽ) to eat 
food from shared dishes. But this tradition 
may change due to the novel coronavirus. 

Since March 9, Beijing’s restaurants have 
begun to provide serving chopsticks and 
spoons. If possible, restaurants can also serve 
individual dishes (ܳ丽ߎ). This change 
helps stop cross-infection (ϑࣶᙌᴀ). People 
are starting a nationwide activity of “wearing 
masks and living a more health-savvy (∕䛺֒

Ꮴ⮱) lifestyle,” according to Xinhua.       TEENS

BUZZ WORDS�|�☚䃺ᩫ䔮�

Is it safe to go back?
⫘ᗲ䬡喑⪆႓⩌䄒̺䄒ఋప喤

Liu Jingyi, 16, is a boarding (ჱწ⮱) student 
at The Hockaday School, Texas, US. Her school 
closed its doors on March 14 and moved all of 
her classes online. A few days later, Liu came 
back to China.

On March 18, after a 30-hour journey, Liu 
arrived in Shanghai. After having her 
temperature taken and fi lling out medical 
forms (Ҁᷭ㶕), she was told to stay at home or 
a hotel for 14 days. 

Liu is not alone. Over 660,000 Chinese 
students overseas (ౕ ⊤ใ) face the choice to go 
home or not. The virus has quickly spread 
around the world and cases in China have 
dropped so more Chinese students are coming 
home. But some have brought the virus with 

them.
Since most of the recently confi rmed cases 

(䃷⫲Ҹ) have come from people entering 
China, the Chinese government has 
strengthened its oversight (⯾Ⲑ).X  Beijing uses 
its surveillance (⯾ᄌ) technology and a large 
network of community watchers to keep 
people safe.

But this does not mean China is stopping 
people from coming. China’s airports are still 
open to fl ights from foreign countries. Those 
coming to China, whether tourists, those 
returning from overseas trips or students 
studying overseas, are welcomed.  But they 
need to self-isolate (㜗䯁⻨) for 14 days.
� TEENS

䃺�180  ≸䄂㻮IV❵
ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡������7ܳ䧌

ेྲ႑ǈདԒኽ

Ąख़ܨ◦Й喑⧵ڠ
ⰥᏁݝ䴠䶾ą喑ឫ߈

᪴」ᩣख़ȡ

Making my mask

Hard work is never 
over for nursesStaying home can still be fun

Masks have become a must-have (ᓲ䰭

৮) these days. But you can’t always buy 
them because they are needed by many 
people. So I decided to make a mask by 
myself.

Some colorful pieces of cloth, a box 
of plastic fi ll (ൾٲ➖) and a new 
towel (℈ጫ) were all I needed. First, I 
cut them into the size of a brick (ⵃ಄) 
and stacked them on top of each other, 
just like the “bread, meat and bread” 
in a hamburger. The plastic fi ll was the 
most important because it is used to 
stop spittle (੫⋟) from going through 
the cloth.

After that, I stitched (㑊) the layers 
together. Then I folded (ៅऍ) them in 
half and stitched at the edges (䓦㑅) for a 
second time to make it look like a bowl 
when it was unfolded. The bowl shape 
can fi t around your face more tightly (㉔
㉔). Lastly, I used two strings (ፓၽ) to 
fi nish the mask.

I proudly showed the mask to my 
parents. My father said that it could 
be used to stop dust (ᅅౌ), but not the 
virus. But I still love my mask very 
much and wrote my name on it!

㟼Ⱞϙጯ⼓⌛ใప䄚႓ᵎ 䘚⁐ᒑ

ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ 䭳ᑧ㣦

My father is a railway security (Ⴖ
 o"  cer. During the epidemic, he (ڕ
wore a mask and protective suit (䭟៑

) and went out for work every day. My 
grandparents, my mother and I were 
left home. It was boring. What’s worse, 
our TV was broken, which made us feel 
even more bored. So we decided to do 
something enjoyable.

I tried cooking. I made a lot of food 
with my family, such as chicken wings, 
fried chips and fried dough slices (▿䲏

❴). It was great fun. The food made by 
the whole family also tasted better.

We also played interesting games 
together, such as drawing, playing with 
building blocks and paper-cutting. 
These games made us closer than 
before. Also, time fl ew by faster when 
we played.

Finally, I learned a new skill. I like 
guitar but didn’t have much time to 

practice it before. Now during the 
epidemic, I have more than enough time 
to do it. It not only makes me happy, 
but also improves my playing.

I have learned to enjoy my life during 
the outbreak. I hope you have, too!

ႶᓪⰮࡄϙጵ㠰๔႓㮹䭱ᆋ႓ᵎ ⢸ͽ⋢

ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ Ვ㤺㤺

Guo Xintong is making her own mask.  PROVIDED TO TEENS

 During the novel coronavirus outbreak, all 
departments (䘕䬕) have responded (ࣺᏁ) quickly 
to the epidemic. Doctors and nurses, police 
o"  cers and volunteers are all doing their part. 
Among them, I am especially moved by the 
“angels in white” working on the frontlines (ݺ㏬).

I still remember when I watched a video online 
the other day. A young nurse was too busy to have 
meals. She hadn’t eaten anything for seven hours 
because she wanted to save more lives. When she 
fi nally fi nished her work, she said to a reporter, 
“Now I will have some chicken soup!” She then 
turned away and left quickly and happily.

Other nurses told the reporter, “We were too 
hungry. We wrote the names of our favorite foods 
on our protective suits to feed on illusions (Ꭸᘠ).” 

These “angels in white” really know how to seek 
joy in sorrow (㠓͚҉ͽ). I hope they all have had 
their favorite food! 

㟼Ⱞϙጵ㠰๔႓㟼ጋ侹႓ᵎ 䊢ᕊႴ

ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ 䃥᩼Wang Lehan’s painting.  PROVIDED TO TEENS

Helping out and
hearing stories

Zhou Yuyan works as a volunteer.  PROVIDED TO TEENS

ⰸ喑㜗ጞև⮱ऐ㒖喆

Й ĄិႲუą⮱ᬒၽ䓴ᓄᰶฝᰶ㞟ȡ
㠓͚҉ͽ⮱Ą⮪㶐๖Ҭąȡ

ᒀᔄᙬ㔲喑߈ߖោ⫘ȡ

ॡ䦘ᕎ���ᑍ႓ѓ���䊢ӷ⋴���䘚ゃ哆���㘎უ䨚�
݅㜡݊� 䭵㐡Ấ� 冺㠒⋢� ݅ᕊ䭠� ᒚᓰᗓ�
�����ϛࢶ 䊢ᕎ̭� ᮜუ� ݅ⴒ߶� ݅⁐⥗�
λ���ᱻ����Ϋ� ⢸ᕊ� ݅⊖ຂ� 㺰ᄀⓑ�
Ვ䉊ͽ� Ꮛ����ጲ� Ⴔ䒖� Ვ⯀᪴� ᝬႼ
ᑍᕎႮ� ᵄၽ☕� ᱻᷓڶ� 䭵����ᗲ� 䴖Ҡᵽ
૨䄄ᾆ� কҠ༮� 䗾㖇㢔� ᐧ♣���̮༊㼭�
�����ᄼ���ᒚ㓪䒖ڇ ⢸Ҡᗓ� ⒅ᮕϛ� 㶮䲆䰜

ᶮՖ⦉� ݅䯲᪴� ⢸╇⤔� 䗾็ૉ� 」ឬ䊷���
㦸ദ㓷� Ꮛ࿈䴣� 叱ᮇᵽ� 䭵ⅽળ� 䭵͇䓦���
䃥㟠⦉� ᶮუ⦉� ۜ⊤㣦� ᶲ็ͽ� ༇ӊ㧶���
ᑍज䔗� ⒅ᮕᬻ� ᑍ䄄᩼� ᱻଶ⩝� ⃢���♣

“Do you have a health code (֒Ꮴ)? Please show 
it to me. You don’t have a pass. Please park your 
car here and follow me to apply (⩠䄤) for one.”

It was me who was working as a volunteer (ᔄᙬ

㔲) in my community (ࡧ). Wearing a red jacket 
and cap, together with many other volunteers, 
we make sure people going in and out have 
their health codes and passes. Every day, I meet 
di! erent people and listen to warm stories.

One woman told me she was here visiting her 
mother with bags of snacks. It is inconvenient (̺
Ӭ⮱) for the elderly to go shopping these days. 
She said she hadn’t visited her mother since New 
Year’s Eve. She missed her a lot. Family ties (ڠ㈨) 
are still tight in the epidemic.

“Here is your bag of shrimp,” an old man 
passed a dark blue bag to an old lady. The lady 
was thankful and handed money to the man. She 
told me that to reduce time spent going out, she 
and her neighbors took turns to buy things for the 
neighborhood. Today was the old man’s turn. It 
was a clever idea!

㟼Ⱞᬍ䩎ጯ๔ᶒ侹႓ᵎ ক䄚຺

ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ  」ᮀⷷ

Some Chinese overseas students are thinking about returning to China.  Some Chinese overseas students are thinking about returning to China.  CHINA DAILYCHINA DAILY

䃺�180    ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡�7ܳ䧌

䃺�180    ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡�7ܳ䧌

䃺�190   ᐧ䃛
䬲䄨ᬣ䬡���8ܳ䧌

䃺�150    ᐧ䃛
䬲䄨ᬣ䬡����6ܳ䧌

2020Ꭱჿմव Ąܷᗓą䄨๔䊈㣤ऺ

3. What is the Chinese government’s policy? 
a. Strengthening oversight.

b. Stopping people from coming to China.

c. Using community watchers.

d. Asking people to self-isolate for two weeks.

A. abc    B. bcd    C. acd     D. bcd

If he students overseas return to China, they need to self-isolate for 14 days. But 
we have to remember the nation is your destination and attention. Of course, we in 
turn are in the heart of our nation.
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Ąख़ܨ◦Й喑⧵ڠ
ⰥᏁݝ䴠䶾ą喑ឫ߈
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ᓛԎ喑ख़្㏥ߍ

Й䘪अĄᓎႲąȡ

New way to learn
These days we are all “otakus (ᓎႲ)” 

- not for Japanese cartoons (ߕ), but for 
our online classes. 

At the beginning, we played with this 
new way of studying, just like millions 
of other naughty (⌅⅁⮱) students. Some 
of us wrote bad reviews (䃱Ф) of the 
DingTalk app. 

However, as we got more homework, 
we focused more on our studies. Now 
I can feel that mom and dad are happy 
with my behavior. But I have to say that 
I sometimes chat with friends or surf 
(㑾̷۟⊗) for other information. 

So far, I have done well as an “otaku 
girl”. Every morning, I get up at the 
same time. After breakfast, I begin my 
busy day of studying. For a break, I play 
the piano or guitar, or go up to our attic 
(䬮ẩ) to work out. I have gotten higher 
grades on my homework more times 
than before. 

Recently I gave a speech online. 
I talked about responsibility (䉐Ш). 
Whatever the di!  culty is, I will always 
be responsible and cheerful. 

㟼Ⱞ䔋ξ⍜ጯ㟺͚ᷔ႓ ␂ϓ᱕ 
ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ 䓻⣟

If you’re going to write a story about your life during the novel coronavirus outbreak, what will you write about? Some 
teenagers have given their answers. Some of them talk about their family members who are doctors. Some talk about their 
lives at home. They share their real feelings and thoughts. This might strike a chord (ᑂ䊤ڞ卐) with you. Read this page and 
page 7 to fi nd out.

Because of the novel coronavirus 
outbreak, the past winter holiday has 
been very di" erent. On Jan 23, in spite 
of (ᅪノ) being a little worried, our 
family fi nally decided to go back to our 
hometown. 

On Chinese New Year’s Eve, 
when we were enjoying the 
Spring Festival Gala, my 
grandpa made a video call 
to my uncle. My uncle was 
stuck (ఝѼ⮱) at his job – he 
is a doctor in a hospital in my 
hometown. He was on duty in 
the fever clinic (ࣾ☚䬕䃷) that day. 

In the video, I saw him. With a mask 

and a pair of goggles (៑Ⱋ䪉) on his face, 
I could hardly recognize (䃑ܧ) who he 
was. On this side of the phone screen, 
everyone was laughing, watching TV and 

enjoying  dinner. But on the other 
side, my uncle was alone in a 

cold, quiet room.
At that moment, I 

felt deeply touched. We 
enjoyed a moment of 
peace (Ꭰ䲆). Tens of 
thousands of people like 

my uncle have been saving 
us from the outbreak. 
㟼Ⱞϙ⼓⌛ใప䄚႓ᵎ ⼸卬䓫

ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ 䗾ᚔ

 The novel coronavirus outbreak has greatly a! ected (ᒞ৺) the lives of people across the world. It has challenged (ᠾᝅ) and 
changed people’s lifestyles. It has also helped us think about our relationships with others.

Teng Yimu takes online classes.  PROVIDED TO TEENS

Cheng Hongda 
PROVIDED TO TEENS

While a lesson called Life in the Future 
from my seventh grade class is still fresh in 
my mind, I am already living the predicted 
(䶱≸͚⮱) “future school life in 50 years”. 

I don’t need to have lessons in a classroom, 
but instead watch livestreamed (Ⱑ᧚⮱) 
lessons on my computer. I think it’s great. 
I can watch videos over and over again if I 
don’t understand the points. And my teacher 
gives us enough time to think about and 
answer questions. It is the same as classroom 
interaction (οߕ).

Exercising has become quite important. 
After a long time in front of the screen, I feel 
uncomfortable (̺㜿⮱) all over, especially 
my eyes. I do easy exercises such as push-ups 
(Ԝᦾ) and skipping. I also turned a table 
into a mini ping-pong table. Although it’s not 
easy to play on it, I still enjoy it.

However, this lifestyle seems to lack (㑧ᄾ) 
something. I miss my friends and classmates 
and can’t wait to see them in school. I hope 
we can beat the virus soon so I can live a 
simple but even better life. 

ႶᓪⰮव㗒ጯす̶͚ښ႓ Ꮑ䋰≟  
ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ ⃤႓㣟

Since my father is a doctor, he has kept 
working during the novel coronavirus 
outbreak. At the beginning, he was afraid 
of getting infected, so he stayed in my 
grandma’s house. My grandma stayed with 
us in our house. My mom said she was a little 
worried about my dad’s health. But she still 
supported (ᩜᠮ) his work. 

Now we live together again. Every time 
my dad comes back from work, he buys 
vegetables and daily necessities (ᬒ⩕৮). We 
disinfect (⊵) them before use. This kind of 
life has lasted nearly a month. Luckily, my 
father hasn’t been infected, thanks to the 
protective measures (Ԋ៑ᣗ) he takes. I love 
him. I love my family.

My father’s job is risky (ᰶ䷻䮖⮱), but he 
keeps working hard. I think he is a hero. 
I’m proud (㜗䆗⮱) of him. I believe that 
with dedication (Ѕܧ) from medical workers 
like my father, China and the world will 
win this battle (ᝅ) soon. Good luck to my 
motherland and the world. 

ϙጯ仃䘪ጵ㠰๔႓䭱ᆋ侹႓ᵎ 䲠䭠ࡄ

Living life in the future
ݺҀ侹��Ꭱऻ⮱႓ᐼȡ

My dad is my hero
ͧᝅĄ⫘ą͚ ⮱❥❥ᙌݝ㜗䆗ȡ

Proud of my uncle’s work
̺ᄨ፥⮱䮑โ้喑ᰶ ϧఏ㖇喑ᰶ ϧಇႵᇄѺȡ 䃺�150   

ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡��6ܳ䧌 

Reach out to friends and family
⫘ᗲ䃖Й䛺ᠫ⣺䉢⮱ϟᗲহࣸ䄷ȡ�

䃺�190   ≸䄂㻮IV❵   
ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡����7ܳ䧌

䃺�170  ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡��7ܳ䧌

As the novel coronavirus spreads (ព᪐) across 
the US, many people are worried about their lives. 
I’ve been dealing with it here in China as well. 

My friends and family in the US were worried 
about me at fi rst. But now, I worry about 
them. Luckily, most of them are fi ne for now. 
And actually (θ̷), the virus has helped me 
reconnect (䛺㖁㐉) with old friends.

Many of my friends asked me for advice. But I 
can only tell them to “stay home” and “wash your 
hands”. Now, they are seeing their schools, local 
businesses and other public places shut down. 

However, they are trying to stay optimistic 
(⼜Ხ⮱). Some of them are even fi nding new 
friendships. My mother, for example, has joined 
an online sewing (㑊㏘) club to keep her busy 
while she stays at home. She and other women 
are sharing their sewing creations (㑃㏴➖) and 
giving each other support.

People all over the US are reaching out to 
help each other in many ways. They have shared 
medical advice via social media and started 
donation platforms (䊍Ꭰझ) for children who 
can’t get meals. After reading countless (ᬍ⮱) 
stories about the impact of the virus, it is nice to 
know that people are helping each other out.

BY MIKE FUKSMAN, 21ST CENTURY TEENS STAFF

The novel coronavirus has kept us home 
for months, and it’s not gone yet. It will 
end, of course. But it has taught us to take a 
second look at our habits and to live better. 
Here TEENS has picked some tips for staying 
healthy.

z Stay healthy
We all know that immunity (߈⫘ٺ) is 

the key to fi ght the virus. How can we keep 
a strong body? Do more exercise and eat a 
balanced diet (㶎㛠丌). Drink more water 
and go to bed before 11 pm. 

z Develop di! erent hobbies
Some people might fi nd that staying home 

is boring. Developing di" erent hobbies can 
help you have fun. You can learn painting 
or calligraphy (Γ∂), chess or swimming. 
Hobbies can help you stay positive even in 
hard times.

z Learn more about science
You might’ve read stories that say garlic 

can kill the novel coronavirus. This has been 
proven to be false. Learning more about 
science can help us tell facts apart from 
rumors (䅐㼭). It will help us develop our 
critical thinking skills and stay calm (ۤ䲆⮱) 
when facing the unknown. 

z To love and to be loved
Many people lost family members during 

the novel coronavirus 
outbreak. We should care 
about the people around 
us. Take a step back when 
you argue (ζॢ) with 
someone. Make a small gift 
or cook a meal for your 
family on special days.                                                   
 TEENS

Keep your mind and body healthy
⫘ᗲ㐀ऻ喑ຯ҂֒Ꮴ⩌≨喤 䃺�180    ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡�5ܳ䧌

䃺�150   ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡��6ܳ䧌 

䃺�150   ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡��6ܳ䧌 

Eating wildlife banned 
across the country

The novel coronavirus is widely 
believed to have come from wild animals, 
such as bats. On Feb 24, China decided to 
ban (⺮) the eating of wildlife across the 
country, which won strong support from 
the public (ڙф).

The new decision bans people from 
consuming (⊵䉦) wildlife that are 

protected by the 
Wild Animal 
Protection Law, 
as well as other 
laws. Those who 
break the law 
will be punished 
(ᘖ㒇). TEENS

͚పڕ䲏⺮䲋∂䛻⩌ߕ➖ϑᭀȡ

People are supporting each other 
online during the virus outbreak.  
TUCHONG
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A nation will be 
full of hope and a 
country will have 
a brilliant future 
when its younger 
generations have 
ideals, ability, and 
a strong sense of 
responsibility.”

XI’S WORDS | 㠞䄚

“䱿Ꭱ̭Аᰶ⤳ᘠȠᰶ᱙䶳Ƞᰶ៲ᒀ喑ప

უᅞᰶݺ䕁喑ℾᅞᰶጹ᱈ȡ” ()

3ᰵ15ᬒ喑పუͨፚ䓾Ꭰ㐆ࡄϙ๔႓ᤡ

䘯ࡨ⫄䭌ڕҀ“90ऻ”ڇঅఋԎ喑ाЃЙহ

ౕ⫘ᗲ䭟ᣔऱᝅ㏬̷⮱Ꭼ๔䱿Ꭱ㜡В䄇ᡇ

⮱䬛Նȡ

ͨፚ㶕喑ౕۍ㗧▻⫘ᗲ䭟ᣔζ

͚喑Ꭼ๔䱿Ꭱ⩕㵹ߕ䃮ᬻ喑ᬣА⮱͚ప䱿Ꭱ

(the Chinese youth of the new era)᭜ສ

ᵤ⮱喑᭜ൗᒀ๔Ш⮱(could be entrusted 
with great missions)喆

ͨፚᠴܧ喑䱿Ꭱ̭Аᰶ⤳ᘠȠᰶ᱙䶳Ƞ

ᰶ៲ᒀ喑పუᅞᰶݺ䕁喑ℾᅞᰶጹ᱈ȡጹ᱈

䱿Ꭱ̭Аౕͧ߈ߗϧℾ͚ߎ㠮ป䪬Ƞౕ㞝

㠓͚ⵒⵧᘼᔄ৮䉕Ƞ㐔㐚ౕ₨ឣё⮱

ᇄѺ̷ᠩᝅ喑ፓߕᎬ๔䱿Ꭱ̺ᘔ䷻䰕Ƞ

 ᠾ䛺៲(motivate their fellow youthߴ
to shoulder greater responsibilities)喑
䃖䱿᭒ౕڇহϧℾᰭ䰭㺮⮱㐪ᩫ㐇ͪ

㟞(make their contributions in places 
where the Party and the people need 
them most)ȡ

̭ⰡВᲒ喑ͨፚ㏵倅Ꮣ䛺㻳䱿ᎡȠڠ

ᔭ䱿ᎡȠԎШ䱿Ꭱ喑ౕ็͗౧व็⁎㶕䓫γᄦ

䱿Ꭱϧ⮱⃤⃤᱈喑䃖Й̭䊤ⰸ̭ⰸȡ

“A nation will prosper only when 
its young people thrive.”

“䱿Ꭱ݆ڡపუڡ喑䱿Ꭱᑧ݆పუᑧȡ”
——2017Ꭱ10ᰵͨፚౕ͚పڞϔڇす

పА㶕๔ч̷҉⮱្ॷڕ⁎Ί

“The buttons of life should 
be fastened well from the very 
beginning.”

“ϧ⩌⮱ថၽϻ̭ᐭᅞ㺮ថສȡ”
——2014Ꭱ5ᰵ4ᬒ喑ͨፚౕࡄϙ๔႓

হጵ⩌ϑ≮ TEENS

Xi Jinping,
 Chinese President

ξ䔶ч
cloud job fair

With the outbreak of COVID-19, people 
can’t go out to fi nd jobs. Online hiring 
services are helping them fi nd work. On 
March 16, Shanghai held a “cloud job fair” 
with 6,000 companies taking part. They 
o! ered more than 100,000 jobs for college 
graduates (๔႓ℂ͇⩌). The new cloud hiring 
platform (Ꭰझ) shows information about 
di! erent jobs. It also gives targeted (Ⴧा⮱) 
services for companies if they have any 
needs, Xinhua reported.

ࠧڙイڙ
serving chopsticks and spoons

Chinese people use chopsticks (イၽ) to eat 
food from shared dishes. But this tradition 
may change due to the novel coronavirus. 

Since March 9, Beijing’s restaurants have 
begun to provide serving chopsticks and 
spoons. If possible, restaurants can also serve 
individual dishes (ܳ丽ߎ). This change 
helps stop cross-infection (ϑࣶᙌᴀ). People 
are starting a nationwide activity of “wearing 
masks and living a more health-savvy (∕䛺֒

Ꮴ⮱) lifestyle,” according to Xinhua.       TEENS

BUZZ WORDS�|�☚䃺ᩫ䔮�

Is it safe to go back?
⫘ᗲ䬡喑⪆႓⩌䄒̺䄒ఋప喤

Liu Jingyi, 16, is a boarding (ჱწ⮱) student 
at The Hockaday School, Texas, US. Her school 
closed its doors on March 14 and moved all of 
her classes online. A few days later, Liu came 
back to China.

On March 18, after a 30-hour journey, Liu 
arrived in Shanghai. After having her 
temperature taken and fi lling out medical 
forms (Ҁᷭ㶕), she was told to stay at home or 
a hotel for 14 days. 

Liu is not alone. Over 660,000 Chinese 
students overseas (ౕ ⊤ใ) face the choice to go 
home or not. The virus has quickly spread 
around the world and cases in China have 
dropped so more Chinese students are coming 
home. But some have brought the virus with 

them.
Since most of the recently confi rmed cases 

(䃷⫲Ҹ) have come from people entering 
China, the Chinese government has 
strengthened its oversight (⯾Ⲑ).X  Beijing uses 
its surveillance (⯾ᄌ) technology and a large 
network of community watchers to keep 
people safe.

But this does not mean China is stopping 
people from coming. China’s airports are still 
open to fl ights from foreign countries. Those 
coming to China, whether tourists, those 
returning from overseas trips or students 
studying overseas, are welcomed.  But they 
need to self-isolate (㜗䯁⻨) for 14 days.
� TEENS
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Making my mask

Hard work is never 
over for nursesStaying home can still be fun

Masks have become a must-have (ᓲ䰭

৮) these days. But you can’t always buy 
them because they are needed by many 
people. So I decided to make a mask by 
myself.

Some colorful pieces of cloth, a box 
of plastic fi ll (ൾٲ➖) and a new 
towel (℈ጫ) were all I needed. First, I 
cut them into the size of a brick (ⵃ಄) 
and stacked them on top of each other, 
just like the “bread, meat and bread” 
in a hamburger. The plastic fi ll was the 
most important because it is used to 
stop spittle (੫⋟) from going through 
the cloth.

After that, I stitched (㑊) the layers 
together. Then I folded (ៅऍ) them in 
half and stitched at the edges (䓦㑅) for a 
second time to make it look like a bowl 
when it was unfolded. The bowl shape 
can fi t around your face more tightly (㉔
㉔). Lastly, I used two strings (ፓၽ) to 
fi nish the mask.

I proudly showed the mask to my 
parents. My father said that it could 
be used to stop dust (ᅅౌ), but not the 
virus. But I still love my mask very 
much and wrote my name on it!

㟼Ⱞϙጯ⼓⌛ใప䄚႓ᵎ 䘚⁐ᒑ

ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ 䭳ᑧ㣦

My father is a railway security (Ⴖ
 o"  cer. During the epidemic, he (ڕ
wore a mask and protective suit (䭟៑

) and went out for work every day. My 
grandparents, my mother and I were 
left home. It was boring. What’s worse, 
our TV was broken, which made us feel 
even more bored. So we decided to do 
something enjoyable.

I tried cooking. I made a lot of food 
with my family, such as chicken wings, 
fried chips and fried dough slices (▿䲏

❴). It was great fun. The food made by 
the whole family also tasted better.

We also played interesting games 
together, such as drawing, playing with 
building blocks and paper-cutting. 
These games made us closer than 
before. Also, time fl ew by faster when 
we played.

Finally, I learned a new skill. I like 
guitar but didn’t have much time to 

practice it before. Now during the 
epidemic, I have more than enough time 
to do it. It not only makes me happy, 
but also improves my playing.

I have learned to enjoy my life during 
the outbreak. I hope you have, too!

ႶᓪⰮࡄϙጵ㠰๔႓㮹䭱ᆋ႓ᵎ ⢸ͽ⋢

ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ Ვ㤺㤺

Guo Xintong is making her own mask.  PROVIDED TO TEENS

 During the novel coronavirus outbreak, all 
departments (䘕䬕) have responded (ࣺᏁ) quickly 
to the epidemic. Doctors and nurses, police 
o"  cers and volunteers are all doing their part. 
Among them, I am especially moved by the 
“angels in white” working on the frontlines (ݺ㏬).

I still remember when I watched a video online 
the other day. A young nurse was too busy to have 
meals. She hadn’t eaten anything for seven hours 
because she wanted to save more lives. When she 
fi nally fi nished her work, she said to a reporter, 
“Now I will have some chicken soup!” She then 
turned away and left quickly and happily.

Other nurses told the reporter, “We were too 
hungry. We wrote the names of our favorite foods 
on our protective suits to feed on illusions (Ꭸᘠ).” 

These “angels in white” really know how to seek 
joy in sorrow (㠓͚҉ͽ). I hope they all have had 
their favorite food! 

㟼Ⱞϙጵ㠰๔႓㟼ጋ侹႓ᵎ 䊢ᕊႴ

ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ 䃥᩼Wang Lehan’s painting.  PROVIDED TO TEENS

Helping out and
hearing stories

Zhou Yuyan works as a volunteer.  PROVIDED TO TEENS

ⰸ喑㜗ጞև⮱ऐ㒖喆

Й ĄិႲუą⮱ᬒၽ䓴ᓄᰶฝᰶ㞟ȡ
㠓͚҉ͽ⮱Ą⮪㶐๖Ҭąȡ

ᒀᔄᙬ㔲喑߈ߖោ⫘ȡ

ॡ䦘ᕎ���ᑍ႓ѓ���䊢ӷ⋴���䘚ゃ哆���㘎უ䨚�
݅㜡݊� 䭵㐡Ấ� 冺㠒⋢� ݅ᕊ䭠� ᒚᓰᗓ�
�����ϛࢶ 䊢ᕎ̭� ᮜუ� ݅ⴒ߶� ݅⁐⥗�
λ���ᱻ����Ϋ� ⢸ᕊ� ݅⊖ຂ� 㺰ᄀⓑ�
Ვ䉊ͽ� Ꮛ����ጲ� Ⴔ䒖� Ვ⯀᪴� ᝬႼ
ᑍᕎႮ� ᵄၽ☕� ᱻᷓڶ� 䭵����ᗲ� 䴖Ҡᵽ
૨䄄ᾆ� কҠ༮� 䗾㖇㢔� ᐧ♣���̮༊㼭�
�����ᄼ���ᒚ㓪䒖ڇ ⢸Ҡᗓ� ⒅ᮕϛ� 㶮䲆䰜

ᶮՖ⦉� ݅䯲᪴� ⢸╇⤔� 䗾็ૉ� 」ឬ䊷���
㦸ദ㓷� Ꮛ࿈䴣� 叱ᮇᵽ� 䭵ⅽળ� 䭵͇䓦���
䃥㟠⦉� ᶮუ⦉� ۜ⊤㣦� ᶲ็ͽ� ༇ӊ㧶���
ᑍज䔗� ⒅ᮕᬻ� ᑍ䄄᩼� ᱻଶ⩝� ⃢���♣

“Do you have a health code (֒Ꮴ)? Please show 
it to me. You don’t have a pass. Please park your 
car here and follow me to apply (⩠䄤) for one.”

It was me who was working as a volunteer (ᔄᙬ

㔲) in my community (ࡧ). Wearing a red jacket 
and cap, together with many other volunteers, 
we make sure people going in and out have 
their health codes and passes. Every day, I meet 
di! erent people and listen to warm stories.

One woman told me she was here visiting her 
mother with bags of snacks. It is inconvenient (̺
Ӭ⮱) for the elderly to go shopping these days. 
She said she hadn’t visited her mother since New 
Year’s Eve. She missed her a lot. Family ties (ڠ㈨) 
are still tight in the epidemic.

“Here is your bag of shrimp,” an old man 
passed a dark blue bag to an old lady. The lady 
was thankful and handed money to the man. She 
told me that to reduce time spent going out, she 
and her neighbors took turns to buy things for the 
neighborhood. Today was the old man’s turn. It 
was a clever idea!

㟼Ⱞᬍ䩎ጯ๔ᶒ侹႓ᵎ ক䄚຺

ᠴᄩ㔮ጵ  」ᮀⷷ

Some Chinese overseas students are thinking about returning to China.  Some Chinese overseas students are thinking about returning to China.  CHINA DAILYCHINA DAILY
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During the novel coronavirus outbreak, many hospitals 
in China have used smart technology (ᮧ㘪ឭᱜ) to care for 
patients and make work easier for doctors. The outbreak 
will lead to faster growth of smart healthcare (ᮧᚔࡨ⫄) in 
China, according to Xinhua. 

Remote healthcare services
It can be dangerous for medical workers and patients to 

come into contact (ᣒ㼓) with each other. But with remote 
(䔉⼸⮱) medical services, doctors at di! erent hospitals can 
share photos and videos to come up with the best treatment 
(⇨⫄ᵵ). China’s three biggest telecom (䕇Ԏ) companies 
are providing (ӈ) hospitals across the country with 5G 
services. This helps them share large amounts of data (ᢛ) 
quickly.

For example, on Feb 27, doctors in the cities of Beijing, 
Shanghai and Guangzhou used 5G technology to treat a 
67-year-old patient in Wuhan, according to China Daily. 
By diagnosing (䃷) patients remotely, doctors can protect 
both themselves and their patients. 

Robots lend a hand
Robots are also being used to fi ght the virus. For 

example, medical workers at the Third People’s Hospital of 
Shenzhen are using robots to do some medical tasks. 

Made by Chinese AI company UBTech, these robots 
can give medical advice, deliver drugs (㢜➖) and disinfect 
(⊵) wards (⫲ᝬ) and other areas. They can also check 
temperatures, according to China Daily.

Liu Yue, head of the hospital’s fever outpatient services 
(ࣾ☚䬕䃷), said the robots have made work much easier. “It 
greatly reduces (ۼᄾ) our burden (䉌៲), and it can also help 
us fi nd infected patients,” Liu said. 

AI makes work more e!  cient
AskBob is an AI-powered consultation platform. Made 

by Ping An Smart Healthcare, it can give users information 
about the virus, help people do medical self-checks, check 
their mental health and choose the right face masks, 
according to China Daily.

Ping An Smart Healthcare has also 
created an AI system that can read CT 
images and give accurate analyses (۳

ܳᲽ)  to doctors. This can speed up the 
diagnostic process and help doctors give 
faster treatment. 
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Will school and
work stay online
in the future?

Virtual
markets

With the outbreak of the novel coronavirus, 
people have to stay at home. More and more people 
have started to shop online. Their new shopping 
habits are changing Chinese e-commerce (⩢ၽੳߎ).

͚ప⩢ੳ喟ౕ ᝅĄ⫘ą͚ 䪬ȡ

䃺�380���≸䄂㻮IV❵
ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡����15ܳ䧌��
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䃺�260  ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡�10ܳ䧌�� Online education companies are offering better 
services.  CHINA DAILY
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Using tech to heal 

Salespeople in Ganzhou, Jiangxi, 
are using livestreaming to sell 
furniture.  XINHUA

FIGHTING THE VIRUS | ڞहᝅĄ⫘ą

Selling things through 
livestreaming (Ⱑ᧚) is not new in 
China. In 2018, sales of products 
through livestreaming totaled 100 
billion yuan. On Singles’ Day in 2018, 
livestreaming seller Li Jiaqi sold 
15,000 lipsticks (ऐ㏏) within just 5 
minutes. 

With most shops closed during the 
outbreak, shop owners are trying to 
fi nd new ways to sell their products. 
Their o"  ine business is starting to go 
online. 

On Taobao Live, for example, sellers 
working in traditional industries 
(㵹͇) are now selling their products 
through livestreaming. Clothes and 
snacks (䰣丌) are among the most 
popular products. “I like watching 
people eating and selling snacks,” a 
Taobao user told Sina.com. “When 
I feel bored at home, I watch the 
streams and buy snacks. It makes me 
feel relaxed and happy.”

Jiang Xinjie, assistant president 
of the Intime Retail Shopping Mall 

(䨣∝⮫䉔), said over 2,000 of the 
company’s sales teams will start 
livestreaming this year in order to sell 
more. “Livestreaming e-commerce is 
not only a way for malls to deal with 
emergencies (㉔ᕒᗲۢ), but also a way 
to upgrade (㏔) their sales model,” 
Jiang said.  

TEENS

Selling via livestreaming 

Buy fresh food online 
Xiao Wei from Nanjing has not been to the 

supermarket since the outbreak started, according to 
People’s Daily. Every day, she buys fresh vegetables, 
meat and fruit online. “It is convenient (Ӭ⮱) and 
I’m less likely to be infected (ᙌᴀ),” she said.

Fresh grocery (⩌凉丌৮) e-commerce in China has 
seen quick growth during the outbreak.  Missfresh 
(ᬒх凉), a grocery delivery (䔿䔮) company, 
reported that sales (䨭䛼) were 3.5 times higher than 
those of last year during the Spring Festival holiday, 
while sales by JD Fresh were 2.15 times higher, 
Xinhua reported. 

People’s new shopping habits might change 
the future of e-commerce in China. According to 
a survey (䄰ᴒ) by US market research company 
Nielsen, nearly 50 percent of people said they would 
be more willing to buy groceries online even when 
the epidemic is over. 

ेྲ႑ǈདԒኽ
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During the outbreak, many people 
study and work at home. Online 
classrooms and cloud o#  ces are booming 
(䓲⡈ࣾᆂ) in China. 

According to China Daily, at least 
600,000 teachers from schools all over 
China have been providing online classes 
during the epidemic. On DingTalk, 
Alibaba’s cloud o#  ce platform (Ꭰझ), more 
than 50 million (⮫̴) students had been 
taking online courses by mid-February. 

Many after-school tutoring institutions 
(䒲ᄩᱧᲱ) are also taking action. Over 
80 education companies, including 
Zuoyebang and VIPKid, have been o! ering 
free online courses. They are trying to 
attract more long-term (䪬⮱) users. 

“The epidemic has made online 
education companies save advertisement 
(Ꭼॷ) fees of nearly 240 billion yuan in 
China, as it takes around 1,000 yuan to 
move a student from o!  ine (㏬̸⮱) study 

to online,” said Chen Xiangdong, founder 
of online education fi rm Genshuixue.

For employees (অጒ), online o#  ce 
software (䒜У) is making it possible to 
work from home. According to China 
Daily, DingTalk has served more than 10 
million companies. Tencent Meeting, a 
similar platform, has added more than 
100,000 cloud servers (ߎக) to increase 
its computing capacity (㘪߈). It can 
now allow over 300 people to have video 
meetings online together. 

“In the long run, online o#  ces and 
education will be better developed. We 
should not underestimate (ѻѝ) the rise of 
new users on di! erent platforms during 
the epidemic. The users’ new habits might 
infl uence (ᒞ৺) the future,” Zheng Anqi 
from the China Academy of Information 
and Communications Technology (͚పԎᖜ

䕇Ԏⵁ⾣䮏) told Guangming Daily.                               
                                                         TEENS
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New way to watch new fi lms 
䃺�260  ᐧ䃛䬲䄨ᬣ䬡�10ܳ䧌��

 CHINA DAILY

Despite its negative e! ects, the epidemic 
has led to the development of many industries. 

From smart healthcare to new models of 
e-commerce to online education and entertainment, 

we’ve seen a silver lining to the cloud. 

Jiang said.  
TEENS

Movie theaters across the country 
have closed because of the coronavirus 
outbreak. Lost in Russia (Ȩఔີȩ) 
became the fi rst Chinese fi lm to premiere 
(仃) online. Many people saw it as a big 
event (θУ), as it showed how fi lm and 
internet companies could work together 
in the future.

Directed by and starring Xu Zheng, the 
comedy (ૉޔ) is about a trip to Russia 
by a controlling (ᣔݣ ᑧ⮱) mother and 
her middle-aged son. It was planned to 
be shown in theaters on Jan 25, but was 
instead shown for free on video platforms 
owned by ByteDance on Jan 24.

Data show that downloads (̸䒪) of 
ByteDance’s Xigua video app rose by 77 
percent from Jan 20 to Jan 26. Within 
three days, Lost in Russia was watched by 

more than 600 million people. 
Di! erent from going to the theaters, 

the online premiere allowed people to 
share their feelings by writing bullet 
comments (ᑦᎂ). During the premiere of 
Lost in Russia, there were over 100,000 
bullet comments, which turned the fi lm-
watching experience into an online social 
activity, according to movie critic Yingtan 
Yiguo.

Following Lost in Russia, two other 
fi lms have premiered online so far: Enter 
the Fat Dragon (Ȩ㗒哆䓴ȩ) on Feb 1 
and The Winners (Ȩ๔䊏უȩ) on Mar 
20. According to People’s Daily, with the 
development of the internet, it might 
become a trend (䊸߬) for the fi lm industry 
and online video platforms to have closer 
cooperation (व҉) in the future.        TEENS

QIANTU

3e*What?*Where? 

*When?*Who? 

*Why?*How?

Everyone in China spares no effort to make it better and conquer the novel 
coronavirus. Besides helping our own family, friends and our country, China also 
send out helping hand to other countries. Because the arrival of Chinese health 
professionals is of great importance to these countries. The words on the medical 
aid packages read with a heart. 



Post reading
India

Belgium



Post reading
France

Italy



Post reading
Iran

Japan

Because the world is united 
together, China now is setting a 
good example against the novel 
coronavirus. 



Words in use
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Thank you for your attending!


